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Attentkm Al! Staff!
Company Secretary
from Bob McGowan [SWHL, Basingstokej
I am pleased to report that at the Board meeting on 1st July
1998 Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd approved the appointment of
Geoff Redwood as Company Secretary.

The main revisions are listed below and it is intended that these
will remain in operation until Christmas when the position will
be reviewed. The temporary arrangements are as follows:•

General internal enquiries related to Project Management
should be forwarded to Cohn Holmes in the first instance.

He will retain his other Company Secretary roles in SWKCL,
SWRL, SWPE, SWK Ltd and Scott Neale but there will be a
reorganisation of administration duties within SWKCL so that
he has less direct involvement, as set out in the following item.
The work which he currently does on professional indemnity
and contractual matters will continue and be a formal part of his
new responsibilities for Europe Region as a whole.

•

Kim Candler will take on the role of Project Director for the
MoD Project Management Term Commissions for DWA
Benson, DWA Innsworth and DWA Portsmouth. The
various Project Managers on these Term Commissions will
remain unchanged.

•

Cohn Holmes will be acting Project Director on the PFI bid
for Colchester Garrison and for the PFI Prison initiatives.

Geoff will commence duties on 1st October 1998 and will move
office within Scott House to be adjacent to Chris Bennett.

•

Steve Brundle will remain as Project Director for the PFI
bid for GCHQ, the Alcan project and WCML.

•

David Farthing will act as Project Director on the
Manchester Airport Second Runway project and for other
business development opportunities with Manchester
Airport.

Reorganisation of Administration Roles
from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The reorganisation of admin roles within SWKCL resulting
from Geoff Redwood’s appointment as Holdings Company
Secretary with effect from 1st October 1998 is as follows:

Further information on the reallocation of responsibilities can be
obtained from Cohn Holmes if needed.

Geoff Redwood will continue to be responsible for professional
indemnity and contractual issues in his new role.
Mike Sales will have overall responsibility for other admin
issues including building maintenance, building services,
utilities, purchasing, vehicle contract hire, mobile phones and
care hire. Jackie Constable will be assisting Mike in a number
of these tasks and, in particular, will take over day-to-day
responsibility for the vehicle fleet after a handover period from
Pam McIntosh.

New Initiatives In Training
Tessa Harding [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The Chesterfield IPD meeting, originally scheduled for 11th
August, will now be held on 1st October at 4.OOpm. To re-cap a
little on the details, the new initial professional development
scheme is aimed at graduates, technicians and all those in the
early stages of a professional career. The company is keen to
see them take a greater role in the design and running of their
own training. A key aim is to make a fmite training budget
more cost effective and deliver better value for money.

Pam McIntosh will be responsible for the staffing and operation
of Reception (which in future will look after couriers, taxis and
car park permits as well as the usual switchboard, fax and
visitor duties), the post room, word processing, catering and the
print room. In addition Pam will have responsibility for general
insurances, including the fleet policy.

It is envisaged that at least one training representative will be
elected in each office who will be able to co-ordinate training in
that office.

Notification Of Changes And Responsibilities
Within Project Management

The meeting will be hosted by myself and Peter Guthrie and
will give us the opportunity to introduce the scheme whilst also
providing a forum for ideas and suggestions.

The temporary intensive involvement of Steve Brundle on the
West Coast Main Line project in Swindon and the work being
undertaken by Bob Ballard on PFI initiatives with Tarmac, has
necessitated a reassignment of responsibilities for some areas of
work within the Project Management Group.

The timing of the meeting is designed to ensure that those
attending can donate their time (there is no job number for these
events!). Please let me know in advance if you plan to attend
the event (I’m in Basingstoke on ext. 302).
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And Evening Meetings
The Thames Valley local association of the ICE is organising the
courses and evening meetings listed below. More information
can be found on the notice boards in Scott House and Network
House.
Engineering and Construction Contract Law (6 wk)
The Great Man-Made River Project (evening meeting)
Software for Civil Engineers (evening meeting)
Guided Tour of Locomotive Workshops (evening meeting)
Loss Adjusting (evening meeting)
History of the ICE (evening meeting)
The Wind Energy Revolution (evening meeting)
Preparing for the CPR (1 day)
Want to Know How to Mend a Castle (evening meeting)

Lunch Time Seminar
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfieldj
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On Thursday 8 October 1998 David Brown and Doug Pratt of
Giken Europe BV are giving a presentation called ‘Silence is
Giken’. Giken Europe BV claim to be the world’s leading
exponents of silent and vibrationless steel sheet piling as well as
other forms of silent piling. The seminar will be held in Meeting
Room 2 at the Chesterfield Public Library at 12.30 pm and will
last for approximately one hour.
Anyone wishing to attend should contact me on ext 217 asap. so
that I can order sandwiches.
CIRIA
from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
There has been some confusion over the article in last week’s
ScottLight regarding information from CIRIA.

My last day in Basingstoke will be on Friday 3rd October (the
day of the Anvil get-together) and after this date I will be on site
at Heathrow. Should anyone wish to contact me whilst I am
away please use my home email address:
106630.3370@compuserve.com (only attach files when
necessary).
-

Nice One André
from Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]
I am in receipt of Plymouth Office’s Autumn series of seminars
and I would be pleased to be advised of other initiatives, either
corporate or office instigated.

New European Co-Director for Project in Colombia
from Simon Thomas [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
We welcome Alan Williams, who has been appointed to take
over as European Co-Director on our EC-fiinded Urban
Development Project in Tumaco, Colombia. Alan is already in
place, and is busy preparing, with his local counterpart, a revised
operating plan which will take the project through to completion,
scheduled for the end of October 1999. The main task will be to
construct as many new houses and infrastructure as possible
within the time and budget now remaining, to add to the 526
houses already built and/or occupied and the school which is in
use.
There is a possibility that the project could be extended, otherwise
Alan is interested in continuing with us on other overseas
projects requiring an experienced project or construction
manager. Following 5 years in airfield construction with the RAF
he has worked on a variety of developments in Denmark. Brazil,
Dominican Republic, Spain and most recently Korea.
TRAVELLERS

The intention is that John Tubman will be the principal named
contact with CIRIA, but that I will undertake the majority of the
promulgation on his behalf (eg for courses/seminars and
publishing information within SW in whatever form is
appropriate). Other correspondence with CIRIA (for example
voting and decisions on tendering for work etc) will be handled at
a senior management level and obviously will not feature in
ScottLight in quite the same way.

James Rennie Medal (Dress Rehearsal)
from Martin Young
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
You may recall from ScottLight earlier this year that I was
nominated for the ICE James Rennie Medal for my CPR report
on Fox Bay East Jetty in the Falkland Islands. I have now made
it through to the final four and have to present a paper in an open
meeting on 6 October at Great George Street.

Location

Traveller

Dates

Canada
Moscow

R J Annitage
P M Guthrie

29/9-2 Oct
7-9 Oct

Congratulations!
Long Service Awards
Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have all
received Long Service Awards this month.
25 years 3/9/98
Gary Durman
25 years 3/9/98
Martin Telling
10 years on 1/9/98
Rob Hills
Simon Wilkinson 10 years on 5/9/98
10 years on 12/9/98
Satnam Singh
10 years on 19/9/98
David Riach
Steve J3rundle also recorded 20 years service on 4/9/98.
-

-

-

-

-

-

In the hope of improving my chances I am giving a dress
rehearsal in Basingstoke, Conference Room 2, at 12.30 on
Thursday 1 October. Anyone willing to heckle or ask difficult
questions is invited. Please contact me on ext 431 beforehand.
from Suzanne Hallowes [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

-

-
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Birth

Sports & Socials
Scott Wilson Railways Golf Competition
from Jthn Blackmur [SWR, Swindon]

Congratulationsfrom all at Abingdon office to Peter Whitehead
and wife Zoe on the birth of their beautiful little girl, Ellie. Her
grip is already firm enough to hold a nine iron; we look forward
toseeingheronthethirwaysoon!

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:-

Scott Wilson Railways are pleased to
announce the result of this year’s golf
competition held once again at Marlborough
and attended by a record 31 participants.
Overall winner and holder for a year of the “Mainline Rail” is
Peter Ansell from the Telford Office. Second was Paul
Bracegirdle, third Hugh Blackwood and Bill Jameson held off
strong challenges to take the booby prize. Nearest the pin, a
remarkable 2’6”, was won by Barry Woodfln and the longest
drive by Phil Wells. Joint winners of the putting were Sandy
Burrell and Peter Frankham. Many thanks to all who took part
and we look forward to seeing you again next year.

Lesley McDougall who joined the Basingstoke office 10
Division as a Graduate on 21/9/98
Brenda Le Hec who joined the Basingstoke office CS Division
as an Accounts Clerk on 21/9/98.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

Richard Bennett who has joined SWPE as Research Engineer
after completing his PhD at the University ofNottingham.

Financial Controller Scott Wilson Holdings, Basingstoke

Stephen Dickens who has joined Manchester Office.

The central finance function requires srengthening with the
addition of a finance professional, who has the drive and
ambition to grow as the scale of the role develops.

TRANSFERS
Ruth Aitken who has transferred from the MO site at Stoke to
SWPE to work in the Materials Laboratory.

LEAVERS

[U

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

-

We need a qualified accountant with a strong academic
background, who has at least 2 years post qualification
experience in financial accounting and multi-currency
consolidations.
Reporting to the Financial Director the responsibilities will cover
a broad range of functions including annual budgets, the
development of financial reporting systems, supervision of head
office accounts and assisting in treasury mailers. A good
knowledge of Excel would be a distinct advantage.

Victoria Wallace and Kenneth Loo who both leave the
Basingstoke office P Division this week.

It is envisaged that this role will lead towards line management
presenting a significant opportunity for career advancement.

Cohn Ibberson who left the Materials Section at SWPE on 10
September.

If you are interested in this position please contact Angela Lowle,
ext285.

SWPE would like to say a big thank you and good luck to our
Vacation Students, all of whom will be returning to their studies
shortly: Simon Middleton, Stephen White, Ian Wilkins,
Stephen Woodhams.

Three vacancies exist in the Highway Maintenance group based
at Matlock.

A belated goodbye and good luck to Brian Rope who left the
company on 31 August. Brian had recently been working doii
south as an Inspector of Works, though the majority of his 16
years with the firm had been in Central region.

Senior Clerk) Typist
To manage and organise the workload, supervising two typists
and receptionist/administrator. The post requires good
organisational skills and the ability to juggle a busy workload in a
calm and effective maimer. Other duties will include upkeep of
the library, timesheet input and maintenance of the office filing
systems.
Clerk / Typist
As part of the clerical/typing team you will provide clerical
support and typing for approximately 40 engineering staff
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Candidates for both of these positions should possess excellent
word processing skills using Word 6 for Windows, a good
telephone manner and the ability to deal with enquires from the
public. A minimum of 2 years experience in similar posts would
be an advantage.
Office Junior
To carry out various administrative duties including the internal
post round, outgoing mail, photocopying, filing and some
typing. Candidates should be 16-18 years of age with at least
five GCSE’ at grade C, or above. In addition, basic typing skills
and some knowledge of computing would be an advantage.
Any member of staff interested in any of the above should contact
Mary Rook at Chesterfield Personnel.

Filing Clerk (Level 1.2) Airports Division, Basingstoke
-

Duties will include some
To work 15 hours a week.
Previous office
administrative support as well as filing.
experience is desirable.
Any member of staff who is interested please contact Lisa
Litchfield on ext. 358.

For Sale & Wan ted
For Sale:
PEUGEOT 205 Style 1.8 Diesel. 1991 (H)
with 6 months MOT and Tax.
Full main dealer service history. 94,000 miles. Very reliable and
economical (60mpg). Very good condition. £2300.
Phone Paul Miles in Basingstoke (ext 345).

For Sale: PIONEER Stereo Amplifier
A-405R 90W + 90W.
Used in Roadshow Exhibition.
As new £202. Offers please. Please contact Kenny O’I-Iara on
0141 332 2258
-

-

Idea of the Week
from Matthew Kingsley [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Put ScottLight on the network(s) as an html, wortd or pdf file
and just email a notification that the latest edition is in place.
Print ScottLight on White Paper. This will allow recycling of the
paper.

from Guy Rigby [SWKCL, Manchester]
For people who (like me) work out of several Scott Wilson
offices, it would save memorising or referring to lots of different
lists if all the inter-office abbreviated dialling codes for phone and
fax could be rationalised so that each Scott Wilson or client office
had the same code irrespective of the Scott Wilson office from
which the call was made or fax sent. For example, short code
101 would always be Basingstoke phone and 201 would always
be Basingstoke fax irrespective of whether the call or fax
originated in Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham, Chesterfield,
Matlock, London or any other Scott Wilson office. The principle
could also be extended to individual direct-dial extensions.

from Andy Abrahams [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Set up a master copy of the PM’s Financial Return and Budget
form, produced by the CONQUEST accounts system, in Excel
format.
This would enable Project Managers to make
amendments easily and ensure the mathematics were correct.

from David Fowle [SWKCL, Hereford]
1. New expenses claim form to include mileage records this will
eliminate mileage record card. (sample provided)
2. Purchase order to include quality assurance performance
check on suppliers. (sample provided)

NB. illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity to
the items on offer!

7áda9/a’ jo te weei from Ron Wall [SWKCL, Telford)
-

Accommodation Wanted
Richard Caseley [SWKCL, A19 Site]
I am moving to the Basingstoke office in early October and am
seeking accommodation, preferably a room in a shared non
smoking house, in the BasingstokefReading area. If you have
any information please ring me on 01642 560538, ext 248
(probably up till Friday 2 October) or at the Basingstoke Project
Management section after that date.

In view of the errors in the recent re-issue of the Quality Manual
and the spelling mistakes on the associated Q forms which are
now available, should there be a Quality Procedure to control the
production of the Quality Procedures?

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by 5
p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x285 Fax: 01256460 582
e-mail: angela.1owleswkeurope.com
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256460582

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

K

Location:

K

K

Idea of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location
Name:
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication disfributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiaiy companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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Week ending: 2 October 1998

All Staffi

A Scoft Wilson Double
from Bob McGowan [SWHL]

Coastal Group
from David Dales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

I stand to be corrected, but I believe for the first time in Scott
Wilson’s history, we have two Institution of Civil Engineers
Local Association Chairmen (elect) being installed at AGMs
and delivering their Chainnan’s address on the same evening.

(Imagine sound of waves crashing on the seashore....) The
Coastal Group is now established in Basingstoke, consisting
for the moment of David Dales and Sarah Dewsbury. Joining
us in the coming weeks will be Jemma (section secretary
/administrator), Katrina Gilbert (assistant engineer) and a
number of new recruits.

On 8 October 1998

Coastal is a separate department which, along with Water,
Geotechnics, IT and Environment, forms part of the RC DBU.
(We like to think of RC as standing for ‘River and Coastal’).
We are on the third floor of Scott House.

Jim McCafferty becomes
Chairman of the Glasgow and
West of Scotland Association

In a nutshell what we do is:
Modelling of coastal processes
waves, tides, currents,
sediment transport, estuaries.
Design of coastal structures seawalls, groynes and beaches.
Studies of coastal issues
erosion, flooding, siltation,
dredging, impacts of development.

(the first ever formed)

-

-

-

and Kim Candler becomes

Our current projects include:

Chairman of the Southern

The Pevensey Sea Defence project for the Environment
Agency, which is the first trial of a DBFO type approach to
coastal defences. If successful Tarmac/Scott Wilson will take
over responsibility for designlconstructionlfmance/operation
of sea defences along a 9km length of the Sussex coast, for
the next 25 years. Fee scale is B ( A if we are the winning
consortium)

Association.

We wish them both an enjoyable year in office.

Eddie Foster Moves to India
from Sunil Maihotra [SW India]

support to Project
Dibden Bay Container Terminal
Management division on issues arising from a plan to use 1
million m
3 of dredged spoil to create tidal wetlands for bird
habitats.
-

Arun-Adur Coastal Strategy study of coastline and rivers
between Littlehampton and Shoreham to develop a long term
management plan.
-

Scott Wilson India welcomes Eddie and Chris Foster to New
Delhi. May they experience a most satisf’ing tenure in India.
Eddie Foster is now Director on the Board of the Indian firm
and will be based in the Delhi office.

CONQUEST
from Keith Hackney [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
All users who encounter problems running CONQUEST
should now contact the Helpdesk on ext 250 in Basingstoke.

If you need any more information just let me know. I’d also
be interested in hearing from anyone with coastal design or
modelling experience.

You are invited to the next Thames Valley branch meeting
being held jointly with the ICE:

Birmingham Office
from Bob Langford [SW Railways]

Hands up all of you who know anything about the
Birmingham Office. Many are probably aware that the
Birmingham Office exists and that is about it. Here then is an
attempt to rectify that.
The Birmingham Office is shared with Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Co and is quite small total staffing is eight at
present.
-

Alan Crawford and Stuart Clarke, both transportation
engineers, are the SWK technical complement, with Bob
Langford, Keith Jones (transferred from SWK) Jeff McGhie
and Chris Goodwin (recently joined us from Hyder) on the
SWR side. Cathy Evans is the secretary/receptionist for both
groups and Kym Cooper has recently joined as office junior.
The office itself is a first floor suite in the ‘Legal Sector’ the
Crown Court and Magistrates Court are either side of us with
a Yates Wine Lodge below (shame about the drugs & alcohol
policy!)
-

In management terms the SWR part of the office is an outbase
of Alan Dray’s Project Management organisation. However,
because of individual skills we actually also have strong links
to the Permanent Way group.
We may be able to assist you in delivery of your projects (or
formulating bids) because of our good knowledge of
Midlands Zone geography and personal knowledge of many
of the Railtrack Midlands Zone staff.
Our contact details are in the internal telephone directory and
on internal e-mail. We also have a meeting room (booked via
Cathy Evans) should that be of help.
Finally, if you are in the Birmingham area please drop by and
visit us.

Scott Wilson Expands Its Foreign Language Capability
from Tony Simms [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

We would like to welcome Lesley McDougall to the firm.
She joins with an impressive collection of qualifications in
Spanish and French, and is keen to add Italian and Portuguese
to her portfolio when the opportunity arises.
Although her primary task is to assist with preparation of
expressions of interest and proposals within the 10 Division, it
is the intention that her language skills along with those of
Tanya Ball be made available to the firm as a whole.
-

-

RedR Register of Engineers for Disaster Relief
One Man and His Travels
-

To be held on Tuesday 13th October 1998
at Hilton National Basingstoke, Old Common Road,
Black Dam, Basingstoke, RG2I 3PR
Please Note Buffetfrom 630pm Meeting starts at 7pm
Presenter: Stuart Manser recently returned from Afghanistan
-

RedR Register of Engineers for Disaster Relief relieves
suffering in disasters by selecting, training and providing
competent and effective engineers and related relief workers
to humanitarian relief agencies worldwide. The presenter
Stuart Manser has recently returned from his latest assignment
in Afghanistan and will join us for the evening to talk about
RedR.
What is it? and what does it do?
How to join
Assignments and what to expect
One man and his travels, Baghdaa
Kenya, Montserrat and Afghanistan
Return to Sanity!
-

Stuart Manser has recently returned from Afghanistan and
will join us for the evening to talk about his experiences with
RedR and the various assignments which he has carried out. If
you are wishing to attend and want more details please give
Sue Moore a ring on ex 418 in Basingstoke.

Build a Building Competition 1999
from Piers Currie
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Young professionals under the age of 28 are invited to take
part in a realistic simulation of the design and construction
process for an establishment on a real site.
Teams of 4 to 6 people need to have a knowledge in
architecture, civil and structural engineering, building
services, quantity surveying, planning, landscape architecture.
The key dates are as follows:
1. By 30 October 1998 registration of interest forms sent to
the ICE. (c/o David Williams, ICE).
2. Pre-qualification details sent to teams.
3. By 18 January 1999 pre-qualification forms to be
completed.
4. Late January 1999 finalists are chosen.
5. Details of fmal submission are sent to teams.
6. 10 & 11 April competition final.
Registration of interest forms and further information is
available for individuals wishing to join up with people from
other companies or teams from within Scott Wilson.
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Lunch Time Seminar
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

What’ Going On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 £9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999
-

Kemira Coatings Limited
KEMIRA Protective Coatings, are to present a lunch time
seminar on Wednesday 14 October 1998 in conference room
2a/2b at 12-15 p.m.

Pok Oi Flyover Bridges the Gap
from lain Masterton [SW Hong Kong]

-

A short guide to the agenda:
Introduction On Current Paint Types
The Environment Protection Act and How it Will Affect
Specifiers and Applicators
Paint Specifications
Future Developments in Paints and Surface Preparation

One of Scott Wilson’s bridges caused a stir recently when its
main span was spectacularly erected across a complex
interchange in the NW New Territories.

It is hoped that as many people as possible will attend; the
meeting would qualify for CET and CPD requirements, so all,
ESPECIALLY GRADUATES, are asked to confirm their
interest to me on ext. 350 as soon as possible, so that I can
make arrangements and order the buffet.

Malawi Office New Location
from Hamish Goldie-Scot [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Scott Wilson Malawi office has moved to a new location
in Lilongwe. The postal address remains the same, but the
physical address is now House 40, Area 9. An application
has been made for the current phone and fax numbers to be
transferred to the new address, but this may be subject to
delay. Meanwhile the office can be contacted on 00265
740836.

Anvil Party 2 October
from Pat Lock [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
If you have tickets for the party on Friday and are now unable
to use them, please advise Pat Lock on ext 339 today as
several people who did not think they could attend have now
asked me for places.

Opening later this year, Pok Oi Flyover will form a vital link
between the recently completed Route 3 Country Park Section
(News SWAP Issue 34) and the Yuen Long Southern Bypass.
It will greatly relieve the traffic congestion currently afflicting
this complex split level interchange and help to reduce
journey times for vehicles travelling to and from the nearby
border crossing into mainland China at Lok Ma Chau.
The bridge deck was designed and constructed using state of
the art techniques and comprises glued segmental pre-cast
concrete boxes stressed together by external pre-stressing
tendons. The deck design is, therefore, very similar to that
adopted for the nearby Au Tau Interchange viaducts on the
Route 3 CPS contract. The segments are lifted into position by
an overhead erection gantry and Scott Wilson’s highly
efficient design enabled the contractor to erect one span every
5 days which is extremely fast considering the complex
traffic management required to minimise disruption to traffic
flows on the interchange below.
-

Appeal from Chris White {SWHL, Basingstoke]
Would anyone who has been following the programme
‘Scrapheap’ on Channel 4, or ‘Motorway Life’ on ITV
(Saturday night), or has access to Discovery Channel please
contact me (Basingstoke ext 238).

P

TRAVELLERS

Congra tula tions!

Location

Traveller

Dates

India

Jim Baldwin
John Butterworth
Peter George
Jerome Munro-Lafon

5 Oct
5 Oct
9-24 Oct
17-21 Oct

“

Hong Kong
Tunis

The detailed design of the bridge deck, piers and foundations
was carried out by SW’s Bridge design teams in Basingstoke
and Chesterfield, in the UK, who deserve praise for their
contribution to the success of the project.

to Jon Barry (P.Way, SW Railways)
and Sarah
who tied the knot on
1 September.

!L
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Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

STARTERS

Technical Assistant 1.2 SP Division
-

Scott Wilson India welcomes the following new joiners:
Naim Hasan Senior Highway Engineer
Avinash Vaidya Bridge/Structural Engineer
Anil Kumar Bridge Engineer
I M Singh CAD Specialist
A K Bag CAD Specialist
-

-

-

-

The Project Management team in Basingstoke are looking for
a Technical Assistant to carry out programming using
Microsoft Project and Premarvera P3 (training will be given);
collating invoices and preparation of databases, spreadsheets
and presentation material. They will also assist in the
preparation of proposals and marketing material.

-

Scott Wilson Railways welcomes the following new joiners:
Bob Lees, Theresa Michaels, Adam Holmes Business
Management
Andrew Joy, Melissa Barry, David Cook RSE Crewe
Alex Richardson RSE Swindon
David Woods P.Way

The successful candidate will be computer literate, numerate
and will have proven relevant work experience. They would
need to be a good team player and have a flexible attitude to
hours of work.

-

Engineer 3.1/3.2 RC Division
-

-

-

-

A belated welcome to:
Sian Bishop who has now joined us on a permanent basis as
Graduate Environmental Specialist based in Basingstoke.
Glyn Lewis also joins us on a permanent basis working from
the Basildon office

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

The Coastal section in Basingstoke require a Project Manager
to lead teams on Environmental Agency (& others) coastal
projects.
You would be responsible for technical work
designlstudy/modelling/report and fmancial control. Specific
projects are Pevensey Sea Defences, (Tarmac), Arun Adver
(Env Agency), Hampshire Asset Survey (Env Agency).
-

You should have a Civil Engineering Degree and be MICE or
about to be. You should have a minimum of 5 years
experience in Coastal Engineering and hold a full driving
licence.
If you are interested in either of the above, please call Sally
Mason on ext2lO
Filing Clerk Basingstoke Level 1.2
-

-

Dyfan Thomas, Mark Richardson, Stuart Dickson, Anthea
Benyon and Gail Halls who have all left, or will shortly be
leaving Scott Wilson Railways.

A filing clerk is required to take responsibility for all filing
and archiving for JO DBU and Project Management. The
position is based in the new Network House offices.

L Stewart, A Penny, M Kelly and A Moore who will be
leaving RAF Benson within the next few weeks.

Applicants must be experienced at handling large volumes of
filing and must possess a methodical and accurate approach
to their work. The ability to work as part of a team is also
essential.

from Paul Swales [SWKCL, Meir, Stoke-on-Trent]
Bill Ollerenshaw has retired after spending the last 15 years
of his career as an Inspector of Works with Scott Wilson. Bill
worked on sites in the Midlands, Scotland and in Africa
before fmishing at the A50 Phase 2 contract in Stoke-on
Trent.
All his former colleagues wish him a long and happy
retirement.

If you are interested in this position please contact Lisa
Litchfield on extension 358.

from Bob McKittrick [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
In Issue 150 (w/e 10 July 1998) of ScottLight there was an
advert for a Marketing Officer (Basingstoke) (2.2). We are
still looking to fill the position and are very keen to do so
from amongst existing staff.
Since the advert was first placed, it has been agreed that the
management of the Scott Wilson homepage on the world wide
4

web will in future be handled by SWKCL and this task will be
one of the duties of the new appointee. This enhances the post
considerably as it will involve the following:
• designing improvements to, and updates of the contents of
the website particularly in terms of news announcements
and job adverts. This will involve liaising with all three
Regions within the Scott Wilson Group.
• liaising with the internet service provider.

and courses attended. Currently, Personnel keep copies of
Training Course Appraisal Forms but the use of these could
be extended to be included in a universal register. Staff
interested could refer to the register and contact the delegate
to borrow the notes.
I understand that the library should be sent a copy of the
course notes but this rarely happens. The system could be
improved by ensuring that a copy of the course notes are in
the library and the course register is included in the library
catalogue system.

• responding to, and actioning, enquiries from outsiders
visiting the site.
from Jason Aymes [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
• responding to, and actioning, internal queries from within
the Scott Wilson Group and picking up on suggestions for
improvements to the site.

The original duties will be pruned as necessary to allow
adequate time for the website work.

On expenses claim form (Q51) for ease of use add two new
columns next to Value column, calling first ‘Net’, second
‘VAT’ and third ‘Gross’ (old Value column). This would
save entering extra rows for ‘VAT on above’ and enable
Admin to fmd gross amounts paid when checking receipts
against Q5 1. This would also help the claimant when
checking Visa statements etc. This would not affect entry on
to computer as VAT description is no longer required.

If you are interested in applying for this position please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210 in Basingstoke

from Ewan Craig [Bulford Army Camp, nr Salisbury]

• integrating existing, and future, subsites into the main site
eg Pavement Engineering and Railways.

Idea of the Week
from Peter Ansell [SWKCL, Telford]
Having (hopefully) fmished picking the phantom NREs (why
are they never phantom fees??) out of my recent batch of
quarterly returns, can I suggest that those approving invoices
be requested to write a short Client/Job Title on the invoice
(eg. ParkhilllVigo; Autolink/A19) in addition to the JEN so
that when the invoice goes to be processed there is some
means of confirming that the invoice is being charged to the
right job. If the two do not match up, perhaps those entering
the invoices could make further enquiries of whoever
approved the invoice.

The model reports for the Ministry of Defence Establishment
Works consultant contracts do not contain clauses limiting the
liability of Scott Wilson. As surveys of condition for
buildings is a high risk for professional indemnity insurance I
would suggest adding such clauses to all EWC contract
reports. The clauses used by the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors Home Buyers Report and Guidance
booklet would be a good starting point.

e wee4:

from Piers Currie [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
“God must have been a civil engineer because when designing
the human body who else would put a sewage outfall next
door to a recreational area?”

This might be extra work at the time but I would suggest it
would be a ‘stitch in time saving nine’.

from Johnny Lee [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
We are short of Office Juniors. I suggest Scott Wilson lower
the minimum requirement of candidates in order to recruit
more of this level of staff. Quantity, not quality, is the issue
here. 5 D’s at GCSE is perfectly all right.

from Paul Miles [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Training courses and seminars are expensive so I think that
the information obtained from them should be made
accessible to all staff by having a register of all the delegates
5
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Attention

All Staffi

Working Time Regulations 1998
from Geoff French [SWHL, Basingstoke]
The European Union has issued a Directive on Working Time which has now become law in the UK.
welcomes these new protections for employees.

Scott Wilson

In practice very few Scott Wilson people will be affected by the regulations but it is important that everyone knows the main
features.
These regulations came into force on 1st October 1998. The regulations provide:•

a right to at least three weeks paid annual leave (this rises to four weeks leave in November 1999).

•

a limit of 48 hours on the number of hours worked each week, averaged over a 17 week period; this can be
varied by prior agreement.

•

that records of working time must be kept.

•

an entitlement to at least one day off in each 7 day period (two days off for workers under 18), this is subject to
certain exceptions.

•

an entitlement to 11 hours consecutive rest in each 24 hours period (12 hours for workers under 18), subject to
certain exceptions.

•

a 20 minute rest break if the working day is longer than 6 hours (30 minutes per 4.5 hours for workers under
18), again subject to certain conditions.

•

night workers are subject to tighter restrictions on normal working hours of 8 hours in each 24 hour period.
(Night workers are those who work at least 7 hours a day including at least 3 hours between midnight and 5.00
am averaged over a 17 week period).

•

night workers should have free health assessments at regular intervals to ensure their suitability for night work.

All members of staff should ensure that their start time and finish time is recorded on their timesheet with effect from 1St
October 1998.
If anybody believes that their work may be in danger of contravening these regulations they should contact their Director or
Personnel Department.
Pensions
from Susan Briggs [SWSL, Glasgow]

you would like to raise, you are welcome to contact me or any
of the other Trustees about it.

The next meeting of the Pension Scheme Trustees will be held
th
16
October. If you have any particular concerns
on Friday
about the operation of the scheme, or there is a relevant issue

The other Trustees are: Bob McGowan (Chairman), Geoff
French, Richard Denton-Cox, Peter limes, Geoff Leatham.

Scott Wilson Foundation
Geoffrey Williams Travelling Scholarship
From Chris Sketch ley [SWKCL, BasingstokeJ
I am pleased to report that the Geoffrey Williams Travelling
Scholarship has this year been awarded to Daniel Savage
(who just happens to work for SP division in Basingstoke.)
Daniel is going to spend a year in our Harare office where in
addition to working in the structures team he is to undertake a
study into the integration of IT into the office work practices.
For the benefit of new staff the Geoffrey Williams Travelling
scholarship is jointly sponsored by Scott Wilson and the
Worshipful Company of Constructors in memory of Geoffrey
Williams who died, prematurely in 1988. He was a Fellow of
the Institution of Civil Engineers, Vice President of the old
Fellowship of Engineering, Senior Partner of Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick and Partners and a member of the Court of the
Company of Constructors.
It is awarded biennially and unusually this year the 1996
winner Renia Lopez, presented her study paper t the Court of
the Worshipful Company on the same day as Daniel received
his award. This happy coincidence came about due to Renia
choosing to remain in Hong Kong where her Scholarship took
her. This delayed Renia’s return to UK to present to the Court
which otherwise would have been some time at the end of last
year or the beginning of this year. Daniel we expect you back
ontime!

Q29

Brief to Assisting Office/Department

Q109

Training Request/Record Form

Q14l

Results of Health and Safety Considerations/Issues
of the ‘Designer’ During the Planning and Design
Stages of a Project

Q107

Record of Telephone Conversation

Car Parking - Basingstoke
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke}
Once again car parking is proving problematical with an
amount of double parking occurring. It is therefore even more
essential for Scott Wilson personnel resident in Basingstoke
offices to display their car stickers, preferably in the front
windscreen of their cars. If you have not registered your car
with Scott House reception please do so and obtain the
appropriate sticker. Scott Wilson personnel visiting Scott
House should display a compliment slip with their name
appended on their car’s dashboard as well as entering the car
registration number when signing the visitors book.
Equally, visitors to Scott House should be encouraged to
enter, where applicable, their car registration number in the
visitors book.
Car parking at Network House is sniely for personnel working
in that building.

Revision of Q-Forms
from John Taylor [SWKCL, Basingstokej

There is an overflow car park at the front of City Wall House,
also in Basing View almost opposite Scott House, where
parking slots 1-43 inclusive are available.

The following Q-Forms have been revised to accord with
comments received and are available as computer templates
(see ScottLight 159 ). Please use the computer version of the
forms those in the QPM are indicative only and will be re
issued in due course:

More CIRIA Events
from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstokej

,

I have received details of the following events
Ql

Quality Plan

Q2

Quality Plan (Supplementary Procedures)

Q4

Design Data

Q7

Design Review Certificate

Qi 1

Corrective Action Request

Q12

Document Register

Q13

Issue Schedule

QI3A

Register/Issue Sheet

Q18

Requisition for Supplies or Services

Q19

Purchase Order

Q20

Quality Assurance: Sub-Contractors Register

Q21

Purchase Order ( External Printing)

Q22

Job Control Form (JCF)

Q22A

Job Element Number Form (JEN)

Q25

Facsimile Transmission Form (A4)

Managing Risks to Reap Rewards London 27/10/98
Construction and the Environment London 3/11/98
• Risk/Partnering/Sustainable Development in the Water
Industry London 5/11/98
*
Benchmarking in Practice - Bristol 17/11/98
Manchester 15/12/98
Birmingham 15/3/99

*

-

*

-

-

-

-

More details from me on B/S ext 506

First Aid
from Kim Simmons
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Scott House First Aid Room has moved. It is now
situated on the ground floor next to the library (the old dark
room).
If you require anything please see one of the five first aiders
at Scott House, who are:
2

Kim Simmons
Sharron Pengelly
Matthew Kingsley311
Dave Rawlinson
Jane Fryett

ExtNo:
249
237
303
388

Network House First Aiders are:
435
Tanya BaIl
414
Julian Foster
(+ back up Diana Clarke 404)
-

Jim McCafferty’s inaugural speech was given on 1st October
(not 8th as stated in the article). Kim’s was the one on 8th
October.

-

Mayday, Mayday!
from Bob Young [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
A number of hand held, marine, two-way radios have
disappeared from the survey store in Scott House. If anyone
has knowledge of their whereabouts could they please contact
me, on ext 335.

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Almaty
Zambia
Luanda, Angola

Shammy Pun
Steve Booth
Simon Thomas

6 10 Oct
9 Oct-20 Nov
13 -20 Oct
-

Editor Note: To clear up a confusion, the aim ofpublishing
who is going where is to allow staff to use those travelling to
carry out mail, market our business to other companies etc, so
saving or making some money. Please let me know fyou are
going overseas.

What’ Gomg On?
Flight Costs
from Keith Wallace [SWR(S)L, Glasgow]
I have just read the summaries from the 24 hour conferences
and was most interested in the presentation on cost cutting,
Our current
particularly with regard to our flight costs.
project in Denmark is somewhat complex with payment based
on all-inclusive rates for four staff grades, despite the grades
being populated by staff from three countries with very
different pay scales and travel/accommodation needs. These
rates were set with limited information available at tender time
and adjusted with the local knowledge of our Danish co
consultants, which ultimately helped secure the project. As a
result it soon became clear that some saving would be required
if we were to make a profit. We have tackled this by using
“Trailfinders” one of the many flight-only specialists to book
flights instead of the normal route through Portman. They
offer especially good deals if you can fix your times and stay
over a weekend together with very good service. Even
allowing for the odd lost usage this has been spectacularly
successful for instance we have had tickets at £160 instead of
£550. We would estimate that our costs of around £10,000 to
date would have otherwise doubled. These have been with
mainstream airlines and not, as might be suggested by the
savings, on the wing of an Air Uganda flight.
In an era of empowerment should we not encourage Project
Managers to shop around?
PS The accommodation has also met with cost cutting success
although this has been tempered with a loss of quality, some
would say to the level of the wing of an Air Uganda flight.
This is currently being redressed!

Apologies from Bob McGowan with regard to the article in
last week’s ScottLight about Jim McCafferty and Kim Candler
becoming Chairmen of their local ICE Groups.

Fee Scales
from Bob McKittrick [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
At the recent International Marketing and Business
Development Group Meeting, it was agreed that in future for
ScottLight and other similar documents we should revise the
financial scales which we use to categorise work to the
following:
A US$5million+
B US$lmillion to US$4,999,999
C -US$100,000 to US$999,999
D US$10,000 to US$99,999
E less than US$10,000
-

-

-

-

Using a conversion rate of 1.6 the values will equate roughly
to: (the format in which fee scales will appear in ScottLight)
A
B
C
D
E

-

-

-

-

-

£3million+
£600,000 to £2,999,999
£60,000 to £599,999
£6,000 to £59,999
less than £6,000

GCHQ Success
from Steve Brundle [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
It has just been announced that GSL (The Tarmac/Group4/BT
Group) are Preferred Bidder for the £250m GCHQ New
Accommodation Project.
This is excellent news for Scott Wilson who are providing
project management, planning and infrastructure design
services to GSL through Derek bb’ team in Cheltenham,
Ken Jores’ team in Abingdon and Roger Edward’s team in
Telford.
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The job is one of the most prestigious PH building projects in
the country and this success firmly establishes Scott Wilson in
the PH building sector. Further news on the project will follow
but congratulations to all those involved in helping GSL
achieve this tremendous success.

Congratulations!
to Ian Alicock (SWR, Crewe) and Ella who
recently tied the knot in the Lake District.
Best wishes from the Crewe Office.

Janet
The back pages of the Hampshire Chronicle featured both
g
winnin
Farthing and Ailsa Prosser. Janet as a member of the
the
won
team from South Winchester Golf Club which had
to the
prestigious Stoneham Cup; Ailsa, who had Driven In”
office of Ladies’ Captain at Roynl Winchester Golf Club.

4

Barn Dance
from Saara Pinnell & Sue Moore
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Yes, the Barn Dance is back again! This
time definitely early enough not to clash
with anyone’s Xmas arrangements.

Village
Date: Saturday 14th November; Venue: Old Basing
Hall.
Engagements
Congratulations to:
!*?!!) on their
Michelle and Mall (nicknamed Bodge
r
1998.
Octobe
3rd
ay
engagement on Saturd
Hope ‘Bodge’ is feeling better after turning pale and feeling
thint in the jewellers!!

Tickets will be available to everyone in the Basingstoke office
Details to
on a first come, first served (and cash only!) basis.
follow...

Vacancies

Tina and Michael (just returned from Bosnia) on their
engagement.

n
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Sectio
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

Best Wishes for your future together from a!! the staff in
Telford Office.

Senior Technicianllncorporated Engineer Building
Structures

Moves

out the
The Basildon office are looking for someone to carry
following:
als, but
I. Structural design and detailing in all materi
particularly building structures.

STARTERS
jIb

A warm welcome to:
nt
Adam King who joined the Abingdon office as Assista
Landscape Architect on 29 September.
Matthew Whitton who joined the Basingstoke office on
5 October as Graduate Hydrogeologist.
Robert Wallace who joined the Basingstoke office on
6 October as Graduate Computer Scientist.
.
Jenny MacDonald who recently joined the Manchester Office

2. Investigation of defects in existing buildings.
3. Autocad Draughting (R13/14).
al works
4. Preparation & administration of minor remedi
contracts.
um of 5
The ideal candidate should have an HND with a minim
of work
range
years similar work experience (7+ years on wide
fit
to carry
ally
for consultancy). They would need to be physic
hold a
to
out site inspections/investigation and would need
current driving licence.
t Sally
If you are interested in the above position, please contac
Mason on ext 210.

Sports & Socials
Golfing Wives
from John Prosser [SWKCL, Basingstokej
It is a rare occasion when the wife of a Scott Wilson staff
member appears on the sports pages of the local newspaper.
This week Airports had two.

4

What’

I

on your

from Kit Chick [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
In response to Johnny Lee’s comments in last week’s
ScottLight re office juniors. I believe that one of the major
issues dividing the company and the reason for much
cynicism from support staff is the attitude of some technical
staff towards them.

To make it work we would need to adopt a Quality procedure
whereby the job could not be closed until the presentation(s)
had taken place. And the costs would have to be built into the
job.
Such a procedure would promote internal communication and
stimulate a more co-operative, reflective and sharing culture,
helping to cross boundaries between DBU’s and operating
companies. We also stand to improve services to clients by
applying the combined experience of the firm. We might even
win more projects!

from Andy Abrahams [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
In the past juniors at Scott Wilson have been given a good
grounding in the company’s systems and are expected to
undertake responsible duties
such as training for the
reception/switchboard area a most important function that
goes unnoticed most of the time. I believe that insensitive
comments such as Johnny Lee makes do nothing to help the
situation.
-

-

1[dea

of

The ScottLight quarterly index should include under W or N a
summary of the ‘What’s Going On’ or ‘New Commissions
Information’ as a potential marketing reference. This would
let Scott Wilson staff know the name and contact for all new
work being undertaken, so that an approach could be made to
offer additional services or a Scott Wilson contact as
appropriate.

from Tim Hunt [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

the Week

‘

from Graham Williams [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
How much do we really know about what is happening on
projects we are not directly involved with or managing
ourselves? How do we get to learn about what is going on?
What lessons can we learn from our colleagues’ experience
and what can we tell them about our own?
Apart from the odd snippet in ScottLight (like Gareth’s great
pieces on the Philippines or Hong Kong) or an article in a
brochure, there is not much for general consumption. Then at
DBU level it often comes down to chance conversations at the
coffee machine, photocopier or the annual dinner. True, some
managers do organise lunchtime talks but I think they are
rather few and far between.

I see that the expense claim forms now have a total of twenty
three alphanumeric code entries for a single expense item.
Even though two of them are currently set to zero, that still
leaves a total of 32 to the power of 21 possible code
combinations.
My idea would be to add a few more entries, so that the
chances of getting them all correct are close to zero, thus
saving the firm paying out any money at all.

-

Surely there must be benefits for all of us if we share what we
are learning amongst ourselves. Why wait for the ICE Group
meeting to make a project presentation? Why should people
outside the firm benefit more than those within it?

7boa
h
9
t for the week:
from Mark Lewis [SWRL, Swindon]
“Rules are for the guidance of wise men and the blind
obedience of fools.”
Attributed to Douglas Bader

My idea is to make project presentations an established part of
the way we do things within the firm especially at DBU level
where there is lots of technical ground in common. At least
two presentations should be made on each project one near
the beginning (short) and one at the end (longer). The first one
would concentrate on objectives and strategy, the second on
how the project worked in practice and the lessons that can be
drawn from it. Notes would be documented and published on
the relevant Intranet pages (when it is up and running!) for all
interested parties to see. Photos could be included. Later
everything could be incorporated into a database like the Job
History Database. Bigger projects would warrant lunchtime or
after work seminars as well.
-

-

-

5

N
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by
5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256461161 x285 Fax: 01256460 582
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To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
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All Staff’

Following the announcement about GCHQ in last week’s
ScottLight it is appropriate that we are featuring Ken Jores in
this issue, as he is to take one of the leading roles in the
project.
Ken Jores
Ken joined Scott Wilson in
November 1996 with a team
of planners and urban
designers
who
were
previously with Entec.
Ken is an architect and town
planner of indeterminate
years who has worked both
in the UK and overseas. He
started his professional life
in local authority in the UK as an architect and then as an
urban designer with Cheshire Council’s planning department.
He moved on to join Shankland Cox where he worked
overseas over the next 20 years, firstly as an urban designer
and subsequently as a partner and director.
He has lived and worked in Europe, the Middle and Far East
and the Caribbean; in 1979 he established Shankland Cox’s
Hong Kong office and his six month’s stay in Hong Kong
terminated in 1987!

solving. Current PFI work on GCHQ and Colchester bear this
out although increased pressure results, the whole exercise is
extremely challenging.
-

Ken has a broad range of interests that do not include playing
golfi He can probably best be described as an ‘aquaphile’ if
such a word exists, having been heavily involved in SCUBA
diving and sailing whenever time has permitted.
Most of his free time at present is spent trying, with limited
success, to control his family and improve his home in the
Cotswolds.

The following item appeared in a recent Construction Law
Bulletin:
A Victory for Common Sense
In a decisive judgement the Court held that SVM, the
mechanical consulting engineers were not responsible for the
damaged cabling in the new British Library. His Honour
Judge Bowsher QC, held that neither SVM’s design nor
supervisory duties under PASC 48 were to blame for the
problems found to the damaged cabling. He stated that “if all
members of the design team had tried to perform work face
supervision there would have been complete confusion.”
The cause of the problem was bad workmanship.

On his return to the UK via a strategic tourism study in
Cyprus he took over responsibility for Shankland Cox’s
planning, urban design, landscape and environmental studies.
In 1988 Shankland Cox became part of the environmental arm
of the Robertson Group plc; this was subsequently sold on to
Simon Engineering plc, who eventually sold their
environmental capability to Northumbrian Water plc, who
amalgamated it with their Entec consultancy. Lyonais-des
Eaux acquired Northumbrian Water in 1996.

The Judge found that there was a lack of supervision on the
part of the contractor, the management contractor and also the
Department of National Heritage.

As a consequence Ken has experienced the strengths and
weaknesses of a variety of plc’s as well as understanding the
idiosyncrasies of private partnerships and private company
cultures.

You may not have read the last News SWAP in which the
following article appeared, so it is worth bringing it to your
attention here.

Professionally, Ken believes that it is becoming less viable
and considerably more difficult to succeed competitively by
just offering traditional consultancy services. It is his view
that in order to create new opportunities it is important to get
closer to clients to understand their needs and to adopt a
highly responsive, fast and flexible approach towards problem

The consulting engineer owed a duty to use reasonable skill
and care in producing his design so that it was capable of
being built by those he envisaged would carry out the work.
In this case the work force was to be of a “high standard” and
therefore SVM were entitled to expect that and nothing else.

th
Monday 9
September 1963 A Date to Remember!
From Ron Rakusen [SW, Hong Kong]
-

9/9/63 was the day I started work with Scott Wilson after I
graduated. I had just moved into new digs in London and
presented myself at their offices at 39 Victoria Street. I was

shown into the office of John Henry, the Partner in charge of
the Roads Section. He took time to tell me about all the jobs
the section was involved in Yorkshire, Westmorland, Northern
Ireland and Southern England.
He asked me whether I was interested in these to which I said
“Yes”. He asked me which one in particular I would like to
work on to which I replied “Any, whichever he thought
would give me the best experience”. He said he thought the
Howden Selby Motorway would be good experience and
asked whether I would like to work on that in Doncaster. I
agreed and he said “Fine, I will let Jimmy James know you
will be on the 8.00 am train from Euston to Doncaster
tomorrow morning!”
-

-

-

After I recovered from my initial shock, I asked how long I
would be there and he said for about three months. I explained
that I would like to be back in time for my wedding next June.
I also explained that I had only just moved into new digs and
he arranged for me to get five pounds to pay the week’s rental
notice to the landlady.
Then after introducing me to some of the staff in the Roads
Section, John Henry suggested I take the afternoon off to pack
and get ready to go to Doncaster. My fiancee Christine was
shocked when I met her at lunchtime she thought I had been
sacked already! The landlady was also upset “What’s the
matter with the room?” she asked.

Historical Interest at Rownhams House
from Andrew Welch [SWKCL, Southampton]
Recent building works at the Southampton “Rownhams
House” Office have led to the following fascinating facts being
discovered:
Rownhams House stands upon a farm once belonging to the
Knights Hospitallers of North Baddesley which is
mentioned in a return of their lands, made in 1338 to the
Grand Master of the Knights of St John, in which it is stated
that they held “80 acres of land, pasturage for 200 sheep, 8
oxen, 30 bullocks and a messuage in decay worth 12
pence”.
Mr Robert Barton (b.1708, d.1798) who erected present
Rownhams House upon this land is historically interesting
in that he was the nephew of one Catherine Barton, who
was in turn the favourite niece and adopted daughter of Sir
Isaac Newton.
Does anyone know what a “messuage in decay” is, and is there
another Scott Wilson office with as interesting a background
to it?

-

-

Next morning I set off for Doncaster. I was back in London
for Christmas but went back there for another three months in
the spring. Then, after a few weeks in London Office,
Christine and I were married. After the honeymoon we moved
to Kendal to work on the M6 Motorway for five and a half
years.
-

Since Ijoined Scott Wilson 35 years ago, I have worked in 15
different offices and 15 different homes. It has been an
interesting, enjoyable and at times very exciting life. One
thing that I have learnt is that when you are part of the Scott
Wilson group their policy is that, whenever staff put
themselves out for the good of the company, “they should not
lose thereby”. This means that the company will take
whatever steps they can to make sure that your efforts do not
cause you to be worse off than before you started. It has
certainly helped to make them my preferred employer for 35
years!

Overseas Advances
from Barbara Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
To all personnel
Please note I require a minimum of four working days
(excluding weekends) to arrange advances for overseas travel.
I need the signed petty cash advance form no later than
11.3Oam on day one so that I have the request into the bank by
12.00 noon. I cannot guarantee the funds will be available if
insufficient notice is given.

Lunch Time Seminar Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstokej

.—
••

Ii

TheGCGroup
The G C Group are to present a lunch time seminar on
Wednesday 28 October 1998 in conference room 2a/2b at
12.30 p.m until 2 p.m.
A short guide to the agenda:OVERALL THEME:- Environmental Stabilisation
Grass and Concrete Paving
CONTENTS:Revetment Systems Hand Laid
CabLe Tied
Earth Retention
Noise Barriers
Bulk Storage Walls
Bespoke
Industry Trends, e.g.
DISCUSSION:Capital Spending Levels
Environmental Issues
-

It is hoped that as many people as possible will attend. The
meeting would qualify for CET and CPD requirements, so all,
ESPECIALLY GRADUATES, are asked to confirm their interest to
me on ext 350 as soon as possible, so that I can make
arrangements and order the buffet.

Postcode Map
from Alison Knowles [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Received in the library the following order: Postcode Sector
Map of Greater London from Edward Stanford Ltd. Whoever
ordered it please claim it or it will be considered as a donation
to the library.
2

Camcorder
from David Dales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
We have acquired a camcorder for use on our Pevensey
project. If anyone would like to borrow it, they are welcome
to do so. Jemma Blanchard will issue it, and there is a
nominal £25 inter-project charge to recover costs.

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Hong Kong
Beijing
Manila

Richard Levett

16- 19 Oct
l9Oct- 1 Nov
1-23 Nov

Robin Dawson

What’ Gothg (O)n?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 -£2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

A96 Corridor Study Inverness to Fochabers
From Russell Bissland [SWSL, Glasgow]
-

Building on the success of the recently completed A9(T) Perth
to Inverness Route Strategy Study (Fee Scale A), SWSL has
been appointed by the Scottish Office to undertake the A96(T)
Corridor Study, the primary objective of which is to identifS’ a
programme of improvements to enhance transport conditions
within the 70 km corridor between Inverness and Fochabers.
The study involves, inter alia, an assessment of existing and
future conditions along the A96, an examination of
opportunities for improved bus/rail public transport
integration, an analysis of road safety issues and the
improvement of the environment along the route. Schemes
will be developed and assessed in accordance with the
Government’s five point appraisal criteria considering
economy, environmental impact, safety, accessibility and
integration.
A multi-disciplinary team has been created to undertake the
required engineering assessments of the route, traffic and
transport modelling of existing and future operating conditions
and environmental assessments. Various clientlconsultant
Value Management Workshops have also been scheduled to
discuss, review and agree the study objectives and to confirm
options for development.
(Fee Scale C)

New Projects for Maritime Division
from Simon Thomas [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Maritime Division has won two interesting overseas
projects from new clients:
In Pakistan, our presence was instrumental in our being
commissioned by Qasim International Container Terminal,
which is a subsidiary of Australia-based P&O Ports, to advise
on improvements to the navigational aids in the approach

channel, to enable shipping to enter and leave the port at night.
The channel is about 45km long, has many bends and passes
through both open sea and natural creeks. The navaids include
both fixed onshore structures and buoyed marks. Hazards
include strong currents, monsoon generated waves, shifting sea
bed, missing navaids and obstruction by fishing boats. A
senior UK pilot has already inspected the site on our behalf
accompanied by our CRE in Karachi Port, John Gorham. John
was able to show he’s still fit after nearly 3 years in Pakistan
when he shinned up the side of a large container ship from the
pilot boat alongside. (Fee scale D)
In Angola, the operator of an existing offshore support base in
Luanda Port which services most of the country’s offshore oil
activities has contracted us as project managers for the first
stage of a major expansion of the base. This will include a new
600m long quay and 20 hectares of reclaimed land formed
using dredged material. This is needed to provide space for the
oil and service companies already operating there to expand to
meet increased offshore activity. Our role will include data
collection, arranging and supervising site investigations,
preparing development plans and contract documents for 2
design/build contracts and reviewing contractors’ proposals.
We hope to be awarded supervision of construction, which is
scheduled to start early in 1999. I am due to be making the
initial site visit as you read this.
(Fee scale D)
Our ongoing study of alternative locations for deepwater LNG
import terminals in the Gulf of Khambhat, India, has been
extended to consider the option of single point moorings
instead of fixed structures at 2 of the 3 locations.

Scott Wilson (Thailand) wins Rama 8 Bridge Project
again!?
From Ronnie Thomson [Scott Wilson Thailand]
Dedicated readers can be excused for thinking: “Not Rama 8
again!” It appears appropriate that the mystery and intrigue
which continues to surround the death of King Rama 8, the
elder brother of the current King Buniipol (Rama 9) should be
matched with the twists and turns leading to Scott Wilson
securing the major bridge and monument dedicated to his
memory.
It’s been a long road. Scott Wilson (Thailand) originally made
contact with a Thai contractor, PPD, in early 1996. A few
months later they invited Scott Wilson to act as designers for
the design and build Rama 8 Bridge contract. After initial
discussions PPD finally decided that they needed to include
international consultants 5 days before pre-qualification
submissions were due and, as always happens, hours before
Ronnie Thomson was due to fly to UK for annual leave.
Urgent faxes were sent around the globe (including specialist
cable-stayed bridge subconsultants, Buckland & Taylor from
Vancouver) and, as always happens in Thailand (?),
everything neatly fell into place. PPD who had joined with
China State Construction and Engineering (from the mainland)
and with BBR from Switzerland were ranked 9th, with only
the top eight being pre-qualified. When the pre-qualification
was extended to the top 9, Scott Wilson began to believe we
were in with an interesting group!
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Our group submitted a bid and such was our design that we
were ranked second, 0.2% (yes 0.2%) behind Phillipp
Holzmann of Germany some would say, a political second.
Holzmann then decided to part company with their designers
and eventually appointed Scott Wilson as successors. However,
on 2 July 1997 the Baht was unhinged from the US$ and
floated like the proverbial brick. Faced with major financial
problems resulting from the flotation, Holzmann withdrew
from the lump-sum Baht denominated contract and that
appeared to be that for Scott Wilson. However, the Thai
Government does not give-in easily, particularly when the King
is involved, and the previous pre-qualified bidders were asked
to re-bid with the exception of Holzmann who were barred
from bidding. Fortunately, Scott Wilson were able to re-join
the PPD/China State group. This is when the fun really started
and our group was ranked first. Following some very tough
negotiations (have you seen the opening scenes from “Saving
Private Ryan” which portrays a “tough” arrival on a beach in
France in 1944?) the contract was signed on 15 September
1998. The “tough” negotiations continued between Scott
Wilson and the Contractors, who eventually gave Scott Wilson
an acceptable Notice to Proceed on 5 October 1998.

Moves

-

-

What about the mystery and intrigue? Believe me, it’s all there
but best discussed, along with the “tough” negotiations, over a
quiet beer.

STARTERS
Basingstoke office would like to welcome the following new
starters:
Ken Periam Relief ReceptionistlAdmin Assistant
Jemma Blanchard Technical Assistant in Coastal section
Marcus Scrafton Assistant Engineer in Airports
Jacqueline Morton Part-time Filing Clerk for Airports
-

-

-

-

They all joined us on Monday 12th October.

Belated Welcome to AIaa Naama who joined the London
office as Graduate Engineer wef 28.9.98.

TRANSFERS

-

As for the bridge: an asymmetric cable-stayed bridge with a
single tower on one bank of Bangkok’s Chao Phraya River.
The main span is 295m and the tower has a height of 165m.
Unconfirmed reports suggest that it will be the “largest”
asymmetric cable-stayed bridge in the world. The bridge is due
for opening on 18 October 2000. Don’t miss it! (Fee Scale B)

Basingstoke office would also like to welcome Richard Caseley
who has transferred to us from the A19 Autolink site. Richard
joined our Project Management team in Network House on 12
October.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Neil Stockbridge who leaves Basildon office on 16 October.

In last week’s issue Jenny McDonald was
Correction:
described as a starter at Manchester office. In fact she is on
secondment to Manchester office from Glasgow office.

Sports & Socials
ConKratulations!
Long Service Award
Belated congratulations to Gareth Hearn who received an
award in September for achieving 10 years service.
Further congratulations to Gareth Hearn on his
Birthday on 16 October. Best wishes

th
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Calling All Climbers!!
from Matt Whitton [ SWKCL, Basingstokej
Hi there ! Im a climber of average ability
looking for a belay partner! If anyone does
climb indoor walls in the area, or is part of a
local climbing group, or just wants a partner
to climb with, then I’d love to hear from you.
I cant offer a rope or gear at the
moment, but might in the future! If youre interested, contact
me on ext. 240, or drop me a note, I look forward to hearing
from you.

from all your friends in Basingstoke.
4

May I also take this opportunity to thank all those who’ve made
me feel so welcome here at Basingstoke.

Barn Dance Tickets
From Saara Pinnell (SWKCL, Basingstoke)
Barn Dance tickets are now available at £10 a
ticket plus bring a dish of food. Please contact
one of our friendly sales staff(!) as listed below:
Emma Wyley Network House
Sharron Pengelly First floor
Piers Currie Second Floor
Saara Pinnell Third Floor
-

-

4

-

-

Tickets in exchange for cash only, non-refundable but
transferable! A good time guaranteed for all!

Calling Young Sailors

knowledge and experience of quantified risk assessment
techniques using Montecarlo & @Risk software.
You must be a good communicator, team player with
enthusiasm and drive. Previous Railtrack experience with
knowledge of railway PMCS systems is desirable.
P3 Programmer (1.2) Cheltenham GCHQ
-

Project Management section require an individual to cany out
programming work in P3 for major development project
(GCHQ). You will be involved in the production of high
quality programmes to suit a variety of needs (both construction
& non-construction).
You should be either a Technician or Graduate with extensive
P3 programming experience and be able to work within and
support the needs of a large management team. You should
have a flexible attitude to your hours of work with a focus on
delivery of deadlines and quality. IT projects experience would
be an advantage and construction industry experience is
desirable but not essential.

Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council are
funding a sailing trip under the 1998/99 Sail
Training Programme. The trip is scheduled
for late summer 1999 and is open to young
people aged between 16-21.
For further
information please contact Carol Jones at
Basingstoke Civic Offices on (01256)
845611. Closing date is 27 November 1998.

The Basingstoke accounts team are seeking a part qualified
accountant with experience of sales, purchase and nominal
ledger to assist the financial accountant with month end
procedure for 3 companies and ad-hoc duties as required.

(NB: This would have be undertaken as a personal venture and
is not sponsored by Scott Wilson)

If you are interested in any of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

Jeans for Genes Day
Thank you to those in Scott House who took
part in ‘Jeans for Genes’ Day on Friday 9
October, by paying £1 each to wear their jeans
to work. £26 was collected in aid of Great
Ormond Street Hospital Children’s Charity.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Planner/Programmer (P3) 2.2 Swindon
-

The project management team in Swindon need a P3
Planner/Programmer to carry out the following:
*

*
*
*
*

Planning work for design team (process mapping, scheduling
and resourcing)
Programming in Primavera (P3)
Risk analysis using “Montecarlo” and “@Risk” software
Production of progress reports for design team
Planning for railway construction works

It is essential that you are an experienced planner/programmer
with extensive knowledge of P3 programme suite and have

Assistant Accountant Basingstoke
-

Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering
Wants To Hear From You
From Simon Davies [Kuala Lumpur]
and Robert Armitage [Nottingham]
We are interested to hear from any technical staff with
either a geotechnical or highways background who might
be interested in specialising and developing their career in
pavement engineering. Staff would be based in SWPE’s
Kuala Lumpur office or in one of Scott Wilson’s other
offices in the Asia-Pacific region. Appropriate training
would be provided either in Nottingham or Kuala Lumpur
for suitable candidates.
Please contact Simon in Kuala Lumpur or Robert in
Nottingham if you want to find out more
(K-L Tel: (603) 254 1008 or Fax: (603) 254 5862; Nottingham
Tel: 0115 9229098, Fax: 0115 9431302).
For more information on SWPE visit our web site at
www.swpe.co.uk

For Sale & Wan ted
For Sate:

Vauxhall Cavalier, F Reg.

.

“

New shape, Blue, Sunroof Stereo, 5 Door Hatchback. Good
condition throughout. MOT & Tax Januaiy. £1,500. Contact
Pam McIntosh, Basingstoke ext 318.

For Sate: ‘Titanic’ PC Adventure game travel back in time
and change history! (CDROM); beautiful graphics including a
walkabout around the ship. Misguided gift. £10. Contact Nick
Jansen (SWR, E&M Swindon tel: 01793 515946 or e-mail)

Recently when writing a proposal for a project in Tanzania, we
wanted further information regarding projects being run in
country. With the project manager’s name or department as a
quick reference guide, it would be easier to improve the flow of
information both within the company, and for potential clients,
etc.

-

For Sate Strip lights Two x 4ft plus spare bulb £5 each and
four x 2ft high density strip lights including bulb £5 each.
Contact Pat Lock, Basingstoke ext 339.
-

j (€
“The trouble with the future is that is usually arrives before
we’re ready for it”
Arnold H Glasow

If anyone has any unusual foreign
currencies (notes or coins) and they
would like to get rid of them, I would
be most interested as I collect banknotes and coins. I am
particularly interested in Australian and Malaysian dollar and
Thai baht for my trip in February 1999! I would be willing to
exchange at the present rate for sterling.
Please contact Nick Burton on extension in 268 in Highways
and Infrastructure, Basingstoke.
NB: illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!

Idea of the Week
from Nick Blake [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Could we put the internal telephone directories of each office
on the computer system. This would enable the directory to be
updated as phone extensions change and also minimise the
amount of paper used in reproducing a new list each time.
If all the offices put the list on the server so people could get to
them easily, it would be easy for people to access the list and
change their extension as it happens. Therefore minimise work
for the receptionists etc and the time used misdirecting calls to
people who have moved around the office and also stop us
bothering the new person on that extension.

from Debra Power [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Can the project manager’s name, and/or department, be
included on colour project description sheets to speed the
process of finding out more information regarding particular
projects.
6

INTERCOMPANY SERVICES AVAILABLE
Project Management In Scott Wilson Railways
from Alan Dray [Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon]
Managing the detail of rail projects requires knowledge and
experience.
Most clients prefer their project managers to be experienced in the
environment in which they operate.
These two simple facts are why we have established a Project
Management discipline within Scott Wilson Railways. In an
environment where the client has extensive knowledge, and works
closely with suppliers, the systematic input of experience provides
early credibility and long term results. The following notes are
intended as a quick reference which will be useful in considering new
opportunities. If you would like to discuss any farther aspect of Rail
Project Management contact either Alan Dray at Swindon (01793
515900),Bob Langford at Birmingham (0121 2123 088) or Keith
Wallace at Glasgow (0141 335 2861).
The operational railway environment is large and complex. Seemingly
simple engineering activities require extensive planning and
management in order to meet the collective requirements which may
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Railway Group Standards
Railtrack Line Standards
Railway Inspectorate requirements
Concurrent operational and maintenance commitments and
contracts
Local Authority requirements
Environment Agency requirements
Track possessions and road closures
Track safety management
Listed Building requirements
Health & Safety Legislation
Transport & Works Act
Parliamentary Powers

Scott Wilson Railways at Swindon, Birmingham and Glasgow has
project managers with an extensive track record of successfully
implementing multi-discipline rail schemes. This is further supported
by specialist expertise at Crewe and Manchester. Knowledge of the
application of engineering in the operational rail environment is a vital
element in delivering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tender documents relevant to the rail environment.
Estimating, financial planning and cost monitoring,
Buildability in the operational railway environment.
Detailed designs to meet client’s requirements.

Most of the above (and a lot more) will be found in any standard work
on project management. We have the skills and knowledge which
allow a ‘right first time’ approach to be achieved in an environment
where traffic type and volume have a dramatic impact on the chosen
structural form. (For example we have four ‘standard’ types of
platform design to suit varying traffic types and possession
availability).
We gain further strength from our ability to draw on Scott Wilson’s
overall project management capability and do so when appropriate,
particularly on large scale schemes.
Reducing and even eliminating possessions for bridge structures
results in benefits to both contractors and infrastructure owners,
regardless of contractual relationships. We have received awards from
both ICE and the Concrete Society for our innovation in both bridge
and station work. These awards for innovation have been achieved
through a particular blend ofmanagement and technical skills.
In the present UK rail environment any scheme requiring temporary
severance of the track is a multi-discipline scheme, requiring co
ordination of permanent way, signalling, electrification and
telecommunications input. Whilst Scott Wilson Railways reputation
originates from a strong civil engineering pedigree, the management of
multi-functional issues is a key factor in creating a demand for the
service we can supply.

Each of these requirements (the list is fhr from exhaustive) represents
the tip of an organisational iceberg. Each organisation has a particular
viewpoint and objective, and these are not always mutually
compatible. Management of change is therefore a key skill in
achieving completion of projects in a highly structured and safety
conscious industry.
-

•
•
•
•

Successful Project Management requires positive input throughout the
implementation stage, and here we provide further benefit with
experienced site supervision staff The input of our rail-experienced
site engineers and technician/inspectors provides assurance in delivery
of work within very demanding timescales. This requires a level of
input and commitment well in excess of the more widely recognised
motorway lane rental environment. The importance of completion of
work to time without any concession to safety standards or quality of
work is a prime concern for both the infrastructure owner and the train
operator. Our experience in this area is an asset to all parties in
effecting predictable outcomes by careful analysis of risk and
management of the work.

-

Relevant Feasibility studies, addressing key issues at the right
time.
Advice on procurement.
Project definition and Technical Workscopes
Value management, in ensuring that appropriate techniques are
applied at the earliest possible moment.
Risk Management. addressing safety, programme, cost and
technical issues concurrently.
Early integration of multi-discipline input to projects.
Contractual advice both on Construction Contracts and
Conditions of Engagement.

To complement the site supervision stafi a small but experienced
Quantity Surveying Service is available to carry out interim valuations.
negotiation and agreement of final accounts, and advise on the
settlement of contractual claims, with particular knowledge of how
these may be affected by live railway considerations.
Scott Wilson Railways Project Management staff are available to give
advice on all aspects of managing work related to the railway
environment. It is never too late to seek this advice, although as with
most advice, it can be used to best eflèct if received early. Recently we
have integrated skills from transportation, geotechnical, environmental
and pavement engineering sources to provide better rail solutions. We
would be most pleased to provide input to rail-related tenders being
prepared outside Scott Wilson Railways, to ensure that our experience
is used to the best advantage of the Group in securing rail
commissions.
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A!! Staff!

Young Consulting Engineer of the Year 1999
from Bob McKittrick [SWHL, Chesterfield]
-

It is time once again for all young Engineers in the various
Companies within SWHL to come to the aid of themselves and
Scott Wilson by seeking nomination for the Young Consulting
Engineer of the Year 1999, an award which is sponsored by
the Association of Consulting Engineers and the Worshipful
Company of Engineers.
-

The successful nominee must:
be a Chartered Engineer or be qualified academically
•
for registration as a Chartered Engineer
•

be employed by a member of the Association and
practising as a consulting engineer

•

demonstrate competence and significant achievement
in his or her career when related to age and
opportunity

•

•

demonstrate an understanding of the role and purpose
of the profession of consulting engineering within
society
be under 30 years of age at the time of the
nomination.

Nominations would be made by one of Scott Wilson’s Directors
in the form of a citation not exceeding 200 words,
demonstrating your personal achievements, including
involvement in specific engineering projects, papers or
publications and ability’ to enhance the role of the profession
within society. Nominations must be accompanied by a report,
not exceeding 2000 words, prepared by you.
Nominees from Scott Wilson, notably Stuart Coventry, Sue
Moore and Nick Gardner, have been successful in the past and
I am very keen that this should continue this year so I would be
pleased if you would consider being nominated, speak with the
Director to whom you are responsible, and ask me for a copy of
the application form.
The closing date for submission of the applications is Monday
18 January 1999.

The following profile of Shammy Pun appeared in the
Newsletter of the National Chapter of the International
Association of Hydrogeologists of which organisation he is a
Council member.
Shaminder Purl graduated from
the University of Warsaw in 1970,
with an MSc in Hydrogeology &
Engineering Geology, submitting
a thesis on Lubelska Chalk
aquifers of SE Poland, in Polish.
After post graduate research on
Triassic Sandstone catchments in
Shropshire, at the University of
Birmingham, he spent two years
on
MSc
the
teaching
Hydrogeology course at University

LI’

College London. He moved to the then Kent River Authority,
survived its reorganisation to Southern Water Authority, and
during that time completed important studies, including
Tilmanstone Chalk aquifer contamination and numerical
modelling the East Kent Stour catchment.
Shammy’s international career started with Binnie & Partners
projects in [ndonesia (investigation of volcani-clastic aquifers,
Central Java), Malaysia (coastal alluvial aquifers), Peru
(alluvial aquifers underlying Lima’s urban conurbation), where
he became fluent in Spanish. He then progressed to
environmental assessments of selenium contamination in
Califomi&s Central Valley, returning to UK as Manager of
Hydrogeology in Wimpey Labs. With his Contractors hat
(turban) he developed Chalk aquifer water supplies for the
CEGB and carried out many long term pumping tests in the
North London artificial recharge programme.
In 1991 Shammy project managed a four year investigation of
the Rum Aquifer system of Jordan / Saudi Arabia with Scott
Wilson. He supervised some l8000m of water well drilling in
the southern desert, deploying a fleet of six high capacity rigs.
His understanding of drilling technology definitely peaked
where he directed drilling to depths of I500m, using oil
exploration rigs. It was on this project that Shammy developed
his interest in Transboundary Aquifer Resource management.
Returning to UK in 1996 as Manager of Water &
Environment, and he developed environmental management

strategies for a Korean multi-national corporation, where his
previous language skills were really tested. He currently has a
portfolio of project responsibilities which include Aral Sea-Kzyl
Orda Water Supply in Kazakstan, PHARE Cross Border
Aquifer
Deep
Poland—Germaiw--Baltics,
Cooperation
exploration in the Jordan Rift Valley and managing the firm’s
hydrogeology and groundwater activities in the UK & world
wide. He retains a strong interest in the progress of professional
Hydrogeology having served on Geological Society, Institution
of Geologists and now the IAH Committees.

Govindasamy Ramasamy (“Samy”) has for the past 9 years
has been the Deputy Chief Resident Engineer for Scott Wilson
on the Ankara Gerede and Ankara Peripheral Motorways in
Turkey. The final section of Ankara Peripheral will be opened
to traffic this month and Samy last week moved to Poland to
head up the supervision of construction of the Poznan By-Pass.
The work comprises the pre-construction of 13 bridges and a
cut and cover tunnel. It is understood that we are well placed to
receive the follow on supervision of the 13 Km By-pass so
ensuring some three years of SW involvement.

from Stephen Leach [SWKCL Basingstoke]
E-mail “Name and Shame”

COMPANY REGISTRATIONS
from Bob McKittrick [SWHL, Chesterfield]

We have been having some difficulties recently with the file
server Enterprise in Basingstoke due to the system disk filling
up. As the disk fills, printing stops, access becomes very slow
and (in an extreme case) the server may crash in such a state
that it would be down for 24 hours.
The principal cause of the disk filling up is that a small number
of users are not deleting old mail from their mailboxes. I have
asked these people in writing to delete their old mail but, as of
19 October, to no avail. As a result I have now been asked to
“name and shame” them in Scottlight. They are:

-

Some staff in some of the SWHL operating companies will be
aware that we are receiving requests from private companies
and publicJprivate partnership companies to register with them
so that we can minimise the time spent filling in forms when
we submit prequalifications to firms for whom we wish to
provide consultancy services. Subscribing to such registrations
may well be to our advantage but it is important that we do so
in a consistent manner. In order to optimise the consistency, I
would be obliged if anyone contemplating such a registration
could keep me aware of it and also turn to me for any assistance
which is required in providing the information.
One body with which we seem to be registered is
Constructionline which took over the national registration
functions of the Department of the Environment Transport and
the Regions (DETR). It would be extremely useful if anyone
who was involved with this particular registration process could
get in touch with me so that I can better understand the pros
and cons behind registering with this sort oforganisation.

John Andrews
Michael Grimmel
Ralph Cobham
Chris Sketchley
Mike Le Gouais
Ruth Golombok
Sharon Parfitt
John Gibbon
Peter George

TRAVELLERS
I appreciate that I am picking on one particular server and there
may be worse offenders on other servers but the fact remains
that it is Enterprise that currently has a problem. Should the
problem occur on other servers then I will take similar action.
I would ask all users to delete their old mail messages as soon
as the messages have been printed or dealt with and that they
make sure that their “wastebasket” mail folders are set to
Empty wastebasket when exiting” in MaillOptionslOther.

have no one travelling to anywhere next week.
Apparently
Should save afew bob, conversely it might not earn any. Is this
because Angela reminded evert’one that the aim of this section
of Scottlight is to provide information to fellow colleagues
should they need things taking out or bringing back etc?
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What’ Going’ On
Paper Recycling
from Diana Clarke [SWKCL Basingstoke]
I intend to collect the paper for recycling from Scott House on
Saturday 24th October could all paper be placed at the
photocopier on that floor. Don’t forget, white paper only.
Many thanks

Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000- £599,999; D: £6,000- £59,999:
F: less than £6,000
-

from Russ Canning [SWKCL Abingdon]

-

from Richard Cooper [SWKCL Basingstoke]

Scott Wilson has won a second major urban park restoration
design and implementation project for Nunhead Cemetery in
the London Borough of Southwark. Funded by a £1.25 m HLF
grant, the works include the consolidation of a Victorian Gothic
chapel, restoration of wrought iron railings and Portland stone

piers, ceremonial gates, monuments and hard and soft
landscape within the heritage core.
The Scott Wilson team includes Landscape Architects,
Structural Engineers, Quantity Surveyors, Planning
Supervisors, Landscape Managers, Ecologists, Foresters,
Tourism and Leisure Specialists.
The following is an extract from the September issue of the
Friends ofNunhead Cemetery Newsletter.
“Scott Wilson were selected from six tenders submitted for the
contract. Of the original six, three were shortlisted by a tender
board which included the FONC representative to give a more
detailed verbal presentation of their proposals. Whilst the other
tenderers were impressive and comprehensive, and the three
final candidates were very similar in cost, Scott Wilson stood
out because of their genuine understanding of the sympathetic
approach required of this unique project, their proven expertise
in works of a comparable nature (such as Kensal Green
Cemetery and St Pancras Station) and the quality of the multi
disciplinary team assembled to carry out the various functions
required of them. Jeff Hart, who sat on the final selection panel
for FONC, said ‘I have every confidence that Scott Wilson will
provide the quality of work necessary for what is probably the
most important appointment to be made during this project.
They are very much in tune with the approach of the Friends
and the empathy between us and the high quality of
professional experts assigned to the work is already evident’.”

I. To assist the Government of Armenia (GOA) to develop
short-term privatisation, investment, subsidy and reform
strategies
2. To clarilS’ the role of the GOA in private sector housing
policy
3. To resolve most important specific problems inherited from
the previous sector.
And3 tasks:
I. Assessing the major bottlenecks in housing policy
2. Surveying the most important quantitative aspects of the
sector
3. Developing short and medium term housing policy options
The international and local team is being led by Tom Zizys, a
Canadian Public Process, Government and International
Development Consultant. Debra Power is managing the project
and gaining valuable on-the-job training through participating
in country visits with the team of experts. We have two local
representatives based in Yerevan who are co-ordinating the
inputs of our local sub-consultant, and are also available to
follow up other opportunities in Armenia on our behalf:
Fee scale C.

Financial Management Training:
also from Debra Power

Fife and South Tayside Rail Study
from Russell Bissland [SWSL, Glasgow]

10 DBU delivered two lunchtime seminars for the members of
Network House on Wednesday 14th and Thursday 15th
October, concerned with financial management training, which
were well received. The aims of the sessions were threefold:

Further strengthening our position in transport studies, SWSL
has been appointed by a partnership headed by Fife Council to
assess the potential for enhancements to the local rail network
and the possible effects on the wider Scottish network.

1. To understand how money ‘goes round’ in a business
2. To understand the relationship between the balance sheet,
the profit and loss account and the cash flow forecast.
3. To relate the basics to Scott Wilson’s business requirements.

Key issues to be addressed include optimising current and
future use of the rail network, examining possible
enhancements of the network to encourage increased use,
assessing the economic viability of re-opening the line to St
Andrews, and examining the potential re-opening of local
stations at Bridge of Earn, Newburgh and Wormit.

The programme for the training was as follows:

The project team combines the railway infrastructure planning
and operations experience of SWR(S)L, the environmental
expertise of SWKCL and the demand forecasting capabilities of
SWSL to address the requirements of the project. The project
director is Simon Hindshaw. (Fee Scale D).

Armenia 1’ational Housing Policy Study
from Debra Power [SWKCL, Basingstokej
10 DBU are working on a World Bank funded study in
Armenia for the Ministries of Urban Development and Finance
and Economy. The Study period of 6 months commenced in
August 1998 and has 3 objectives:

I. Introduction to Scott Wilson company accounts
2. Video The Balance Sheet Barrier
3. Budfors made easy
-

The participative sessions were run by David Lambert and
Adrian Tite.
The first session, using the training video ‘The Balance Sheet
Barrier’ featuring John Cleese and Dawn French, gave a broad
overview of financial management, focusing on the profit &
loss account, the balance sheet and the cash flow forecast.
These standard forms were then applied to Scott Wilson’s
situation to display their importance in every aspect of our
business.
The second session focused on Budfors, under the provocative
title of’Budfors made easy’. It outlined the purpose of Budfors,
how to make Budfors easy through the use of good financial
management and planning, and the possible pitfhlls of Budfor
preparation. The seminar was attended by Stephen Kimmett,
3

Financial Director, who participated in the discussions the
session encouraged.
10 DBU intends to continue to host lunchtime sessions,
perhaps on a monthly basis, during which the financial
management skills of the members of Network House will
continue to be improved. This is dependent on the needs of the
DBU members and will be flexible in its design.
Notes from both sessions will be prepared and will be available
from week commencing 26th October from Debra Power upon
request.

A recent advert (see above) in “New Markets Monthly” for
Turkmenistan Airlines regarding its new route from Ashkabad
to Birmingham is of interest. Not only have Scott Wilson,
together with Contractor, Laing Alarko and Turkish Consultant
Seyas, been responsible for the £50 million redevelopment of
Ashkabad Airport, including a second runway 3,800m in
length, but we also designed and supervised the recent £6
million reconstruction of the runway at Birmingham Airport.
Passengers on this new route can thus be assured of a smooth
take-off and landing at either end of their journey. We can
take no liability for what happens in between!

Dibden Bay Port Development, Southampton
5th November 1998, 5.3Opm for 6.OOpm
Southampton Forte Posthouse
from Sue Moore, [SWKCL Project Management]
Scott Wilson have been working on the Dibden Bay Port
Development Project, for Associated British Ports (ABP), for
approx. the last 3 years. Many people have been involved and a
lot of work has been achieved over this time. This has ranged
from the Traffic Impact Assessment through to the
development of a Port Masterplan.
The Southern Association of the ICE have organised an
evening talk by Heather Butterworth, Development Officer of
ABP. Heather will explain the proposals for development of the
600-acre site at Dibden Bay as a deep sea container port. Topics
to be explored will include the national need for development
on this scale, its environmental implications and its impact on
inland transport infrastructure.
Port design, construction issues and engineering principles for
road and rail improvements will be examined, as will ABPs
approach to balancing detailed environmental assessment
methodology with the requirement for long-term development
flexibility.
For those who are not familiar with the project this is an
opportunity to find out more about this prestigious project with
which Scott Wilson has a major involvement.

from David Farthing [SWKCL Basingstoke]

Congratulations!
Congratulations to lain and Angela McAllister of Scott
Wilson Railways, Glasgow who had baby boy Angus on 1st
October and Danny and Susan Keyes with baby Nathan born
on 1 8tth September.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Dawn Hawkins who joined the structures section as Trainee
Incorporated Engineer on the 13 October 1998
Daniel Martin who joined the Computing team in Basingstoke
office as graduate SQL Programmer on the 19 October 1998.
Michael Graham who joined the Abingdon office team as
Assistant Landscape Architect also on the 19 October 1998
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LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Pat Lock who leaves the Basingstoke office on the 23 October
1998.

Sports & Socials
from Saara Pinnell [SWKCL Basingstokej
Barn Dance tickets still available
Date: Saturday 14th November
Venue: Old Basing Village Hall
Cost: £10 plus dish of food

-

Contact
Emma Wyley Network house
-

4

-

Sharron Pengally First Floor
Piers Currie Second Floor
Saara Pinnell Third floor

fax no. appears on the letter head. As we already use different
fax header sheets for the two offices, would it also be
appropriate to produce a different letter head with the
Springwell fax no. on for use ‘over here’. This would help
reduce the number of misdirected faxes, and our phone and
paper bills.

-

-

-

-

-

‘Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Graduate/Senior Technician for Site Supervision Role
Nile Block, HMS Nelson, Portsmouth is a 9 storey
accommodation building, the full (3M) refurbishment of
which is due to start on site shortly. Southampton office are
Project Managers for the works, which are being undertaken on
a design & construct basis. An opportunity exists for a graduate
or senior technician, interested in site supervision and quality
control. It should be noted this is primarily a Project
Management role, and will suit someone able to work on their
own initiative as Scott Wilson’s representative on site during
the 40 week construction period.
For an informal chat please speak to Richard Field at
Southampton.
If you are interested in the above position, please contact Sally
Mason on Basingstoke ext 210.

For Sale & Wan ted
from Anan Allos[SWKCL Basingstoke]
for sale: nissan bluebird GS
4 door saloon, 1.8 F Reg. automatic, central locking, electric
windows, good condition, MOT Aug. 99 tax Jan. £1,250.
contact Anan allies Basingstoke ext. 328

What’s on your
Mfriid?

I

Does Basingstoke also suffer this problem with being in two
buildings, and is a similar measure appropriate there too?
Eds note: Tim, I was not sure fyou here putting this forward
as an idea ofthe week orju.st something that ‘s on your mind if
you intended it as an idea let me know.

e

Idea of the Week

The awards for the ideas submitted during September are
published with this edition of Scottlight.

Reply of the Week
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL Basingstoke]
In last week’s Scottlight, Andrew Welch quoted from the 1338
return of the Knight Hospitallers of North Baddesley to the
Grand Master of the Knights of St John describing the farm on
which Southampton Office now stands as having a “messuage
in decay”. Andrew asked for a definition of”messuage”.
Messuage is “a piece of land with a dwelling and its
outbuildings”. It seems that it is a Middle English word
coming from an Anglo-French word of the same spelling. The
Anglo-French word is thought to have been a mis-reading of
the word “mesnage” from which is derived the modem French
word “menage”. “Menage”, I am told, would normally be
translated to English as “household”.
I cannot claim to be any great etymologist; the above
information came from my father who is studying for an MA in
English, specialising in the medieval period.

From David Smith [SWKCL Basingstokel as he was
departing for the airport.

On the same subject
from Alan Coomber [SWKCL Basingstoke]

“If you want any typing done for you in Scott Wilson now you
have to go to Poland”.

The Oxford Guide to Local & Family History defines
“messuage” as follows:
A term used in deeds to signily a dwelling-house and the
surrounding property, including outbuildings.
A large
residential property was referred to as a capital messuage.”
Presumably a “messuage in decay” was just that a derelict
house or property.

from Tim Dawe [SWKCL Chesterfield]

-

In the interests of economy, I am aware that faxes are
frequently passed between the two Chesterfield offices where an
external body has sent the fax to the ‘wrong office for the staff
member concerned. Usually faxes are sent to Bayheath as this

and resulting from this
Kim Candler [SWKCL Southampton] asks.
5

Does anyone know if this is the origin of the word Mess (as in
Army Officer’s Mess)?

from Chris Bennett [SWHL, Basingstoke]
With reference to Keith Wallis’s question in issue 163, whether
Project Managers should take responsibility for organising
travel, whereas I am all for cost savings these should not cut
across existing group policy on volume discount arrangements.
Experience tells me cheap tickets are OK until a change
situation arises. Who picks up the costs of the stay over the
weekend? Is the time Project Managers spend organising this
travel built into the potential savings?

The organisation chart for Scott Wilson Europe region is
reprinted with this edition of Scottlight to reflect. previously
announced changes.

“Life is a minestrone”
Queen

From Chris White [SWHL Basingstokej
This weeks edition of Scottlight may not be up to its usual
standard as Angela Lowle is on leave resulting in Scottlight
being produced by myself At least this gave me the chance to
invoke the editors prerogative to Q/fer comment. Please
address any complaints to Angela on her return next week
when I shall be on leave.
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able to check and use middle
To assist in marking up mail and other items it would be useful to be
ised.
minim
is
l
post
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of
initial(s) so that the possibility of misdirection
158
Issue
from David Farthing [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

1.

2.
3.

4.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11

12
I3

on the computer system.
Have the standard report front cover and report layout as a template
158
from Emma Connolly [SWKCL, Manchester Issue
Introduce an induction booklet
from Dave Rawlinson [SWKCL, Basingstoke] Issue 159
Put job titles on the Basingstoke telephone list
from David Judge [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Reintroduce a corporate Christmas Card
159
from John Peters and Team [Manchester Airport Project Office] Issue
At least two photocopiers with feeders are needed in Scott House
from Ges Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstokej Issue 159
Subsidised staff canteen and common room with pooi table
from Ges Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstoke] Issue 159
Suggestions concerning rationalisation of Job Numbers
from_Simon_Thomas_[SWKCL,_Basingstoke]_Issue_160
ne numbers
Short-code numbers to be given for fax numbers as for telepho
160
Issue
Simon Thomas [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Put Scottlight on the network and print on re-cycleable paper
from Matthew Kingsley [SWKCL, Basingstokej Issue 161
be rationalised
The inter-office abbreviated dialling codes for phone and fax to
from Guy Rigby [SWKCL, Manchester] Issue 161
Budget form, produced by the
Set up a master copy of the PM’s Financial Return and
CONQUEST accounts system, in Excel format.
from_Andy Abrahams_[SWKCL,_Chesterfield]_Issue_161
se order to include quality
New expenses claim form to include mileage records and Purcha
assurance performance
from David Fowle [SWKCL, Hereford] Issue 161

Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas
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Idea 8- Suggestions concerning rationalisation of Job Numbers
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time already. The new Conquest system allows us much more
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the end of
All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at
the year.
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Issue 166

Attention

All Staff!

Meeting of Pension Scheme Members
Basingstoke 4 November 1998
from Chris White [SWI-IL, Basingstoke]
-

The meeting for Scott Wilson Pension Scheme Members to be
held in Basingstoke on 4 November is to be in Berk House at 4
pm.
The notice to members has now been distributed. If any
member has not received a notice for any reason please contact
me.

relations of James Rennie (I chatted to his niece who filled me
in on the family and pre-warned me that she found the 3 hours
last year heavy going she is not an engineer!); the contenders
withdrew to draw lots for the batting order. Our man from the
FaLklands was not unsurprisingly first to go over the top!
-

The setting was the Telford Theatre and, from behind a large
picture of James Rennie, the Chairman introduced the four
judges: Peter Cox of RPT, Douglas Parks, a pupil of Rennie’s
and a tunneller, Terry Melroy a transportation planner and
Steve Taylor from the energy side of Sir Robert McAlpine.
After another colleague of Rennie’s summarised his many
contributions to the profession, battle lines were drawn each
candidate had twenty minutes to make his (yes they were all
chaps this year regrettably) presentation which would be
followed by twenty minutes of questioning from the judges and
the floor. Judges had already had a copy of each CPR project
report.
-

Further ICE Appointments
from Alan Frew [SWSL]
Following on from Bob McGowans article on Jim McCafferty’s
election as Chairman of the ICE Glasgow and West of Scotland
Association (Issue 62), two further staff members from SWSL
have been appointed to positions within the local association:
Ronnie Hunter is the new Chairman of the Graduates and
Students Section (and a Vice Chairman of the main
Committee)
Kenny Ol-lara is the Scottish Representative on the Civil
Engineering Panel (reviewing Proceedings and other
publications) and is the local School’s Liaison Officer.
Congratulations to them both.

James Rennie Medal Martin Young
from John Nutt [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

From Issue 161, readers of ScottLight will know that Martin
Young competed for the James Rennie Medal for on 6th
October. Did he win? As you have guessed from the delay in
this article (sorry Ed. I’ve been overseas!) unfortunately he did
not. However from the opening remarks of the Chairman who
explained that the four competitors were selected as the top four
from the CPR candidates the previous year, he had already
been very successful and should be congratulated as such.
For those would be contenders in future years I will briefly
recount the proceedings. After a buffet lunch at the ICE, when
only the competitors sported badges and could eye each other
up (some but not all would reveal the subject of their
presentation) in the company of judges, supporters and

Martin kicked off and gave his challenging powerpoint
presentation well and to time his project was Fox Bay East
Jetty. He clearly demonstrated that he had conceived, designed
and constructed the jetty on his ted utilising largely local labour
and equipment, whilst living in a farmhouse in Fox Bay with
31 inhabitants (counting Martin) and many thousand sheep.
He then amply fielded a whole range of questions, covering
contiguous action of the dolphins, safety, ship loading, tidal
ranges, productivity assessments, concrete mix design and
corrosion protection to name but a few.
-

Martin was then followed by an Irishman by the name of
Patrick Brown; he works for Montgomery Watson and his
project was a sea outfall off the coast of Northumberland
constructed under a target cost reimbursable contract for £22.6
million. His talk was illustrated in such detail that it was
difficult to read many of the slides halfway back in the theatre,
and his running out of time was only compensated by his
confident Irish delivery. The outfall involved tunnelling, which
proved to be an area of much interest from the judges’ ensuing
questions, which he handled well.
The third candidate was one Martin Atkins of Morrison
Construction who had project managed a £3 million
refurbishment of a large number of walls on the River Thames
for London Dockland Development Corporation before the
adoption by other authorities. Much of this was focused on
temporary works and the problems of working in very limited
tidal windows in noise sensitive areas. The final presentation
was by David Parker of Tarmac who relayed his role as a
design liaison engineer during the construction of major

More CIRIA News
from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

roadworks for a retail park in the West Midlands. He was able
to effect many changes during the works through value
engineering.

I have details of the following CIRIA events:
After nearly three hours at this point everyone was more than
ready to retire to the buttery for a cup of tea. The Scott Wilson
clan thought Martin was in vith a very good chance money
was certainly on him and Patrick Brown. We returned to the
Telford Theatre for the result and, after the Chairman pointed
out that the judges considered the presentations to be of a
higher standard than the previous year, he duly awarded the
James Rennie Medal to Patrick Brown. Ah well Martin, you
will have to put it down to the luck of the Irish! not to mention
the ‘underground angle’. The two projects were poles apart (not
just geographically) but also in terms of scale and the roles the
two candidates played, with Patrick Brown part of a big team.
-

As Martin’s SCE I was very pleased that he had been selected
to compete for this award and I know that he would wish to
thank Chris White and all those who gave encouragement and
guidance for the work he has carried out and as guinea pigs for
his presentation. I hope other graduates aspire to aim for the
award and, before he disappears to Pakistan to work on Omara
Naval Harbour, Martin will be giving his presentation in
Basingstoke on 9 November at 12.30 p.m. in conference room
2aJ2b. It is hoped that as many as possible will attend; the
meeting will qualify for CET and CPD requirements so all,
ESPECIALLY GRADUATES, are asked to confirm their
interest to Val Hopwood as soon as possible. You will also get a
free sandwich! It is hoped to repeat the presentation in
Chesterfield before Martin departs in mid November.
Martin may not have won the medal but the fanners in Fox Bay
who call it the Martin Young Jetty have already awarded him
their medal, so well done!

Knowledge Management Day
from Val Thompson [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The Library Association has asked all libraries to participate in
the Second Knowledge Management Day to be held on 3
November 1998. Libraries around the country will be holding
events to promote awareness in the services they can offer.
Scott Wilson Chesterfield will be demonstrating use of the
Internet in Baykieath House from 8 am to 10 am and use of CD
ROMs and library databases from 12 pm to 2 pm. An Internet
demonstration will be held in Springwell House library on
Wednesday 4 November 1998 from 8 am to 10 am.
Companies now accept that information is a corporate resource
which contributes to the main business processes and objectives
and Knowledge Management Day is just one of many events
held throughout the year by special libraries to raise the profile
of their services within an organisation.

London
London
Derby
Plymouth
London

•PeopleasanAsset
• Sustainable Construction Economics
• Properties of Mercia Mudstone Group
• Minimising Construction Waste
• ERA for Contaminated Land

11/1 1/98
19/11/98
25/11/98
25/11/98
3/12/98

More details from me on ext 506

Transport Research Laboratory Crowthorne
from Nick Mottram [SWKCL, Abingdon]
-

I have a soil auger that belongs to TRL and which I need to
return. Is there anybody in Basingstoke who travels to TRL in
Crowthorne and could return the auger on my behalf? I can
arrange transport of the auger from Abingdon to Basingstoke.

Amendment
from Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]
Apologies, but in the Operating Structure issued with
ScottLight 165 André Evans should have been included under
SP Division Business Unit.

Thanks
from Gil Thomas [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
May I say thank you for the many cards, letters and phone calls
offering support and encouragement during the past 10 weeks
since my operation. I’m glad to say that I am feeling very
much fitter (and decidedly not fatter!) and have started back
part time with the intention of resuming full time on 9th
November.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Nairobil
Dar-es-Salaam

Hamish Goldie-Scot

I 20 Nov

Armenia

DebraPower

l-l3Nov

Poland

Stephen Kimmett

2-3 Nov

Moscow

Ralph Cobham

17-20 Nov

The Gambia

Cohn Holmes

17 -24 Nov

-

Whatc Going On?
Scale: A: £3niillion+; B: £600,000 -2.999.999;
C: £60,000- £599,999; D: £6,000- £59,999;
E: less than £6,000

A720 Edinburgh City Bypass
from Alan Frew [SWSL]
Despite the obvious downturn in trunk road schemes, SWSL
has picked up a unique double in Scotland by being successful
in the last two major roads schemes to be awarded by the
Scottish Office. The A96 Corridor Study was reported by
Russell Bissland in Issue 164, and this was followed by the
recent appointment as Engineering Services Provider for the
upgrading of the 4km Water of Leith to Dreghorn section of the
Edinburgh City Bypass. The service includes Feasibility Study,
Specimen Design and ultimately procurement of the upgrading
scheme by Design & Build.
Ronnie Hunter is Project Director with Susan Briggs as Project
Manager and multi-disciplinary support from within the
Glasgow Office.
(Fee Scale C)

Jerusalem Highway Design Review
from David Webster [SWSL, Glasgow]
Following an enquiry from The Jerusalem Transportation
Masterplan Team (JTMT) which was passed to the Glasgow
Office, SWSL has been appointed to undertake a “Second
Opinion Investigation” of a series of current urban highway
design proposals for the Municipality of Jerusalem.
The design proposals comprise approximately 21km of dual 2
and 3 lane urban road valued at around 500 million US dollars
and include complex interchanges and tunnels. They represent
the next phases in an extensive urban highway development
programme which seeks to provide for the transportation needs
of the City of Jerusalem well into the next century. The plans
are ambitious, however the first sections of the overall
proposals have already been implemented, demonstrating
JTMT’s firm commitment to succeed.
Our Client, the JTMT, is a non-profit making organisation
funded by the Israeli Ministry of Transport and the
Municipality of Jerusalem dedicated to the improvement and
development of the transportation needs of the city. Projects
also include an extensive LRT system which is currently under
investigation.
The Review will examine the road design standards currently
in operation in Jerusalem and will make recommendations as to
whether there is scope to utilise other accepted international
standards in order to bring added value to the schemes.
Additionally, we will examine the alignment and interchange
strategies to identi1v possible areas of improvement and
alteration which may be worthy of development.

The study is already under way and extends over a five week
period during which I am resident in Jerusalem. I have been
joined by Bill Holmes for a three week period and will complete
the exercise with the assistance of Simon Hindshaw who, after
his initial one week visit will return for the final week of the
project.
We have had discussions with the various local consultants
involved in the schemes and are now undertaking the detailed
examination of the design proposals. The project has afready
thrown up some interesting aspects including an insight into
the how the AraWlsraeli conflict can have an influence on the
design proposals.
Finally, we understand that we fought off competition from
France and Italy to land this interesting job. If only our football
team could be so successful!!!!!!
(Fee Scale D)

Stabilisation at Glossop and Penrith
from Cohn Morgan [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Following the heay rains of the last week or so, a slope Ihilure
in a railway cutting at Glossop resulted in a call on Friday 23
October to Chesterfield (Geotechnics Section) from Edmund
Nuttall Ltd for assistance in investigating and designing
stabilisation measures. Whilst the nature and extent of the
measures remain to be determined, first indications are that the
work should cost in the reason of250,000 with fees fulling in
Scale D.
It was particularly pleasing to receive this call as it followed hot
on the heels of the completion of a £1,000,000 emergency slope
stabilisation exercise near Penrith on the Settle-Carlisle line for
the same “extended ann” Railtrack contractor. These latter
works (Fee Scale C) began in response to a similar phone call
in early August to Manchester office, and put considerable
demands on the Geotechnics Section with night and weekend
working taking place through the main period of staff holidays.
The Water Section at Chesterfield was also involved in the
operation, designing the associated drainage works, and
checking was carried out by Basingstoke (Geotechnics).
Inspection and monitoring of both the stabilisation measures
and the adjacent railway embankment will be undertaken by
Chesterfield (Geotechnics) over the next twelve months.

Training for Community Managed Urban Works
from Hamish Goldie-Scot [SWKCL, Basingstokej
10 DBU has been appointed by the International Labour Office
to identi1’ the training requirements and available training
resources for engineers and technicians involved in the growing
number of community managed labour based programmes
seeking to upgrade low-income urban settlements. As part of
a broader initiative to assess the training requirements of all
stakeholders, including Local Authorities, Community Based
Organisations, Contractors and NGOs, this consultancy will
seek to ensure that existing training material in labour based
operations is brought to bear in a more effective manner. It
will also look for ways of encouraging managers and technical
3

staff to think more deeply about the social and developmental
implications of their decisions.

decent discount and package needs a minimum of 40 bums on
seats. The choices of breaks are:

Hamish Goldie-Scot will undertake the initial assignment
during an intensive 3 week period of workshops and meetings
in Nairobi, Dar-es-Salaam and Nakuru. Peter Chaudhry will
then contribute to the social development aspects of the final
report, which will include Terms of Reference for follow-up
consultancies. Please contact Peter Chaudhry immediately if
you have any suggestions about relevant training resources.
(Fee scale D)

Ireland:
‘A taste of Ireland’ trip consisting of4 days/3 nights at a cost of
around £139 per person. This would include coach travel from
Basingstoke, ferry crossings, hotel accommodation, bed
breakfast and evening meal, excursions to Waterford Crystal, a
traditional Irish pub, Youghal and Blarney Castle and a
Woollen Mill.

Congratulations!

Belgium:
‘Belgian Delight’ trip consisting of 4 days/3 nights for around
£119.00 per person. Included in this cost would be coach
travel, ferry crossing, hotel at the Holiday Inn in Leuven,
American ‘Champagne’ buffet breakfast each morning and a
choice of excursions (which would be advised later).

Long Service Awards
Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
received Long Service Awards this month.
Alex Bickett

20 years

J Wayne Hindshaw

10 years

For now I am just trying to ascertain the level of interest in
either of the above. If there is the required response, dates and
full details will be published in a future ScottLight.
The trips are open to all, including friends and relatives.
Please phone or e-mail me in Basingstoke ifyou would be
interested in either ofthe above.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Janet West who joined the Plymouth office on Monday 26
October as Part time Clerk Typist
Jonathan Buckley who joined the Leeds office as Senior
Landscape Architect on 28 October.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Brenda Le Hec who leaves Basingstoke office on 28 October
and Steve McLoughlin and Rajeev Vijay who both leave the
Basingstoke office on Friday 30 October.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Team Administrator
The Environment section in Basingstoke office needs someone
with at least 8 years secretarial and administrative support
experience to manage and support the section and its projects.
The main responsibilities will be the managing of all
administration, effective utilisation of resource and general
secretarial functions across all activities for the department.
These will include: assistance with proposal production,
maintaining the section library, adherence to billing
procedures, filing management, arranging travel, the
preparation of all spreadsheets, databases and written
communication.
Computer literacy is essential, as is enthusiasm, organisational
skills and a flexible approach to working hours.

Section Assistant 1.1

Sports & Socials
Weekend Breaks
from Caz Spencer [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I am thinking about organising a group weekend break around
March/April next year, th City Cruiser Holidays, who offer
substantial discounts for group bookings. En order to get a

The Environment section in Basingstoke also require a Section
Assistant to provide general assistance to the team, including
copying, filing, document production and general
administration. The role is to be developed to include
production of drawings, figures and presentation material.
Candidates should be enthusiastic, motivated, bright, flexible
and willing to work out of normal hours (including weekends at
times).
4

Accounts Assistant
Basingstoke accounts section needs a person to assist in the
preparation of invoices, billing schedules and the general
smooth running of the billing section.
A background in invoice preparation, sales ledger and credit
control would be useful.
Essential skills should cover numeracy, written and oral
communication and a working knowledge of Word and Excel.

The position will demand extensive experience of reinforced
concrete and structural steel detailing, together with a good
working knowledge of earthworks and drainage. In addition
the individual will need an HNC in Civil Engineering and be
actively working towards Incorporated Engineer membership
of the Institution of Civil Engineers. Tasks may also include
providing a support role to the CAD Manager in the day to day
running of the department
For an informal chat please contact Mike Clarke (CAD
Manager, Swindon) on 01793 515338, or email
Mike.Clarke@sail.com.

Data Entry Clerk
The Basingstoke Accounts section also needs a computer
literate individual who will maintain aspects of our data entry
system. This will consist ofjoumal input onto Conquest, fiche
database administration and filing.

For Sale & Wan ted
For Sale: U.S Robotics! 3Com Fax modem brand new and
unused. Supports 56K and new V90 standard, also includes
fax and voicemail software and all cables £56.00
Contact Steve Penfold ext 292 (Basingstoke)
-

-

Training on Conquest will be given if necessary but you should
already possess good computer skills.

If you are interested in any of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

Opportunities in Project Management
The Project Management section in Basingstoke are seeking to
recruit staff at various levels from 1.2 to 3.2. The section are
actively involved in a number of significant projects including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

West Coast Route Modem isation
GCHQ New Accommodation Project
Leavesden Studios
Dibden Bay
Colchester Garrison PFI bid
Mean Laboratories
Tyseley Energy From Waste

In addition, we have recently been awarded a 3 year Project
London
with
Agreement
Framework
Management
Underground and we continue to have an active workload
through our MoD Term Commissions.
If you have a genuine interest in the successful management of
projects and you would like to discuss the opportunities in more
detail please contact Steve Brundle, Bob Ballard or Sue Moore.

Senior Cad Technician (Grade 2.2)
The Civils Design Department of Scott Wilson Railways in
Swindon is seeking a highly experienced Technician to work
on a range of projects. The individual will be responsible for
producing detail drawings and therefore be highly experienced
and motivated in using MicroStation SE. Knowledge of
AutoCAD would also be an advantage.

For Sale: Light Blue Mini Mayfair 1.0 litre. Good condition,
C reg, 12 months MOT, Tax (9 months) negotiable, 43,000
miles, used daily £595. Contact Ian Shelley, Chesterfield ext
326.
-

What’s on your
Mind?

I

from Adam Symons [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I cannot believe the amount of wastage which occurs in Scott
House. The amount of paper which is either thrown away or is
wasted during photocopying and printing is ludicrous. Some of
it is even clean blank paper which could be perfectly well
reused, rather than recycled or dumped as is often the case.
I can only conclude that:
(a) Scott Wilson is so well off that it can afford to waste so
much paper;
(b) Scott Wilson gets free air miles the more paper it uses; and
(b) we really don’t care for the environment.

from 1-lamish Goldie-Scot [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The exhortation for us to delete old e-mail messages reminds
me of the instruction, only a few years ago, not to use the fax or
memo templates that had been developed by some forward
thinking staff
While accepting that many e-mails can be deleted, and that it is
a waste of disk space to store the same attached file in both the
TEMP and the relevant project directory on the K drive, 1
would suggest that we should be encouraging rather than
5

In
discouraging the storage of e-mails in electronic format.
twin-track
adopt
a
I
currently
others
common with many
approach, printing out all important e-mails for central project
files, while also storing them in a structured manner that
With 95% of all project
ficilitates ready retrieval.
rather than fix or memo,
e-mail
by
communication now being
amount of time by
enormous
an
such an approach saves
documents from
retrieving
of
avoiding the laborious process
central filing.

fully addressed, so that people with similar names in the firm
do not have the embarrassment of opening someone else’s
private mail, as has happened recently.

I have no doubt that in time a policy decision will be taken to
adopt an electronic rather than a paper based system for storing
e-mails. Meanwhile the priority should surely be to develop,
in a planned manner, an open, well structured and robust
approach to such a system.

If a canteen cannot be provided then perhaps a simple
microwave and/or sink and/or fridge so that people can have a
break from sandwiches and queues at Hayleys.

9

Idea of the Week

(Ed no name was given with the above idea perhaps you
would let me know who you are in case you win the £25 when
the Ideas of the Month are considered?!)
-

Proposed Changes to Firm’s Pension Scheme
from Richard Field [SWKCL, Southampton]
from Tanyn Ball [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
It came as no surprise to receive the proposals relating to
necessary changes to the Company pension Scheme. The recent
new legislation and changes to tax relief made some tightening
of belts inevitable. I was however relieved to discover the
Trustees’ aim is to maintain a Salary Related scheme. To me
the firm’s pension provision is an important part of my overall
remuneration package.
The style of the communication, however, may be misleading
and lacks some important detail. It is unlikely we at
Southampton will get to the planned meetings so I set out my
comments here:
How will the redefinition of Pensionable Salary affect Death
in Service Benefits, which are calculated based on it? Will
the Lump Sum payment, and Spouses pension, both reduce
as a consequence of the redefinition? If so, should this not
be spelled out and examples given also.

I

2

3

4

If non receipt of the form is going to be implied as an opt
out, perhaps it would be appropriate to acknowledge safe
receipt by Chris White, otherwise the consequences of a
mislaid form could be significant.

Many of our ‘Ideas of the Week’ understandably tend to focus
on logistical or pragmatic ways of improving how the Firm
conducts its business and how we carry out our work, often
with an emphasis on cost saving and economy of resources (e.g.
paper, etc.).
One area that appears to have received relatively little
emphasis, yet which affects us all, and has a major impact on
costs to the Business, is that of health on all planes i.e.
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual. Without filling into
the trap of quoting statistics, it is fair to state that sick leave
represents a major cost to UK and other Western businesses
year in, year out. A fair percentage of sick leave is caused by
any or a combination of the following:
-

•

Accumulative effects of repetitive poor posture at work,
resulting in physical symptoms such as backlshoulder/neck
pain/headaches, etc.

•

Occupational
syndrome)

•

Poor level of general fitness potentially leading to cardio
vascular disease as a result of a combination of:

Clause 13 states members’ contributions to the scheme will
reduce by 6% of the single person basic state pension. It
should be borne in mind though that tax relief applies, so
the net saving in contribution by employees (I believe) is
actually 4.6% approx. where subject to standard rate tax.
The proposals will most affect those near retirement, and
those likely to remain on modest salaries throughout their
careers, more than the younger high fliers.

From the tone of the communication received there appears to
be little option but to accept the best which can be offered.
However, please can fuller clarification of the proposals be
made available, in good time to allow forms to be returned by
the due date.
As a PS I would ask that William Mercer et al, are instructed to
ensure all correspondence marked ‘Private and Confidential’ is

repetitive

strain

(e.g.

carpal

tunnel

i.

poor/imbalanced nutritional value as a result of
regular dependence on ‘convenience’ food

ii.

working excessively long hours over a prolonged
period

iii. inadequate/erratic levels of exercise
•

In connection with any and/or all the above,
mental/emotional stress which eventually translates itself
into both psychological and physical ‘signs & symptoms’.

My idea of the week would be to gradually build on what
already exists within Scott Wilson to develop a ‘Healthier
Employee’ or ‘Healthier People, Healthier Business’ Statement,
thereby standing out as the ‘Preferred Employer’ from this
significant angle as well. I believe that this would prove, in the
medium to long term, a valuable investment in the people who
together form Scott Wilson, and a significant economy in sick
benefit pay-outs. I am also aware that a number of large firms
6

have already engaged in similar schemes with considerable
success.

•

•

The scheme could be initiated with a number of
information ‘workshops’ on themes such as: correct sitting
posture, correct positioning of PC monitor, keyboard, etc.;
postural awareness, encouragement towards, and
preparation of (on request) sensible group or individual
exercise programmes, nutritional guidelines, etc.
A regular (e.g. weekly/fortnightly) time ‘slot’ could be set
aside to address specific individual (work related) needs,
e.g. from treating stressed neck/shoulder muscles to
advising on ‘compromise’ where office space constraints
pre-empt optimal workstation layout.

•

In due course, the general reduction of sick leave
associated with the above causes could be monitored
within the Firm.

•

An initial ‘pilot scheme’ could commence in Basingstoke
and if deemed successful, could then be brought to any
other Scott Wilson offices.

With my ‘other’ (Complementary Therapy) hat, I now find
myself in a privileged position to offer direct involvement in
pioneering the scheme, and would be delighted to submit
considered, detailed proposals to the Directors if the idea is to
be taken further. Not a rking day goes by without my
‘cringing’ at the sight of a ‘twisted’ colleague sitting on the
edge of an ill-adjusted chair facing one way, left shoulder
raised to hold the phone to his/her eai whilst straining to view
the PC monitor located on the opposite side and this is NOT a
caricature!

12 pence in 1338 (old money I assume), and is estimated to be
worth approximately £3m today, at what rate has the housing
market been increasing at historically in the long term?
-

It should be noted that the 12 pence did originally include “80
acres, pasturage for 200 sheep, 8 oxen, 30 bullocks” as well as
the “messuage in decay”.

Point of Order: Thought for the Week Issue 165
from Rhodri Jones [SWR, Swindon]
Indeed, life may be a minestrone. However, 10cc should be
taking the credit, not Queen.
Unless that is the Queen of England said it and not the popular
rock combo.
I can sleep easy now this is off my chest.

You see what happens when I go on leave one of the best
bands gets confused with one ofthe more mundane! I’ll leave
it to you to decide which is which!
Angela Lowle
-

-

-

In the week when the winner of the Booker prize for this year
was announced:
from Angie Philpin [SWKCL, Telford]
Following on fron Tim Dawe’s comments on faxes being sent
between the two Chesterfield offices (Issue 165), would it be
possible to produce separate telephone lists for Chesterfield so
that the staff ‘out here’ know who is resident at the Bayheath
and Springwell offices. Perhaps if our staff can get it right it
would considerably cut do the flow of faxes between the two
offices.

“It is all very well to be able to write books, but can you waggle
your ears?”
J M Barrie

Ed: Tim Dawe wishes his item in Issue 165 to be considered
as an Idea of the Week. It will be put forward with the other
October ‘Ideas’.

Reply of the Week
from Andrew Welch [SWKCL, Southampton]
Further to the last week’s responses to my query concerning the
“messuage in decay” which is now apparently the SWK
Southampton Office, I have now been educated. Thank you.
A further minor query has however arisen regarding the value
of the aforementioned Messuage, and that is: if it were worth
7
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All Staff!

Pensions Meetings
from Chris White [SWI-IL, Basingstoke]
The meetings for Scott Wilson Pension Scheme Members at
Chesterfield and Derby Southern Bypass have been scheduled
as follows:
The lecture theatre at the library, Chesterfield
Monday 9 November 4.30 pm to 6.30 pm
Tuesday 10 November -9.30 am to 11.30 am
-

Derby Southern Bypass site conference room:
Tuesday 10 November -2 pm to 4pm.

Financial Advice
from Alan Morton [SWKCL Basingstoke]
Would all staff based at Basingstoke (Scott House and Network
House) be advised that, following the successful visit last
October, Mr Rob Owens, a Financial Consultant from Griffiths
and Armour, will be visiting Scott House for three days on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 17th, 18th and 19th
November 1998.
Similarly, Rob will visit the Chesterfield office for two days on
23rd and 26th November 1998
He will be available to spend time on an individual basis and
will offer independent, and totally confidential, financial advice
as required. This service is offered free to members of staff who
may be keen to discuss matters such as Pension Planning,
Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs), Life Assurance,
Mortgages, Wills, Disability Insurance Cover, Provision for
Schools Fees, Unit and Investment Trusts, National Savings,
etc.
Individuals who wish to take advantage of this benefit provided
by the Company should please contact Lynda Skipper (ext 212
at Scott House) as soon as possible but at the latest by Friday
13th November 1998 to advise of their interest.
Staff who are not based within easy reach of Basingstoke or
Chesterfield, who feel they might benefit from similar financial
advice, please also advise Lynda. We will then review levels of
interest, with the possibility of arranging this provision at other
venues.

Appointment for Jerome Munro-Lafon
from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstokej
Jerome Munro-Lafon has been appointed to the Executive
Committee of the International Road Federation. The Executive
Committee is the highest office within the IRF and the
committee members are selected from the IRF’s Board of
Directors.
The International Road Federation is a non-profit non-political
service organisation. Its purpose is to encourage better road
systems worldwide, and to help in the application of technology
and management practices which will give the maximum
economic and social return from national road investments.
Founded in 1948, IRF is the international point of affiliation for
the national road associations in over 70 countries.
From the outset, IRF addressed itself to the extent of
government and public awareness of the benefit of good roads,
and to the needs for technical competence to build them. One of
its most visible impacts to this end has been the continuing
series of IRF international meetings and seminars which focus
attention on roads and accomplish technology transfer.
Today, many areas of the world have established basic road
infrastructures, but as each project is completed a new
requirement emerges. Overcrowding of transport networks,
especially in urban and suburban areas, and in all economically
expanding regions, has resulted in economic problems and is a
continued subject of concern. Inadequate development and
maintenance of these networks have resulted in environmental
neglect, increased accidents and complaints from the public. As
each new road is planned and built, a country adds to its
obligation to manage that national asset in a way which will
provide the maximum economic and social return on the
investment, and find innovative methods of financing it. Thus,
the need for a forum continues and grows.
The IRF is currently progressing the following three study
programmes:•
•
•

Roads and the Greenhouse Effect
The Benefits of Roads to Society
Improving Traffic Flows and Safety

Jerome is co-ordinating the second programme on behalf of the
Executive Committee.

Planned Upgrade to Windows95
Stewart Dalton / Graham Handy
[SWKCL, Telford & Basingstokej
As you may be aware, we are due to upgrade the operating
systems on all technical PC’s from MS-DOS and Windows
3.11 to Windows 95 over the next few months. To ensure the
upgrade goes as smoothly as possible myself and Graham
Handy performed a successftil trial roll-out of Windows 95 over
th
4
Oct in Basingstoke on all users who
the weekend of 3 /
currently login to the server GALILEO_BA (approx. 80 PC’s).
Graham and myself plan to upgrade every UK office between
now and March of next year with Graham doing all offices
south of Abingdon and Stewart doing all offices north of
Peterborough.

games and screen savers. Some of the messages are in dubious
taste if not vulgar.
The junk e-mails are costing the firm time and money in
transporting them around the system and, when sent outside the
Group, may give the wrong impression of Scott Wilson.
I would therefore ask all staff to reflect on their own use of the
e-mail system and not to clog up our computer systems and
network with spam.

Lunch Time Seminar Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

.
• •

ANCON CCL LIMITED

Below is when we intend to upgrade each office with the
upgrade including basic training in Windows95 and the new e
mail application, Windows Messaging.
Month

Office

Southampton and Telford
London and Chesterfield (Bayheath House)
Basingstoke (Enterprise) and Chesterfield (Springwell)
Plymouth, Basingstoke (Voyager), Birmingham,
Manchester City and Manchester Airport
Feb: Leeds, Peterborough, Edinburgh and Abingdon
Mar: Basingstoke (Antares), Basildon

Oct:
Nov:
Dec:
Jan:

To ensure the roll-out causes as little disruption as possible, it is
worth noting the following:
-

Continuing Professional Development Seminar
for Civil Engineers
Ancon CCL are to present a lunch time seminar on Wednesday
11 November 1998 in conference room 2aJ2b at 12-30 p.m.
until 2-00 p.m.
POST

-

TENSIONING:-

STRUCTURAL BEARINGS:CRADLE ANCHORS:-

REINFORCEMENT

COUPLERS:-

All users of e-mail should ensure that their respective folders
contain only e-mail that is still required and that the “Deleted”
folder within mail is emptied.

SI-lEAR TRANSFER ACROSS
MOVEMENT JOINTS:-

With the exception of a small number of PC’s, i.e PC’s running
Moss and AutoCAD I CADS, all PC’s will be rebuilt from
scratch and anything on the local drive (C:\) will be removed,
bearing in mind that no data should be stored on this drive. The
roll-out process also includes replacing all PC’s having a lower
specification than that of a Pentium.
Please contact the person responsible for your roll-out (SD or
GMH) if you have any concerns about the planned upgrade to
Windows 95.

The Consequence of a Diet of Spam
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
For those who haven’t come across the expression before,
except in the context of processed meat, “spam” is computerspeak for junk e-mail.
In monitoring the e-mail gateway we have noticed that the
organisation is receiving and sending large numbers of junk e
mails. These include adverts for goods and services, jokes
which are being sent to large numbers of addressees, gossip,

Types of anchorage
Advantages
Applications
Load transfer at movement joints
Isolation from vibration
Anchors for Bridge Parapets
Lampposts and Barriers
Anchors for special applications
Threaded, Swaged and
Mechanical Couplers
Installation methods
Applications
Problems with
conventional dowelled joints
Advantages of double dowels
Movement in two directions

It is hoped that as many people as possible will attend; the
meeting would qualify for CET and CPD requirements, so all,
ESPECIALLY GRADUATES, are asked to confirm their
interest to me on ext 350 as soon as possible, ( by a.m. on 9
November) so that I can make arrangements and order the
buffet.

ICE Meeting at Transport Research Laboratory
from Suzanne Hallowes
Following publication of the first White Paper for 20 years, the
planning, development and management of transport
infrastructure is set to undergo significant changes. Do civil
engineers, through their training and experience, have a
particular contribution to make to transport policy and funding
issues? Does a Transport Sub-Group of your Local Association
have a role to play in providing an interflce between local
members and the Transport Board? If you have a view, or wish
to discuss associated issues, come to our first meeting at the
Transport Research Laboratory.
-

I am the secretary of the Transport sub-group for the Thames
Valley Local Association of the ICE. Our first meeting is being
held at the Transport Research Laboratory in Crowthorne on
Wednesday 11 November. David Green (ICE past president)
will present an introductory paper on the effects of the White
Paper to us as people in society and as people working within
the Civil Engineering industry. He will also indicate possible
areas for work development within the industry for those
working within the Transport sector. Further details are
available from the Thames Valley programme booklet or from
me on my work number which is (Costain) 0181 759 7080.
The meeting is to consist of two parts: a tour at 4pm of the
facilities at the TRL followed by the meeting at 6.3Opm. Places
for the tour need to be reserved in advance by contacting Sally
Ellis on tel: 01344 770023; fax: 01344 770686; e-mail:
sjellis@trl.co.uk
The meeting is available to all (not just Civil Engineers or
Transport Planners). Please come along and support our first
meeting. Attendance can contribute towards CET and CPD.

Window Cleaning
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, l3asingstoke]
The windows in Scott House ll be cleaned on Saturday 7
November. Please ensure that all adjacent surfces are left
clear. Thank you.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Dubai & Pakistan
Turkey

Don Wootton
Gil Thomas

6-13 Nov
16- l9Nov

What’s Gobig On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000- £2,999,999:
C: £60,000- £599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000

Ankara Motorway Project Final Part Opened to Traffic
from Brian R McKenna [SWKCL, Turkey]
—

Postal Address for Johannesburg Office
From Jenny Low [SW, Kuala Lumpur]
Scott Wilson Johannesburg has advised that the P.O. Box
number for their office as shown on page 2.4 of the Scott
Wilson Directory is incorrect. Will you please note that their
correct postal address is:
P0 Box 2921
Rivonia
2128
South Africa

Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering U.S. Office
The US branch of SWPE has moved its New Jersey office from
Basking Ridge to 412 Wall Street Princeton, New Jersey. At
that location, engineers, Dr Vahid Ganji and Nimesh Patel,
consultant Henry Justus, accountant Joseph Kucinski and office
manager, Tina Crafton, work under the direction of Dr Kaz
Tabrizi. In addition to its New Jersey office, the US branch has
set up an office in Pennsylvania located at 49 South Main
Street, Yardley, Pennsylvania. Currently these two offices hold
open-ended contracts with the New Jersey and Pennsylvania
Departments of Transportation as well as several contracts with
universities, large engineering corporations and other
In addition to its work in non
government agencies.
destructive testing with the FWD, the US branch of SWPE
uses the Portable Seismic Pavement Analyzer (PSPA), a
portable state-of-the-art non-destructive testing device that
combines impact echo, ultrasonic body wave, and Spectral
Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW). To contact the US office,
call the main number (609) 430-9888.

Monday 2 November 1998 was a significant date on the
Ankara Motorway Project. On that day the Turkish Prime
Minister, Mesut Yilmaz, opened the final 26 km of the AMP.
The AMP is made up of the 120 km tolled Gei-ede to Ankara
Motorway (dual 3 lane and part of the Istanbul to Ankara
motorway) and the 109 km Ankara Peripheral Motorway (dual
4 lane—the M25 of Ankara) with a combined construction cost
of US$ 1.5 billion.
Over eleven years ago [July 1987] Scott Wilson was the low
bidder, in a joint venture with a Turkish firm [Kutluta
Engineering], in a tender by the Turkish Highway
Authority [KGM] for the provision of the Engineering
Services [ie design check and supervision of construction]
on the AMP. Since then 59 Scott Wilson engineers and
technicians have worked on the project in Turkey with a
peak of 19 being resident in the second half of 1991. In
July 1991 the Contractor’s monthly interim payment
certificate for construction + design was $53 million [ie an
average of over 1.7 million dollars of work being done each
day]; the Contractor’s and Engineer’s workforce numbering
6,296 and 164 respectively.
The quantities speak for themselves: box culverts 560,
overpasses 30, underpasses 33, bridges and viaducts 25,
, concrete
3
interchanges 20, excavation 164 Mm’, fill 116 Mm
1.2 Mm
, reinforcement 107,000 tonnes, long multi-span steel
3
bridges 3 with 24,000 tonnes of structural steel, Scott Wilson
man-months 1,442 with fees ofl0,200,000.
At the Gerede end the motorway passes through mountainous
areas with a maximum elevation of l550m above sea level and
is subject to snow from November to March. This huge project
forms part of the Trans-European Motorway (TEM) from Oslo
in Norway to south-eastern Turkey.
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MoDIDWA Farnborough Advisory Term Commission
from Richard Field [SWKCL, Southampton]
Southampton office are pleased to announce this new
appointment, which continues our association with DERA at
Farnborough and their other sites in the south of England. Here
in Southampton we are already providing project management
services on several projects for them. Likewise in Basingstoke,
Richard Bayly has undertaken a series of studies related to road
reconfigurations on our existing Wilton DWA commission for
DERA.

Institution in January 1997 and has subsequently given talks on
his experiences at various local branches.
Congratulations to John.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:

This new commission, which runs initially for 3 years, will
therefore allow us to consolidate our relationship, and build on
our successfIjl advisory commissions to DWA Portsmouth and
DWA Wilton over the last 5-6 years.
(Fee Scale A)

Waste Demonstration Projects
from Matthew Kingsley [SWKCL, Basingstokej
The Environmental department in Basingstoke have recently
won a research contract from CIRIA (Construction Industry
Research and Information Association) to manage and report
demonstration projects exhibiting “Waste Reduction, Reuse and
Recycling in Construction”.
Each of the projects will be carried out by a third party
organisation such as a contractor, designer or developer / client.
The key idea behind the project is that by minimising waste,
not only will there be an environmental benefit, but also a
substantial economic benefit.
If anybody in Scotts is currently involved in a construction or
development project in the UK which they think might be
suitable for the application of waste minimisation, then please
contact Matthew Kingsley on ext. 379 at Scott House or email
him on matthew.kingsleyswkeurope.com.
If you are involved in a project outside the UK which is actively
using waste minimisation or management to save both
resources and money, please contact us so that we can find out
more about what you are doing.

Congratulations!
Dr John Tubman
from Chris Sketchley [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
On Thursday, 29 October 1998, Dr John Tubman was
presented with the Guthrie Brown Award by The Institution of
Structural Engineers. This award is presented for merit for a
published paper, the author of which is a member of The
Institution, under 40 years old. John’s paper was entitled,
“Steel Bridges Across the Pond” and was based on his
experiences in 1994 when he spent a period studying the design
and construction of steel bridges in North America and
Canada, sponsored by the Institution under the Rowen
Travelling Scholarship. John presented his paper to The

Guy Clerk who joined Basingstoke Highways & Infrastructure
team on 2 November as a CAD Technician.
Robert Spencer who joined Abingdon office on 2 November
as Graduate Forestry & Arboricultural Consultant.
Michael Padfield who joined us permanently as Graduate
Ecologist in Peterborough office on 2 November, following a
period of temporary employment with us in the Norfolk Broads.

n

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Jan Trask (FM Dept, London) who leaves on Friday 6
November.
Shaun Hillier who leaves Basingstoke Environmental section
on Friday 6 November.

Sports & Socials
Remember, remember
from Pam Hare
[SWKCL, Plymouth
Twas the 5th of November around early dawn,
a huge bonfire stood on someone’s back lawn.
It was built by a group of our ‘elders’ (not betters),
you know the ones, they’re called ‘Aged Debtors’.
“We need someone now for the top” was their cry
and in unison shouted “let’s get Michael Guy!”
But news travels fast down in darkest Devon,
in Plymouth the staff were aghast: “Good Heaven!”
They jumped in their cars (and one on bi-cycle)
and all hurried off to rescue poor Michael.
Hurrah! the bonfire was yet to be lit,
had they scared him, those Debtors? Oh no, not a bit.
Now safely ensconced back at his own work-station
letters from Michael reflected inflation:
“You haven’t yet paid we’d like to know why
you can’t spare at least a few pounds for the Guy.”
-
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For Sale & Wan ted

Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

For Sale:

A paper run was made on Saturday 25 October and a total of
£24 received. Many thanks.

Two seater bed settee, “Aztec’ design, blue/beige, 2 years old,
immaculate condition £40
-

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Assistant Project Manager: Southampton Office

Southampton office require a graduate to join our project
management team. The role will provide an introduction to
project management work, principally for the MOD. This
position requires someone who is keen to develop new skills
and who can act on their own initiative. Initially the work will
be supporting the nominated PM on projects; reporting and
liaising with clients, designers and contractors. The aim is that
this role will develop into fuller PM responsibilities for
individual projects.
If you are interested in this position and wish to discuss it in
more detail please contact Kim Candler or Nigel Catling in
Southampton.

Secretarial Assistant (2.1)

-

10 DRU

Single bed, 3’, includes beige velour headboard, 2 storage
drawers, good condition £15
-

Contact Judith on ext 248 (Chesterfield).

Available: The Leeds office has 3 drawing boards which are
surplus to requirements. Also a number of desks. All free to
good homes, other than transport costs. We are in need of a
small upright plan tank. If any office has a spare one please let
Brenda at the Leeds office know.

What on your
Maid?

I

from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Further to Richard Field’s comment last week on the pensions
changes, may I raise a question of philosophy on the changes.

The 10 Division in Basingstoke need someone to provide
secretarial support to the Section Secretary and the Directors’
PA, working as part of a team carrying out a variety of tasks
including:

Ifthe revised scheme is seen to be the best option, is it not more
logical to state that an absence of response is deemed to be
‘acceptance’ rather than rejection?

Word Processing
Reception duties and telephone liaison with clients and
technical staff
Data entry (timesheets, absences)
Ordering and maintaining stocks of stationery supplies
Processing of courier packages
Dealing with post and distribution of mail
Photocopying and binding of documents
Travel (flights, hotels and taxi bookings)
Some experience of spreadsheet work (Excel) would be useful
but not essential

from David Green [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

Must be neat, methodical, filly conversant with Word for
Windows and have at least 5 years office experience, with a
flexible attitude towards working arrangements and time. In
addition you must be accurate, conscientious and a good team
member who is prepared to use initiative but also to seek advice
until completely fimiliar with established procedures.
If you are interested in the above position, please contact Sally
Mason on ext 210.

Whilst not wishing to comment on the proposed changes to the
pension scheme until after the proposed meetings have been
held, I do object strongly to the two examples provided with the
Chairman of Trustees’ letter.
No attempt has been given to demonstrate the typical losses
which will be incurred by the majority of members, other than
the immediate loss due to the State Pension Offset.
The examples are at best unbalanced and at worst a biased
misrepresentation of the facts, suggesting a difference of
£7,546.25 between the two. I would comment as below:
Example 1
This shows an estimated increase of 19.23% between June
2003 and July 2005, with the latter two pay rises being 7.4%
and 6.9% respectively. 1f as assumed in Example 2, inflation
is 3% p.a. this is a totally unrealistic figure and would mean
that the increases in pay against pension would not have been
an inequitable situation. Therefore the calculated pension of
£21,827.81 is far too high.

5

Example 2
This shows pay increases of 11.27% between June 1996 and
July 1998, a figure which most members will not have
experienced. As a consequence the deferred pension is lower
than would be the case. Whilst a 3% inflation rate would give
the 19% increase to the figure stated an inflation rate of 5%
would in fact provide a 34% increase to £16,028.32. The
calculation makes no mention of the State Pension of3,730.00
added to Example I and ignores the benefits derived from
investing 12% of salary to maintain the same level of pension
investment currently being made.
Whilst there is a difference between the pensions payable in the
first year following retirement, the calculations do not indicate
at what point the deferred pension, with a proportion increasing
annually by 5%, overtakes the revised pension.
The examples are in my opinion extremely poor and I would
expect the Trustees to provide a much better balanced picture of
the case. I trust that a fairer picture can be provided prior to the
meetings with members.

Information concerning guaranteed delivery times could also be
included. Apart from the probable cost savings it would save
those people with the information from continuously reciting
the same answers to the same questions.

from Peter George [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
1. Re-route deliveries through the side entrance of Scott House
or at least make sure that delivered items are immediately
moved from reception to the appropriate part of the
building. When visitors come to the office, the reception
area is the first place they see and it doesn’t create a very
good impression when piles of boxes and bits of furniture
etc are stacked by the seating area.
2. Put a display rack in reception containing company
brochures and selected project data sheets or other
appropriate marketing material. Visitors, particularly those
not fumiliar with Scott Wilson, can then see what sort of
work we do. The reception area is an ideal place to promote
the company and its services. This could be implemented in
all offices.

Idea of the Week
from Richard Young [SW, Botswana]
Stuck out in the wilds of Africa (Botswana) e-mail is a vital,
albeit slow, link to the outside world and an essential tool for
communicating with other offices.
The various internal newsletters Scott Light, Scott Drum, News
Swap etc are all sent to us via e-mail in Word format and are
regularly more than 2MB in size. About four times a month
these completely clog up our e-mail service at this end resulting
in delays in more urgent communications and therefore impact
our efficiency.

7hougbt for the week:
“Love your neighbour, but don’t pull down your hedge.”
Benjamin Franklin

I suggest that all internal newsletters be saved using the Adobe
Accrobat software which gives DTP standards but are typically
only 5-10% the size of a Word document. This would save
considerable time at each office and prevent vital e-mail
connections being bunged up with Scott-Junk.
The alternative is posting them
Botswana from the UK!

-

it is only 5 days Air Mail to

from André Gilleard [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
When sending information, documents, etc elsewhere within
the UK or abroad the question of ‘by what means’ often arises.
Depending on the particular circumstances, there is faxing,
posting, e-mailing, couriering, etc to choose from. Could
someone be given the task of collating the options available and
their costs related to weight, destination (e.g. Africa) and then
issuing employees (in the UK at least) with a copy of the
information.
6

INTERCOMPANY SEIWCES AVAILABLE
SCOTT WILSON ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Scott Wilson Advanced Technology is the new name for the
Special Projects Group under John Tubman in Basingstoke.
Special Projects Group has been in existence for just over two
years. During that time, things have been busy for John and his
team. This reflects the demand from both internal and external
clients for specialised structural and geotechnical work.

•

•

For some time now it has been felt that a better name was
required. Many firms have Special Projects Groups and so the
aim has been to find a new name which would:

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Differentiate the group in name from its main competitors;
Be descriptive of the specialised technical services on offer;
Align with the corporate image (e.g. in the new logo) of
marching forward and looking to the future;
Satis1,’ the Board’s expressed desire to see a more up-beat
name for the enterprise;
Be short, punchy and memorable; and
Have an acronym which is unlikely to mean anything rude
in any location where the firm has a presence!!

•

•
•

•
“Scott Wilson Advanced Technology” meets most of these
criteria. It acts as a focus for specialised technical expertise and
is able to call upon the skills of appropriate staff throughout the
firm.
Over the past 30 months many people have asked what makes a
project ‘special’.
A concise, accurate and suitably
comprehensive definition is almost impossible. Perhaps the
best response is a project which falls into one or both of the
following categories:

•

where existing codes of practice/design guidance are
inadequate or inappropriate;
where specialist structural or geotechnical skills are
required in analysis, design or forensic engineering.

Projects to date have come from a variety of internal and
external clients and have included:
•

Specialist structural steelwork (two projects involving
assessment, monitoring and strengthening of large span
box girder bridges; design of cable supported steclwork for
the new Liverpool Airport terminal building).

-

Scott Wilson Advanced Technology has therefore started to
build up a good portfolio of projects and will be developing
further its experience and expertise in the following areas:
•
•

•

Offshore structural steelwork and associated dynamic
design (two projects involving the design of steel frames
for two different Floating Production Storage and
Offloading vessels in the North Sea. Designs catered for
the dynamic forces associated with ship motions.)
Dynamic modelling and in situ dynamic monitoring of a
distressed aero engine test bed to determine if
strengthening required.
Code writing for the Highways Agency and other technical
writing for the Steel Construction Institute.
Dynamic structural analysis for blast in relation to terrorist
bomb threat at Liverpool Airport.
Two expert witness commissions one involving collapse
of a cast iron structure, the other design problems in a
large underground structure on the Jubilee Line Extension
Project.
Specification and procurement of in situ dynamic testing
and wind tunnel testing of St. John’s Beacon, Liverpool.
Non-linear finite element analysis of a prestressed concrete
dock wall at Devonport Dockyard to investigate its
integrity by comparison with monitoring data from site.
Finite element analysis of a suspension bridge deck in
China to investigate the likely long term performance of
the mastic asphalt surfacing under traffic loads and
extreme temperatures.

•
•
•
•
•

Analysis and design of complex andlor architecturally
demanding structures (including soil-structure interaction).
Analysis of structural response to impact, explosion,
vibration, fatigue, seismic and other dynamic effects.
Advanced finite element modelling.
Monitoring (static and dynamic) of structures.
Code writing and contract technical writing.
Expert witness and litigation support.
Detailed understanding of the behaviour of a wide range of
structural and geotechnical materials

If Scott Wilson Advanced Technology can be of assistance
you in relation to technical queries, tender submissions
involvement in existing projects please contact John Tubman
Chris Sketchley in Basingstoke. Please do not hesitate
market the group to existing and prospective clients!

to
or
or
to
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by
5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x 285 Fax: 01256 460 582

e-mail: angela.low1eswkeurope.com
Date:

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256460582
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Locatiow

From

Ildea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-
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All Staff’

PRP
from R McGowan [S WI-IL, Basingstoke]

When PRP was introduced in may 1997 for employees of SWHL, SWKCL, SWSL, SWRL and SWR(S)L we had hoped that in
addition to the increased monthly take home pay there would be a final bonus in December 1998.
Under the PRP rules this bonus was dependent on a calculation of an ‘available pool’ of money to be distributed tax free. In the
event the regular monthly payments made during the year have completely exhausted the ‘available pool’ and no bonus
payment will be possible.

Christmas and New Year
from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The UK offices of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd will be
open between Christmas and New Year as they were last year.
It is for individual sections and offices to ensure there are
sufficient support thcilities available between 29th and 31st
December 1998.

Attention All Scott Wilson Pension Scheme Members
from Chris White [SWHL, Basingstokej

requests for couriers, hire cars etc, on the appropriate form,
MUST be placed in the labelled baskets situated on the window
sill behind Reception.
The pool car diary will be kept in a tray on the same window
sill. Personnel may consult the diary to source availability of
the car and action accordingly. When drivers have finished
with the pool car keys should be returned to Reception.
Please contact Ken regarding any queries on the above.
Ken’s office should not be used as a ‘dumping ground’ for
bags, packages, cases etc.

Please note the following Pension Meeting arrangements:
Basingstoke
Swindon

13 November 4 pm
16 November 10 am

Tel ford
Abingdon
London
Basildon
Peterborough

16 November -4pm
17 November 12 noon
18 November- 1pm
19 November- 12noon
19 November 4 pm

-

-

-

-

BERK HOUSE
Room4.1
Western House
Telford Office
Abingdon Office
London Office
Basildon Office
Peterborough
Office

Keri-Jayne Periam
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

We welcome to the Administration Department Keri-Jayne
Periam. Ken is based in the room behind Reception (the old
First Aid Room) on extension 508.
As from 1 November Ken is responsible for couriers, pool cars,
hire cars, taxi bookings and the QA stamping of incoming
mail. She also assists Lesley on Reception! Switchboard. All

Managing and Financing Rural Transport
from Peter Chaudhry [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Ham ish (joldie-Scot and I attended the DFID/TRL Course on
Managing and Financing Rural Transport on 12-23 October.
The course was attended by policy makers from the World
Bank and DFID, as well as representatives from transport
authorities in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Malawi,
India, Pakistan, Cuba and Indonesia. The course dealt with the
technical, financial, institutional, social and environmental
factors necessary for the development of an integrated and
inclusive rural transport approach. Topics and speakers varied
but the key theme running throughout the course was the need
to incorporate poverty alleviation as the central goal of rural
accessibility planning and practise. At the conclusion of the
course World Bank delegates revealed that the Bank were
undertaking a complete review of existing rural transport policy
to incorporate many of the themes of the course. These
inclu.ed:
-

-

participatory and community driven project methodologies
integrated programmes (roads are not enough’)

-

-

-

-

the use and promotion of appropriate technology
labour based technology as a viable option
promotion of intermediate modes of transport (bicycles etc)
low cost roads/pathways to make best economic use of
resources in rural areas of low demand

Anyone interested in seeing the course notes or the list of
course participants! lecturers please contact Peter Chaudhry in
Basingstoke, ext 412.

Soon there was looting the worst part of the show was about to
start. Gangs of looters were forcing their way into stores,
emptying them of valuables and then setting them on fire.
Soon the sky of Maseru became dark from the clouds of black
smoke. I and my fellow hotel guests held meetings to decide
what to do. Our accommodation offered us very little
protection. The hotel manager told us not to worry too much
and I tried to get on with some work. Then an explosion was
heard from nearby the roof of a burning multi storey building
had collapsed.
-

-

FIDIC
from Alison Knowles [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Due to popular demand IBC are holding another conference on
the Idunch of FIDIC’s four new standard forms of contract.
For more information about the conference or FIDIC contracts
please contact the library in the Basingstoke office.

Following is part one of a précis of an account by Achille
Calzetti of his hair-raising experiences in Lesotho. As he says
“the story resembles a chapter out of a spy story paperback”.

That night I fell asleep ftilly dressed, my money bandaged
around my ankle under the sock, a small bag packed with my
most valuable possessions and my little good luck cross in the
pocket. Outside the booters were still there, drinking and
singine.
I was one of only five people left in the hotel
had gone!

-

everyone else

Continued next week Escape!
-

TRAVELLERS
Who Says Engineering Is Dull?
Achille Calzetti’s Adventures in Lesotho
I left for Lesotho on 9 September after being told that the civil
commotion that had previously postponed my visit was over,
but as soon as I reached Maseru I realised that the disturbances
were still on. A report on the fairness of their recent elections
had not been made public and supporters of the opposition were
becoming more and more agitated in response to rumours that
the Government were not going to release it in an attempt to
maintain power.
Political unrest, violence, uncertainty and anarchy followed; the
police were nowhere to be seen and the army were in barracks
trying to deal with a mutiny.
I tried to maintain my calm, doing my work and going on field
trips. I met officials concerned with our project as well as the
European Union acting Chief Delegate, registered our presence
with the British High Commission and read all the material
that had been given to me to study relevant to the Project. I
could see that something unpleasant was going to happen and
avoided going out in the evenings. I was concerned with my
hotel security and position, being on the most central street, but
I consented to stay rather than move to a safer hotel if our local
associates provided me with a car and mobile phone. However,
I had to wait some time before a small hire car was brought to
the hotel, but no phone. Expecting more trouble I stocked up
on food and drink. My next problem was that my car wouldn’t
start when I needed to reach the office to send some faxes.
The following morning I heard that Lesotho had been invaded
by South African troops! When I looked out of the window I
saw tants and armoured cars advancing it was true! Soon
after there was chaos in the city heavy shooting. explosions,
the smell of gunpowder. A real war and so close no more
than lOOm from my bedroom window!
-

-

...

...

Location

Traveller

Dates

Brussels
Sri Lanka
Turkey

Adrian Tite
Gil Thomas

19 20 Nov
16- l9Nov
23 27 Nov

“

-

-

1Vhat’s Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000- £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000- £59,999;
E: less than £6,000

HISTRIDE
from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstokej
Scott Wilson Advanced Technology has recently started work
on a project with 5 other European organisations including
FEA, the developers of LUSAS. The project is funded by the
EU ESPRIT programme.
The objective is to develop a system which uses the real
measured dynamic behaviour of a structure to produce a
theoretical Finite Element model of the structure that is more
accurate than could be established by more conventional
means. This more accurate model could be of benefit in
assessing refurbishment and strengthening options. It is also
the intention that the system can be used to locate certain
defects that may otherwise be difficult to locate.
The process involves a computer program that can successively
revise the geometrical and material data in a model until the
analytical behaviour matches the measured data. To do this the
shell program will run on one or more PC’s during times in the
day when they would otherwise be unused.

Scott Wilson will be involved as an end-user, proving the
software in a number of different ways between now and Feb
2001. If the final package lives up to the early promise then
there are obviously significant commercial benefits for both
owners of buildings and other icilities and ourselves.
(Fee
ScaleD)

South East Wedge Masierplan Model
from Nigel Hackett [SWKCL, Edinburgh]
SWRC Edinburgh has been appointed by Midlothian Council
and the City of Edinburgh Council to prepare a CAD
visualisation and 3D model of the South East Wedge
masterplan development proposals. The model is intended to
illustrate the land use development proposals located to the
south of Edinburgh so that councillors and members of the
public can see what the development would look like once
completed.
(Fee Scale E)
The study team is supported by the SWRC Abingdon office
who are providing the CAD and urban design expertise. It is
interesting to note that the client originally wanted a physical
model of the area but we suggested that an electronic model
would be much more useful and adaptable and this was the
Wadded value’ we were able to offer.

Hamilton Southern Edge Study
from Nigel Hackett [SWKCL, Edinburgh]
SWRC Edinburgh has been appointed to carry out a major
development feasibility study for an area over 30km
2 south of
Glasgow and adjacent to Hamilton.
(Fee Scale D).
The study is to investigate the development potential of the
area and includes a planning and environmental appraisal,
highway planning assessment and the preparation of an
integrated land use and transportation masterplan. It involves a
range of staff expertise including land use and development
planning, environmental assessment, landscape design,
infrastructure planning and transportation planning. The study
team is supported by the Glasgow office together with the CAD
expertise of the Edinburgh Chester Street office.

An Opportunity To Join In The Dubai Office’s Success
from Don Wootton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Dubai Office has gone through a period of consolidation
and is now taking steps to strengthen its position in Dubai, Abu
Dhabi, Oman and Qatar.

The majority of the work is Port related and current or just
completed projects include:
Value
Fee
Scale
• Upgrade of Berths 16-30, Port Rashid
£5m
C
• Tanker Berth 5, Jebel Ali Port

LIOm

C

• Naval Base Breakwater, Fujairah

£1 4m

D

• Marina for small boats, Ruwais

£lm

D

• Fish Harbour, Dhalkut, Oman

£14m

C

• Independent Engineer, Salalah, Oman

Li 5Dm

C

• Independent Engineer, Mumbai, India

£lOOm

D

• Tanker Berth 7, Jehel Ali Port

£5m

D

• Berth 12, Jebel Ali Container Terminal

£9.5m

D

• Etisalat Tower (27 storeys) Abu Dhabi

£35m

C

• Town Centre Development, Al Am

£35m

B

• Underpasses, Al Am

£ I Om

C

• inter-Em irate Route Study, N. Emirates

£45m

C

-

Other projects include:

Submissions of interist include shortlisting for a further
terminal at Dubai Airport in association with Sir Norman
Foster and Partners.
The new sponsor in Abu Dhabi is a dynamic commercial
organisation headed up by a well connected Shaikh. They will
be looking for opportunities for SW participation in this the
richest Emirate which boasts the higher per capita income of
any country in the world.
A new registration is required in which we declare those areas
in which we want to provide a service and now is the chance
for other business units or sub units to declare their interest.
Robert Trenouth has responsibility for running a profitable
Middle East organisation and avoiding early mistakes where
we tried to run large projects from UK without a close
relationship with our Client. He is happy to identify projects
for Global interests and needs to know who has a genuine
interest in marketing and working in the Region.
Will anyone wanting the Dubai Office’s support in working in
the Region, but principally in the UAE, Oman and Qatar,
please advise me or Peter Innes by next Monday, 16 November.
(The Dubai/Middle East Office organisation chart is attached
to this issue)

The office is run as a Branch of SWKCL Europe and reports to
the Board through the PA Division. Total staff in the UAE
and Oman numbers 32 and the attached chart shows the
current organisation.
Turnover last year was £0.85m and the predicted turnover for
this financial year is £ I .05m, despite an adverse swing in the
exchange rate. This is a substantial part of the PA Division
business.
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Congratulations!
Long Service Awards
Belated congratulations to the following Scott
Wilson staff who have recently received Long
Service Awards:
Jim Ambridge
30 years 30/9/98
Bob Ballard
30 years 30/9/98
Robert Armitage 20 years 4/9/98
John McDonald
10 years 5/9/98
Shani Flint
10 wars 5/9/98
Neil Valentine
10 years 5/9/98
Gareth Hearn
10 years
19/9/98
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Apologies for the delay in these congratulations.

Congratulations to Ross and Alice on their
recent engagement.
“Best wishes for your
future together tiom all the staff in the Edinburgh office.”

Mo

however, we can see no change in attitude occurring. The Barn
Dance Committee would like to thank those who have
responded enthusiastically. All refunds have been given in full
and, unfortunately, the Barn Dance Committee have had to
cover all deposits.

An Evening With The Stars!
from Peter Innes [SWKCL, Basingstokej

**

The Grown Up Congenital Heart Patients Association (GUCH)
has 200 tickets available for the London Premier of “Don’t Go
Breaking My Heart”, starring Anthony Edwards, Charles
Dance and Jenny Seagrove, with cameo roles by Tom Conti
and Linford Christie. This event will take place at the Odeon,
Leicester Square on 3 Febru’iry 1999.
Tickets £20 each. A raffle will be held for at least two lucky
people to attend the reception with the stars afterwards
(numbers still being discussed). If you are interested, please
phone GUCH direct on 0800 854759 (or contact me).
A great opportunity to enjoy yourselves and to help those born
with heart defects with problems when growing up and in adult
life.

STARTERS

Vacancies

A warm welcome to:

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

Alistair Parkes who joined the Leeds office as a Graduate
Ecologist on 9 November.

TRANSFERS
Gemma Lowle became Marketing Officer in the Basingstoke
Marketing section on 9 November.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Jamie Riches who left the Basingstoke office on Monday 9
November.
Seamus O’Sullivan who leaves the Project Management
section on Friday the 13th!!

Sports & Socials
from the Barn Dance Committee:
Due to poor response and general apathy the Barn Dance
Committee regret the fact that the Barn Dance has had to be
cancelled. Moving the date to spring has been considered;

The Highways & Infrastructure section in Basingstoke are
looking for the following:
CAD Operator
The ideal candidate will have previous experience of civil
infrastructure and highways drafting, but they will consider
talented operators who excel at CAD test. ONC is desirable but
not essential.
Trainee Technician
Also needed is a talented school or college leaver to embark on
a career which, with training, will lead to you becoming a civil
engineering technician. An enthusiastic and keen CAD person
will be oftèred the opportunity to study ONC/l-INC in civil
engineering (day release). You must have 4 GCSEs at grade C
or above, one of which must be Maths.
Opportunities also exist for part trained technicians.
If you are interested in any of the above, please call Diane
Goddard on ext 507 in Basingstoke on Tuesdays. Thursdays or
Fridays.

Project Administrator, 2.2
Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon, are currently seeking a
Project Administrator to perform the role of Team Organ iser
4

for the West Coast Route Modern isation’ project team based at
Swindon.
This role demands that you will be computer literate (MS
Office), be able to type to RSA 11 standard and possess excellent
telephone kills. Being highly organised with a methodical
approach to coping under pressure will be second nature to you.
You will be required to produce all relevant documentation and
correspondence to high professional standards, within ISO
9001 quality systems. Other duties include general secretarial
and administration work. A thorough understanding of project
financial control would be advantageous.
If you are interested in the above position, please contact Alison
White on (01793) 515262.

replacements. I bet if you added up all the time wasted by staff
having to go to another floor to get a drink, the cost of that
alone would cover that of buying new machines. I’m sure Nina
would appreciate not having to keep calling out the engineers
too.
If we do get new machines, could I suggest we get ones that do
not automatically dispense a cup. We should be encouraging
people to use their oii mugs rather than using disposable
plastic cups. It would produce less waste and be more
environmentally friendly. Plastic cups could be available from a
separate dispenser for those who can’t afford a re-usable mug.

from Sian Bishop [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have taken advantage of a telephone system that saves money
on calls.

For Sale & Wanted
For Safe. Citroen Saxo 1.1 i Mischief 1997
‘R’ registered. Blue metallic.
CD Player. 9000miles. £6,000 o.n.o.
Contact:- Kevin Williams Matlock Office Ext. 778

Wanted: Is anyone thinking of selling (or know anybody else
who is thinking of selling) a small car, 1400cc or less eg.
Renault CIio, Vauxhall Astra (new shape). My budget is likely
to limit the registration.to around a ‘1 or ‘K’ plate.
Contact
Mark Williams at Telford Office

If anyone would like to know more about this please contact me
on Basingstoke ext. 320.

“Most employees are motivated, energetic, committed,
enthusiastic and loyal, except for the eight hours they work
Tom Peters

NB: Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!

1998 Christmas Turkey Order List
from Neil Robertson [SWKCL, Manchester]
If you have ordered a turkey from Neil Robertson would you
please contact him to confirm your order and make
arrangements for delivery.

on your
Mwd?

I

from Peter George [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Isn’t it about time we got new drinks machines in Scott House?
Rarely does a week go by when at least one of the machines
goes on the fritz and everyone has to trek up or doii a floor to
get a drink. The machine on the third floor has now been out of
use for about two weeks with no prospect of repair in sight. I
know this has been suggested before but surely now there’s a
very good case for going back to the supplier and demanding
5
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Etisalat Building Site Office
Emirate of Abu Dhabi
Nasser Azcoul ARE

-

ABU DHABI OFFICE
Albert Geadha PRO
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Al Am Town Centre Site Office
Emirate of Abu Dhabi
Cohn Blain Project Manager
Rashid Midani RE
Bahaa Eldin ARE
Roger Keeling ARE
Mohd. M. Khan Surveyor
Ahmed W. Siddiqui Inspector
Ishtiaq Ahmed Khan Inspector
Shahudeen Mustafa Inspector
Abdusalam Qadri Inspector
C V Koshy Inspector
Gomathi Manohar Inspector
-

-

Regional Associate

REGIONAL DESIGN OFFICE

1-

-

Regional Director

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Jebel Ali Tanker Berth 5 Site Office
Emirate of Dubai
Duncan Goldsby CRE
George Varghese RE
Abrar Ahmed Baig Site Engineer

-

-

-

-

Juhian Freeman Technical Manager
Senior Engineer
Alwyn Mendonca CAD Operator
Snr. Structural Eng. Suja Prasannakumar CAD Operator
Architect
Merryl Sequeira Administrator
Annis Catherine Secretary
Technician
Technician
Koran A V PRO
Han Messenger
CAD Operator

___

-

-

-

-

Peter Innes, Chairman

The Board

Robert Trenouth

DUBAI OFFICE

Roland Pyzer
Sunil Kudale
Shadi Hamwi
Jeffrey Roche
P. Gopinathan
Mathew V P

-

-

Don Wootton

PA DBU

SWKCL

-

Dhalkut Site Office
Sultanate of Oman
Terence Vasey RE

———n

-

OMAN OFFICE
ALMADAEN / SWK JV

QATAR OFFICE

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by

I

5p.m.onMondays. Tel:01256461161 x285 Fax:01256335 001
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256335001

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

x

Locatiorr

K

K

Idea of the’ Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Name:
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staffin the operating associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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Attention

Week ending: 20 November 1998

All Staff!

Financial Advice
from Bob McGowan [SWKCL Basingstokej
ScottLight issue 167 advised that arrangements had been made
for Mr Rob Owens, a Financial Consultant from Griffiths and
Armour, to visit Scott House and other Scott Wilson offices.
This may have been interpreted by some staff as an
endorsement by the Company of any advice given by Mr
Owens. Whilst we are happy to 1cilitate Mr Owens’s visit,
the Company can neither accept any liability for the advice staff
may be given nor does it recommend Mr Owens over and
above any other independent financial adviser.

Pensions
from Chris White [SWHL ,Basingstoke]
Pensions are obviously a topical subject and not just for Scott
Wilson Pension Scheme members. On Saturday 14 November
two articles appeared in the press, one in the Financial Times
the other in the Daily Telegraph, which members of the Scott
Wilson Pension Scheme may not have seen. Extracts I felt to
be particularly relevant follow and thu copies of the articles can
be obtained from me in Basingstoke if you wish.

annuity. The current return on £100,000 in annuities is
generally lower than half the average wage.
Annuity rates need not worry people with final salary or
defined benefit pension schemes

Also from Chris White
The meetings for Scott Wilson Pension Scheme Members at
Plymouth, Edinburgh and Glasgow are scheduled as
follows:
Location
Plymouth
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Glasgow

Date
24 November
26 November
26 November
26 November

Venue
Plymouth Office
Edinburgh Office
Glasgow Office
Glasgow Office

Time
12.00 noon
9.30 am
12.30 pm
14.30 pm

These represent the last of the scheduled meetings. The first
Question and Answers Newsletter has been distributed and if
you are reading this yet have not seen a copy, and wish to do so,
please contact Chris White in Basingstoke office. A second
Q&A Newsletter is due for distribution early week beginning
23 November 1998, with a final round up of Questions and
Answers after the meetings in Scotland have taken place.

Financial Times 14.11.98
..A good scheme might offer annual increases at the rate of
5% a year or the RPL whichever was the lower. But people
with money purchase schemes or personal pensions have to buy
their own inflation-proofing, and it does not come cheap

Should any members of the Pension Scheme require that
further meetings be arranged could they please let Chris White
know as soon as possible.

Car Parking City Wall House, Basing View
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

The article goes on to give examples of the cost of inflation
proofing for those with money purchase company schemes or
personal pensions:
....A 60 year old retiring today would get around 40% less if
they chose either an annuity with annual increases of 5% or one
linked to the RPI. For a 65 year old the reduction in immediate
income would be 35%. That is a hefty cut particularly since
basic annuity rates have been declining recently.
Daily Telegraph 14.11.98
When is someone with £100,000 still poor? When they are
about to retire, that’s when.
In any other walk of life,
£100,000 is a tidy sum: a good five-numbers-and-a-bonus ball
win on the Lottery. But ....that amount of capital does not buy
much of an income for life when it is invested in a compulsory

As from close of play Friday 20 November the overflow car
parking slots 1-43 in front of City Wall House will cease to be
available to Scott Wilson. However slots 1-45 will be available
at lower ground floor level under City Wall House from
Monday 23 November. The diagram below will hopefully
assist in finding the new slots.
The reason for the change is that Basingstoke Police Force will
be occupying City Wall House and utilising the parking area at
present used by ourselves. The police will also be utilising the
upper ground floor car park under City Wall House, so DO
NOT use any access ramps from lower ground floor to upper
ground floor car parks. A section of the Police Force stationed
in this building will be the ‘rapid response’ unit and their

vehicles will be parked on the upper ground floor level. Need I
say more?

Request for Case Study Material
Tessa Harding, [SWKCL, Basingstokej

Parking will be via an arrowed one way system and the parking
slots will be clearly numbered. Always ensure your Scott
Wilson identification is on view and DO NOT park in police
areas.
City Wall House

We are currently producing a follow-up to an Environment
Agency publication produced last year entitled ‘Saving Water:
On the Right Track’. It will be comprised of a series of case
studies which illustrate ‘best practice’ in a range of water
saving methods implemented by local authorities, water
companies and business. Whilst the EA have provided us with
a number of leads I am keen that we are able to present the
widest range of case studies possible. If you have encountered
any successful water saving methods I would be grateful if you
would let me know on extension 302. Suitable examples may
include the use of water saving devices, water management in
buildings, water recycling and reuse, and waste minimisation
schemes as well as education and information programmes.

¶
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External
Car
Park

Access
RamP
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Basingstoke Offices: Drink Vending Machines
from Peter Guthrie [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
After too many years of loyal service, the coffee machines on
the three floors of Scott House are to be retired. They will be
replaced in the week commencing 30 November by new
machines similar to the one in Network House.
At the same time the price per cup in Scott House and Network
House will be increased to lOp. The current 5p price has been
constant for many years and no longer reflects even the
marginal costs involved. Hopefully the higher price will
accompany better service.
This now will, I trust, deal with Peter George’s concern
expressed in last week’s ScottLight.
Any further suggestions for improvements to the facilities are
always welcome.

Thanks from VSO
A letter of thanks was received recently from Mike Bird,
Programme Director of Voluntary Service Overseas, expressing
appreciation of the financial assistance given by Scott Wilson’s
Ian Lunt and Harold Insley when one of VSO’s volunteers was
delayed in Hong Kong at the bedside of her very ill partner.
Her colleagues in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia had no way of getting
funds to her they have no representation near Hong Kong and
that was where Ian and Harold came in.
-

Mike Bird says “I realise that the normal business of Scott
Wilson is digging holes and not helping people out of them, so
this was above and beyond the call of duty, and I have to say
that for beginners they (Ian and Harold) did a fantastic job.”

Ecologists Meeting
from Jo Hughes [SWKCL, Basingstokej
Scott Wilson’s Ecologists will be meeting in Scott House on
Wednesday 25th November to discuss company-wide and
professional issues.
We should like to extend an invitation to all staff in
Basingstoke on that day to come along at lunchtime (13.3014.00) to Room 2A/2B to meet Jo Hughes (BA), Alan Lewis
(BA), Tessa Harding (BA), Stephen Crute (BA, currently
Swindon), Stephanie Peay (Leeds), Alastair Parkes (Leeds),
Neil Stephenson (Leeds), Nikki Wood (Edin), Sarah Oakley
(Edin), Jane Southey (PE) and Mike Padfleld (PE). (Sue Bell
(Edin) is one-week or so away from giving birth and doesn’t
want to risk the bairn being born south of the border!)
Early birds may be offered a glass of fruit juice

Who Says Engineering is Dull?
Achille Calzetti’s Adventures in Lesotho
(At the end of last week’s instalment Achille was one of only
five people left in the hotel in Maseru in the middle of civil
disturbances)
Episode 2 Escape
-

The following morning three German guests, a Ugandan and
myself decided to try and make our way to the EU delegation
building. Fortunately we made it across the dangerous area of
The majority of
Kingsway. We felt safe, but not for long
the expatriate population of Maseru had left the previous day
and the situation was deteriorating fast. Two convoys with a
South African army escort had been arranged to evacuate
people. Seven cars left for the meeting point that had been
selected but eventually 40 to 50 vehicles were waiting for the
police escort. I, along with many others were advised to
remove my SA plates as these cars were being attacked,
overturned and burned! The South African force arrived,
comprising five tanks, and we started to form our convoy.
Guess what, my car was the only one that refused to start the
car had decided to stay behind! Fortunately I was given a lift
-

2

with some Americans. The convoy was very slow but
eventually we crossed the Maseru bridge and reached the South
African police and customs post, where the army left us. We
thought it was over.
The situation at the border was chaotic. Soldiers, policemen,
customs officers, a large group of guarded refugees were all
trying to pass. We queued for our passports to be inspected and
everyone was given a permit except my Ugandan friend. I
spent two to three hours trying to persuade them to change their
minds, but he had to stay behind. It became obvious that the
Americans who had given me a lift had had enough and left me
at the first South African town we came to. I watched them
drive away, leaving me in an unknown town with two heavy
suitcases, a bag full of reports and books, a computer case and
my valuables bag, the money still wrapped around my ankle.
In a local supermarket I saw some Boers doing their shopping
and asked them if they could give me a lift, which they did at a
price. However, after a short time their truck broke down and
once again I was left in the middle of nowhere, my luggage
hidden behind a bush. The Boers advised me to wave down a
passing car but to be careful! A few cars passed, too fast to
wave down. Fortunately for me the Boers returned in a BMW
to pick me up and four hours later we were in Johannesburg.
My friends took me to a nearby hotel I was lucky to have met
them, they were two very decent people.
-

In the morning I took a flight to Athens, via Frankfurt. My
very unpleasant adventure had fortunately come to an end.
Ed: Thanks to intrepid Achille Caizetti for his hair-raising
account. Let c hope he has some quieter times ahead
TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Poland
Moscow

Phil Shepherd
Peter Frankham

23-28Nov
3ONov-4 Dec

What’ Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+: [3: £600,000- £2,999,999;
C: £60.000 -£599,999; D: £6,000- £59,999:
F: less than £6000

Scott Wilson Clinches Public Procurement Pilot Project
Scott Wilson is proud to announce the
Hong Kong SAR
appointment by the European Union to carry out a 24-month
training assignment in China. The recipient organisation is the
State Development Planning Commission of China. This is the
first time such a massive training programme has been
arranged for civil servants. Amongst the top end of the
hierarchy ‘vill be 50 legislators who have been appointed to be
responsible for drafting Chinas new Bidding Law; about 500
executors comprising judges, lawyers and Government officials
involved in monitoring and regulating the new laws; and
another 1,000 procurement officials who will be involved in
implementing the procurement procedures and training of
junior officials. The training includes classroom lectures as
well as overseas site visits to the United Kingdom, France and
Scott
Belgium to study European Procurement Practice.
Wilson will also be developing a range of long term training
aides such as videos and CD-ROM especially for this project.
—

China Director of Scott Wilson Beijing, Peter C. Chan, said
“with over 100 completed projects in China, Scott Wilson is in
an excellent position to offer sound advice on procurement
procedures drawing on worldwide experience of the World
Bank, Asian Development Bank and European Union projects;
and of course our 46 years of developing Hong Kong’s
infrastructure.” Richard Levett, Training Manager (Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick Company Ltd) and Jeffiey Woodhams,
Procurement Specialist will be the main trainers and co
ordinators of the programmes in China. Other specialists
pooled from various Scott Wilson offices include Geoff
Redwood and Adrian Tite, who will be conducting the Bidder
training; and lawyer Jean Luc Fioux on regulatory matters.
Harold Insley, Associate of Scott Wilson (Hong Kong) Ltd will
be conducting training on Private Finance.
Prior to this appointment, Scott Wilson has also conducted
training in China on construction supervision, and is currently
close to completing training on Coastal Zone Management.
For further information, please contact Publications
Coordinator, Patricia Foong, Telephone 2410 3902; fax
2425 3776,’ email: swhk@’scott-wilson. com. hk
Scott Wilson on the World Wide Web: http://www.scott
wiison.com

I

from Richard Levett [SWKCL, Basingstokej
The ID Department are pleased to give below the News Release
issued by Scott Wilson Hong Kong for the recently won
SWKCL Training Project. I would only add the Project is Fee
Scale C and the inception visit to Beijing has been completed.
The main training will be carried out in China in 1999 and a
Pilot Project using the agreed procedures will form part of the
project. We are working with Think Training, a UK based IT
company to produce a CD ROM in China to include
international and Chinese practice training material. My
particular thanks to the Hong Kong and Beijing offices for their
support during all stages of the project.

Pictured (left) with Richard Levett is Jeffley Woodhams, EU
Co-Director (Team Leader).
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Congratulations!
to Gawaine and Carole Yates who had a baby
boy, Joshua William on 1 November. Best
wishes from all your past friends on A50 Phase
2 and DSBP Sites and present colleagues at
East Midlands Airport Site.
Belated congratulations from Plymouth office to
Annabel and Richard Brown on the birth of
Arnaud Nicolas on 26 September.

Moves
STARTERS

The Basingstoke Geotechnics section are looking for the
following staff:
Geotechnical Engineer 2.3/3.1
To carry out Geotechnical design and analysis work, with some
site involvement, for a wide range of civil engineering,
transportation and development projects. Projects to include
foundations for large structures, basements and retaining walls,
slope stability designs and problem solving and the design of
ground investigation and instrumentation schemes. Although
based in Basingstoke the position will include some short
duration travel both in the UK and overseas.
-

You should be a Geotechnical Specialist with initial training in
civil engineering and an MSc in Geotechnics or similar. You
will need to have at least 3 years experience in geotechnical
work, some or all of which must have been in design work.
Contaminated Land Specialist 2.3/3.1
To assist in the work of the geotechnics department on
contaminated land projects, including desk studies, scoping,
specifying, supervising and administering contamination
surveys, qualitative and quantitative risk assessments,
preparing remediation option and strategy reports and assisting
in remediation design, specification and supervision. Based in
Basingstoke but required to travel, generally within the UK but
possibly overseas.
-

A warm welcome to:
Nikki Wood who will be providing maternity cover for Sue
Bell in Edinburgh from 23 November. Nikki will lead on
Scottish ecological projects; she also has a strong background
in water management. She joins us from Scottish Natural
Heritage where she has been developing fresh water policy.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Senior Assistant Computing Engineer 2.3
The Computing section in Basingstoke requires the above to
carry out the following duties:
1. Continuing the Year 2000 programme
2. Sharing third line support for all SWKCL offices including
server problems on Novell 3.20, Windows 95 etc.
3. Configuring new file servers
4. Assisting in the choice of hardware and software for the
firms computing infrastructure
You should have:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CNA with 2+ years of experience on Novell 3.20 (or CNE)
Excellent knowledge of DOS, Windows 95 and MS office
Good knowledge of the PC marketplace
Driving licence
Willingness to travel to any SWKCL office at short notice
Interest in developing to Microsoft certified engineer level
Knowledge of one or more of Unix, Windows NT, Internet,
Bridging, Remote access

You should be a contaminated land specialist with a first degree
in geology/chemistry/civil engineering, an MSc in
Contaminated Land Studies, Environmental Chemistry or
similar and 3 years relevant experience.

Graduate Acoustics Engineer
The Environment section in Basingstoke are looking for a
Graduate Acoustics Engineer to carry out day and night time
ioise monitoring with basic predictions and environmental
noise assessments.
You should have an engineering background and be either a
graduate or a holder of Institute of Acoustics Diploma.
Previous experience is not essential but you would need to be
healthy and mobile due to the nature of the field work.
If you are interested in any of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

For Sale & Wanted
CALL[NG ALL PLAYSTATION OWNERS

Since Christmas is looming is just around the corner, here is an
offer not to be missed:
For sale:
Spyro the Dragon (Released 23/10/98) Excellent 3D platform
game, ajoy to play £25
Oddworld: Abes’ Oddysee, devilishly hard but enjoyable 2D
platform game £10
-

-
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Disruptor, 3D ‘Doom’ Style game (for the over 15’s only) which
requires skill and a fair amount of simply blasting anything that
comesyourway-1O

Ideas of the Month and replies for October are attached.

You can have them all for £35.
Contact Robert Mime (SWSL Glasgow)
-

What’ on your
From: Marek Buksowicz [SWSL, Glasgow]
I refer to the announcement from R McGowan regarding PRP
in Issue 168. It is suggested in ScottLight that the available pool
of money for the outstanding PRP bonus is based on the
combined fortunes of all subsidiary companies within the group
and this has now been exhausted.
From my copy of “Employee Guide to Profit Related Pay” I
understand that the total amount of PRP for the whole year will
be based on the profits of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co
(Scotland) Limited. The decision to pay the final 10% bonus
should be therefore be based on the performance of each
operating company and not the performance of the group.
How well did Scott Wilson Scotland Ltd do in the 1997/98
business year? This is in contrast to the “continued outstanding
performance of the operating company in Scotland” [Phil
Green, Chairman Scott Wilson Europe Group] in 1996/97?

Structural Steelwork Sizes
from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I recently discovered that in a random survey, few Scott Wilson
structural engineers were aware of the new 10 16mm deep UB’s.
If you are unaware (possibly because none of the published data
includes these beams), then now you know.
More importantly though is WHY so few were aware. It could
be embarrassing to stumble on this news by accident.

from Rory Baird [SWKCL, Plymouth]
I should like to add to the discussion on the impending
reduction to pension provision. I have two points to raise. The
company does not explain why it is necessary to reduce the
level of pension provision, the announcement only says the
current scheme is unpopular with companies. The figures
suggest that someone on a final salary of %50,000 would see a
reduction of one fifteenth in their pension whilst someone on
£10,000 would lose a third of their pension. Surely it would be
much fairer to adjust the ratio of qualifying years (current
maximum 40/60) to give the same percentage reduction to all
employees.

‘Confucius’ says “Is it not true that every person thinks he can
do every other person’s job so very much better.”

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by
5p.m. onMondays. Tel: 01256461161 x285 Fax: 01256 335 001

e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256335001

Date

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Location

From

Idea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location:
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. li is not for outside circulation.
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Those approving invoices be requested to write a short ClientlJob Title on the invoice so that
there is some means of confirm that that the invoice is being charged to the right job.
Peter Ansell [SWKCL, Telford] (162)

2.

Lower the minimum standard of requirement for Office Juniors.
Johnny Lee [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (162)

3.

Information from training courses and seminars be made accessible to all stafL
from Paul Miles [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (162)

4.

Add two new columns to expenses claim form for Net, VAT and Gross.
from Jason Ayrnes [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (162)

5.

Add clause limiting liability of Scott Wilson to EWC contract reports.
Ewan Craig [Bulford Army Camp) (162)

6.

Make presentations to staff on every project and publish the information on the intranet
when it is established.
Graham Williams [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (163)

7.

ScottLight quarterly index should include a summary of all new jobs.
from Andy Abrahams [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (163)

8.

Extra entries to be added to expense claim forms, so that the chances of getting them correct
are close to zero thus saving the firm paying out any money.
from Tim Hunt [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (163)

9.

Internal telephone directories of each office to be put onto the computer system.
from Nick Blake [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (164)

10.

Project manager’s name to be included on colour project description sheets.
from Debra Power [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (164)

I I.

Different letterheads showing the different fax numbers for the two Chesterfield locations.
Tim Dawe [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (165)

12.

Provision of a microwave and/or sink and/or fridge so that people can have a break from
sandwiches.
Unnamed (166)

13.

Scheme to be set up to develop healthier employees, looking at the various causes of sick
leave in the company.
Tanya Ball [SWKCL, Basingstoke) (166)
Separate telephone lists for the two Chesterfield offices.
Angie Philpin [SWKCL, Telford) (166)

14.

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end of the year.
Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute
the selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of
the Month awards for October 1998. The committee hope that
you keep your ideas coming.

monthly and any Director or Associate can be approached for
such information. ScottLight depends on Project Directors or
Project Managers putting pen to paper to inform in general
therefore not all new jobs are covered.
Idea 8 Extra entries to be added to expense claim forms, so
that the chances of getting them correct are close to zero.
Tim, whilst your point about the complexity is noted the
committee did not believe you wished to have a serious answer
to your idea did you?
-

* **

£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * = a commendation Accumulate
through commendations and an award of £25 can be
claimed. Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!
Idea 1 Those approving invoices be requested to write a
short ClientlJob Title on the invoice so that there is some
means of confirm that that the invoice is being charged to
the right job.
Accounts Department require that the Job Numbers are shown
on invoices. Wrong entries result from errors either due to
mistakes of entry which need to be minimised or interpretation
because care has not been taken in making the Job Number
clear on the invoice. The requirement therefore, and how
phantoms can be eradicated, is by getting it right at all stages.
-

Idea 2 Lower the minimum standard of requirement for
Office Juniors.
It is never an answer to sacrifice quality for quantity where
people are concerned as the knowledge, skills and experience
of our people are what we offer clients.
-

Idea 3 Information from training courses and seminars be
made accessible to all staff.
The responsibility for training budgets in SWKCL is no longer
centralised; they have been devolved to the DBUs.
Consequently although your idea, Paul, met with some measure
of agreement what you suggest is administratively difficult to
implement.
-

Idea 4 Add two new columns to expenses claim form for
Net, VAT and Gross.
Your idea will be considered by Accounts Department when
next they look to revise Q5 I.
-

Idea 5 Add clause limiting liability of Scott Wilson to
EWC contract reports.
Thank you for this idea Ewan. It is potentially a very good
point which is to be looked into, The rules of the scheme
however regretfully deny you an award as the Revenue
specifically exclude ideas that they deem result directly from
your work.
-

Idea 6 Make presentations to staff on every project and
publish the information on the intranet when it is
established.
This idea was well received as it is true our internal publicity
The detail will need careful
needs to be improved.
consideration but it is intended to look into this further. Do
you wish to volunteer for this Graham?
-

ScottLight quarterly index should include a
Idea 7
summary of all new jobs.
Sorry Andy this idea did not meet with much approval. New
Jobs lists with the information you require are published
-

-

Idea 9 Internal telephone directories of each office to be
put onto the computer system.
The intention is for all internal directories to be on the intranet
when it is established but only one person will have access to
update
-

Idea 10 Project manager’s name to be included on colour
project description sheets.
No Debra the colour project description sheets are for external
use not internal use; therefore it would be inappropriate to have
names or departments on them.
-

Different letterheads showing the different fax
Idea 11
numbers for the two Chesterfield locations.
Whilst appreciating the difficulty this idea seeks to address, we
are not keen to introduce things which emphasises division. A
suggestion from the committee is that there is a single letter
head with two fax numbers which can be ticked to show to
where a response should be directed.
-

Idea 12 Provision of a microwave and/or sink and/or
fridge so that people can have a break from sandwiches.
For reasons of Health and Safety at work, and space, the
answer to this idea is also no.
-

Idea 13 Scheme to be set up to develop healthier
employees, looking at the various causes of sick leave in the
company.
Firstly any member of staff can have their work station
evaluated in terms of Health and Safety and it is not the
Company’s wish that employees sit on ill adjusted chairs
twisting to view pc monitors etc. The recent trends in
organisations to look more holistically at their staff resources
are monitored and constantly fed into the HR aspects of the
strategic planning process. Like everything else priorities have
to be set and met first before embarking on further strategies.
Corporate health, whilst in the portfolio mix, cannot as yet be
ascribed as high a priority as you suggest and desire Tanya.
-

Idea 14 Separate telephone lists for the two Chesterfield
offices.
No it is not desirable that we emphasise division and therefore
only one telephone list for each location can be sanctioned.
That isn’t to say that the one list cannot be ordered such that
who is where becomes self evident. SWKCL in Basingstoke,
having expanded by taking an office across from Scott I-louse,
now shows on the telephone list those staff based in each office.
For the first time seconded and temporary staff are also listed
where they are known to be in the office for a reasonable
period.
-
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Issue 170

Week ending: 27 November 1998

Attention All Staff!
Charles G Sang (1914

-

1998)

We regret to announce the death of Charles 0 Sang, Retired
Partner of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company and Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company (Scotland).
Charles Sang joined the SWK Group in 1949, becoming an
Associate in 1958 and a Partner in 1960. He helped build up
the firm from a dozen fledgling engineers into a multidiscipline international practice with over 2,000 staff and was
responsible for the formation of the Staff Services Department
(now Personnel). He retired in 1976. In latter years he
unfortunately suffered a debilitating illness, but he carried
himself through these years with courage, dignity, kindness
and an unfailing sense of humour.

Scott House Print Room Binding Services
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

All punching for binding now has to be done manually after
printing and is very time consuming. Please bear this in mind
and allow extra time prior to your deadline.

Pension Scheme Continued Membership/Refusal Forms
from Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]
-

A reminder to all members of the Scott Wilson Pension
Scheme, who have not yet done so, to return their forms to me
before 4 December. Any members who do not return their
forms will be deemed to have opted out of the Scheme.

London Office Conference Rooms Bookings
from Beryl Jones [SWKCL, London]

Yet again we remind you all to check with Beryl or Janet that
there is a conference room available before you arrange a
meeting, confirming by fax with a list of those attending, as
we are frequently asked to take messages for people we have
never heard of. If refreshments are required please give a
Job/Jen number (stating Recoverable or Non-Recoverable),
and if meeting numbers increase please let us know before the
visitors get here.
May we also point out that there are only two conference
rooms, so if you do not check on availability please do not
expect us to be able to find you an alternative. Finally, when
you cancel a meeting could you also remember to cancel the
conference room booking.

Withdrawal of Vax Software
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

It is the aim of SWKCL’s year 2000 compliance programme
for us to be fully compliant by the end of April 1999.
At present there are several dozen computer programs still
mounted on the Vax in Basingstoke. Most of them are so old
that it is impossible to determine whether or not they are year
2000 compliant. Thankfully most of them are little used and
all but 6 haven’t been used for at least 12 months.
Therefore all Vax programs (with the exception of Lusas,
Moss, GDS, Famis and Oracle) will be withdrawn on 28
February 1999. If you are likely to want to use any Vax
programs after this date please get in touch with me by 31
January so that I can arrange for alternative, year 2000
compliant, software to be obtained.

Asbestos Awareness Training

A one day training seminar has been organised on the subject
of asbestos awareness and is to be held in Scott House,
Basingstoke on Tuesday 15 December.
The seminar
programme will cover health hazards, legislation, surveys and
removal operations of asbestos and materials containing
asbestos fibres.
The programme is:
09.30-09.35 Opening remarks and introduction to the
seminar
09.35-10.25 Introduction to asbestos; chemistry, types,
history of use. Review of asbestos in building
materials
10.25-10.35 Questions
10.35-11.05 Health hazards associated with asbestos
11.05-11.10 Questions
11.10-11.25 CoffeeBreak
11.25-12.00 Current Legislation
12.00-12.10 Questions
12.10-13.10 Lunch Break
13.10-14.00 Undertaking an asbestos survey: Risk
Assessment. Implementation of an asbestos
management policy statement
14.10-14.20 Questions
14.20-14.30 Coffee
14.30-15.30 Summary of asbestos removal operations. Role
of contractor
15.30-15.45 Questions + Final review
Refreshments will be provided at lunchtime.

The seminar is open to anyone who feels they will benefit
from asbestos awareness training, particularly those involved
in the demolition or the refurbishment of existing buildings
and other structures. Further details can be obtained from
Cohn Baker, Basingstoke ext 388.

CIRIA Events
from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have details of the following seminars, both in London

decided they needed Scott Wilson’s expertise to improve their
current perilous state of affairs. As a result approval was
given to proceed with the design of an iidoor soccer hall as
part of their youth academy, with structural engineering by
ourselves.
The £1.2m soccer hall is the second phase of a development
and we are employed as sub-consultants to the Design
Consultancy, part of Knowsley Metropolitan Borough. This
is the first success in what is hoped to become a fruitful
relationship. The project is being managed in Manchester, for
further information contact David Williams or Richard
Hennessy.
(Fee Scale D)

Sewer flooding prevention
Benchmarking seabed sediment mobility

8/12
10/12

Congratulations!

More details from me on Basingstoke ext 506

Long Service Awards
Christmas Greeting Templates
from Marketing Department
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
all received Long Service Awards this month.

From the week commencing 14 December 1998 there will be
available on the network the following temporary templates,
bearing the Scott Wilson 1998 Christmas Greeting:
1.
2.
3.

Fax
Letter
Christmas Card

The fax and letter layout will be as usual but with the
additional Greeting at the foot of the page. The Christmas
Card will be in the form of a single A4 page file containing a
colour design which is an option for c-mailing to clients
instead of sending out cards in the post. The design can be
viewed in colour on screen; if the client wishes to take a
printout and does not have access to a colour printer the
design will work in greyscale on a black and white printer.

David Williams
Sue Offord
Nelson Hails
John Peters
Jackie Constable
Gary Alker

-

-

-

-

-

-

30 years 1/11/98
20 years -20/11/98
10 years- 1/11/98
10 years 1/11/98
10 years 7/11/98
10 years 28/11/98
-

-

-

-
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The A50 Phase 2 Site, Meir, Stoke on Trent has
recently continued its long run of milestone
birthdays with Eddie Feely reaching 60 on
Saturday 14 November and Rob Bunton
celebrated exactly half that age on the following
Wednesday. Congratulations to you both from all your past
and present colleagues

Moves

Nearer the time the names and locations of the templates will
be provided.
STARTERS
TRAVELLERS

A warm welcome to:Location

Traveller

Dates

Almaty
India

Shammy Pun
Peter Stebbings

25 Nov 12 Dec
28Nov-5Dec
-

Whatc Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

a1

Marianne Edwards who joined the Highways &
Infrastructure section, Basingstoke as Team Administrator on
23 November.
Karl Sherwin who joined the Basildon office as Trainee
Technician on 23 November.
A belated welcome to Joe Melton at the Peterborough office
who joined in September.

Liverpool Football Club Academy Indoor Soccer Hall
from Richard Hennessy [SWKCL, Manchester]
-

It is no coincidence that on the same day that Roy Evans was
‘released’ from Liverpool Football Club the club’s board also
2

Sports & Soda/s
JUST FOR FUN
Money Saving Idea
from Pete Martin [SWKCL, Matlock]

The following is a low cost alternative that addresses the Y2K
(Year 2000) issue:
The goal is to remove all computers from the desktop by
December 1999. Instead, everyone will be provided with an
Etch-A-Sketch!

Whatc on your
Mind?
from Jane Southey [SWKCL, Peterborough]
Since joining the company in May I have been increasingly
frustrated by the mysteries of locating LUC for people
involved in projects I am costing up. As individual rates have
now been conglomerated into Grade Rates would it not be
possible to access them on the system. This would save a lot
of telephoning time and aggro. A complete up to date
database of staff LUC would be invaluable for job costing.

There are many sound reasons for doing this:
from David Webb [SWKCL, Peterborough]
1. No Y2K problems
2. No technical glitches keeping work from being done.
3. No more wasted time reading and writing e-mails.
Frequently asked questions from the Etch-A-Sketch Help
Desk:

Q: My Etch-A-Sketch has all of these funny little lines all
over the screen,
A: Pick it up and shake it.

Q: How do I turn my Etch-A-Sketch off?

May I take this opportunity to have a gripe on behalf of all
those of us who work in offices other than Basingstoke. I
suspect that for a long time now we have considered
ScottLight to be, at times, very much a Basingstoke office
news sheet. This was confirmed in Issue 169 where we have
been informed about the very weighty matter of the “changing
of the drinks machine”, Is this to be compared to that well
known event at the palace, perhaps.
May I respectfully suggest this is local trivia and of no interest
globally.

A: Pick it up and shake it.

A: Pick it up and shake it.

By the way! We in Peterborough have just “changed the key
pad numbers on our back door” and also “changed a few light
bulbs”. Anyone out there interested?

Q: How do I create a New Document window?
A: Pick it up and shake it.

Editor: It may be opportune to remind people of Phil
Green’s article in ScottLight Issue 85 of 19 March 1997:

Q: How do I set the background and foreground to the same

“I appreciate that some staff believe ScottLight to be the
newsletter of SWKCL, and Basingstoke office in particular.
Items such as giving notice of pending window cleaning in
Basingstoke office fuels such thoughts. The reality is,
however, that SWKCL are likely to contribute the most as
they have more staff, and Basingstoke office is their head
office and the largest in the Europe region. However, it was a
conceptual requirement of ScottLight that it was used to
reduce the circulation of ‘one off’ memos through Section
Heads by offering a routine channel of communication
instead. Clearly the need to copy the Basingstoke example
concerning window cleaning just does not exist in the smaller
offices, this does not invalidate the inclusion of such items.”

Q: What’s the shortcut for Undo?

colour?
A: Pick it up and shake it.

Q: What is the proper procedure for rebooting my Etch-ASketch?
A: Pick it up and shake it.

Q: How do I delete a document on my Etch-A-Sketch’?
A: Pick it up and shake it.
Q: How do I save my Etch-A-Sketch document?
A: Don’t shake it.

For Sale & Wanted
For sale: Modern, green dralon suite (3 seater bed/settee, 1
chair) excellent condition. £40 buyer collects,
-

Contact Judith on Ext 248 (Chesterfield)

Idea of the Week
from Brian Sweatmore [SWRL, Swindon]
Consider production of a Scott Wilson promotional video to
extend the company’s influence. It could be produced in
celebration of the year 2,000 and might be made available Ion
hire to Careers Officers and schools as an aid to work
experience and recruitment.
3

from Linsley Hird [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
It might, more importantly, have useful internal applications
as induction material, for example, or for as a general
overview for staff world wide. Its producers could choose a
variety of themes as follows:
The scope of the various organisations within the company.
As a focus on rnnovative projects.
A Management Vision- with interviews with staff in various
disciplines.
Quality control training and information on a departmental
basis.
Company support for Third World restoration

Can we please introduce some standardisation to the
characters which make up the JEN numbers. At the moment
anyone entering information into Conquest from time sheets,
expense claims, JCF’s etc has great difficulty deciding
whether they should use letters or numbers and results in the
loss of many hours attempting to get Conquest to accept the
information. My suggestion would be:
Numbers

Letters

0
Whether it be a compendium of these, or a library of updated
materials, is a matter for further investigation and cost. It
should have professional impact without falling into a boring
documentary stereotype. An abridged version could be made
available on the company’s web site. In view of the
company’s world view of using media materials aimed at
clientele, might this not be a natural extension of the business?

2
5

7I,ouht for the week:
from Marion Ffrench [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
With Scott Wilson standardising on Windows 95 an
opportunity arises for the use of electronic business diaries.
This system is networked and allows access to other people’s
business diaries to view and, if given the authority (i.e.
secretaries) allows meeting times or notes to be entered, thus
saving on time, telephone calls, memos, cost of diaries etc.
Software for this system is available on Microsoft Schedule+.

from Richard Hoyes [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Conquest is operating on a weekly time sheet basis, whereas
members of the firm are operating monthly time sheets. The
two approaches seem inconsistent especially as the monthly
totals are not entered into Conquest. Many firms are
operating on a 4 week period basis to get over the above
inconsistency. This would simplify timesheets which would
be entered on a week/four week basis and eliminate the
origami with the current calendar monthly time sheets. Staff
would be paid 13 times a year rather than 12 (hopefully the
same amount!)
from Tim Dawe [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

“Forget hierarchies, bureaucracy and narrowly-defined job
it’s imagination, knowledge and creativity that
functions
will drive forward the truly successful companies of the
future.”
...

Tom Peters

Front the Editor: With Christmas just around the corner I
would be happy to start receiving suitably seasonal items for
our Christmas and New Year edition.

STOP PRESS

Does anyone have a son or daughter looking for a week’s,
possibly two week’s, work before Christmas? Mind boringly
dull, but very important, job to be done. Anyone interested
please contact Chris White on Basingstoke ext 238 or Angela
Lowle, ext 285.

Now that various Q forms have been made available as Word
or Excel templates, I have one comment on the telecon record,
Q107. When wishing to pass copies to others beside the
Project Manager, I find that there is insufficient room for
more than two names (unless really short) unless initials are
used which can sometimes be confusing for those dealing
with the post. As there is a blank box above, could this form
be adapted to have this box assigned for the PM, and the
lower box altered to ‘Other copies’.
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by
5p.m.onMondays. Tel: 01256461161 x285 Fax: 01256335 001
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256335 001
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Attention All Staff!
-

Annual Results PRP Implications
from Bob McGowan [SWHL, Basingstoke]
-

With the completion of the audit of the operating companies forming the Scott \Vilson Holdings Group in the last two weeks, we are
now in a position to enhance the statement included in ScottLight Issue 168 regarding PRP.
The Directors felt it was necessary to issue the previous brief statement to advise all staff as quickly as possible of the actual situation
regarding the five individual PRP schemes in SWHL, SWKCL, SWSL, SWRL and SWR(S)L.
As part of the external audit process each individual operating company’s PRP scheme was reviewed and assessed. With the
exception of Pavement Engineering, no other operating company either achieved the results necessary to allow for the planned final
payment or had any money left in the available poo1 to distribute. The rules covering PRP schemes are fairly complex and include a
series of limitations or ‘caps’ on the available pool that can be distributed. The S,VHL, SWKCL and SWRL schemes were subject to
such a ‘cap’. SWSL and SWR(S)L were both profitable in 1997/98 but the results were not good enough to permit the planned final
payment.
You will recall from last year, under each individual scheme the intention was that for those joining their company scheme, 20% of
the basic pay, up to a maximum of £4,000 was targeted to be paid as tax free PRP. Of this amount, 90% was paid monthly with the
normal pay during the year ended 30 April 1998. Therefore, those that participated in these schemes should have enjoyed an increase
in their net take home pay of around 2
%-4Y (depending on their salary level) during the course of the year.
3’/
%
I would like to stress that there is no clawback of the PRP that you have already received and therefore, even without the final
payment, it has been, and continues at the reduced levels for the current year to be, a valuable benefit.

Railway Systems Engineering Grows Into Three
from Phil Shepherd [SWRL, Swindon]

Signalling and Telecommunications Engineering headed by
David Nye

The Railway Systems Engineering department at SWR has
doubled in size over the past three years to sixty staff From
early October it has split into three disciplines, each focusing
on an important market area. They are:

Phil, Nick and David would he pleased to deal with any
queries. Their departments complement the other engineering
departments in SWR: Civils Design, Project Management
Services and Permanent Way.

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering headed by Phil Pearce
Railway Electrification Engineering headed by Nick Snell

Phil Shepherd, who previously headed up RSE, has been
appointed Director of Operations.

David

Nick Snell

Pension Scheme Reminder re Forms
from Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]

Calling All Previous Fellowship Recipients
from Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]

Another reminder to all members of the Scott Wilson Pension
Scheme, who have not yet done so, to return their forms to me
before 4 December.

If you have previously been awarded a Fellowship by the
company would you kindly let me know as I am compiling,
for the International Directors, a directory of all Fellowship
recipients.

It is intended that Pension Newsletter 3 will be published this
week. Next week a schedule will be issued showing all those
whose forms we have received (a) by way of reassurance and
(b) so that we may identify those individuals whom we need
to specifically contact to determine the cause for a nil
response, prior to them being treated as opted out.

The Jbllowing article first appeared in Scott Drum in October.
It is repeated here for the interest ofthose ofyou who may not
have seen it:

-

Scott Wilson Malawi Still Exists
By Rose Nyirenda

Asbestos Awareness Training
from Cohn Baker [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Further to the note that appeared in Scott Light last week
concerning an asbestos awareness training day, the date when
this is due to take place has had to be changed.
Unfortunately one of the lecturers who is to give part of the
awareness training has been double booked for 15th
December and the training day has had to be moved forward
to Wednesday 9th December. The programme content and
start time etc. will remain the same, as will the venue
(conference room I in Scott House)
Please let me know (on extension 388) if you are still able to
attend.

Virus Scanning by Star Internet
Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Those observant e-mail users in SWKCL. SWSL. and
SWR(S)L will have noticed that their incoming e-mails have
the following words at the bottom:
“This message has been checked for viruses by the Star
Screening System http://www.star.co.uk.”
These words are also added to all outgoing Internet messages.
As is fairly self evident, this means that Star are now checking
all our Internet c-mails for viruses. As a result incoming
Internet c-mails are now virus checked at least 4 times before
they reach you.
However, although our in-house virus checkers are set to
repair any viruses that are found. Stars system does not; it
simply impounds the offending messages. At the same time,
it sends an e-mail to both the originator and intended recipient
saying that the e-mail has been diverted to a “virus holding
It also invites you to contact Star support.
pen”.
Unfortunately Star will neither attempt to repair offending
messages nor forward them on so contacting Star is fairly
fruitless. The only real course of action is to contact the
originator and ask for the message to be re-sent without the
virus.
I hope that our in-house virus checking procedures are good
enough to ensure that we don’t send out any viruses (although
no system is infallible!) so our outgoing messages shouldn’t
be impounded.

When I first joined Scott Wilson in February 1978. my
position was Secretary for Mr Norse who was the first Chief
Resident Engineer for Lilongwe International Airport, while
Mr Scott was the Partner.

I worked in the main office briefly while waiting for the
setting up of the Engineers site office. When we did move, I
found my job very interesting and we had a very good
working relationship. But the daily commuting from my
home to the new office, a distance of almost 100km return,
eventually wore me down. For a 5 day week I would leave
home at 05:00 and only get back around 18:00! I hardly had
time for my family, so 6 months later, I decided to quit and
landed ajob nearer town. However, when Mr Scott heard, he
offered me a job as secretary in the main office. This was the
beginning of a 20 year long career with Scott Wilson.
I have seen this office at its peak, when we had more than 30
engineers, support staff and site staff; engaged on various jobs
including Lilongwe International Airport, Dedza-I,ilongwe
Road, Jenda-Luwawa Turnoff, Ekwendeni-John Mzumara
Road, District Roads Improvement & Maintenance Project,
etc. We were boasting a very organised soil laboratory and
survey team. It was a bit much sometimes, but as the saying
goes “teamwork divides the effort and multiples the effect”,
everything worked without a hitch. Those were the best times
when each one of us was happy to be a “Scott Willy” (as we
used to be called). I have seen people come and go but I still
find it incredible that I have packed in 20 and a half years with
Scott Wilson Malawi.
Today I am looking at a completely different Scott Wilson
Malawi. Late Mr Scott retired and died shortly afterwards.
Mark Stevens has relocated to Zambia where he is workmg on
the roads board project. Paul Kulemeka, a local engineer,
resigned. John Smith is relocating to Harare to boost the new
highways unit for Central Africa.
The remnants, comprising Val the Accountant, Mark a jack of
all trades, Kingford the driver, Peter the guard and myself.
We are now being joined by the new Chief Executive
designate Mr Newton Madanhi currently running the
Bulawayo office. Newton has begun to visit us regularly along
with less regular visits by Julie Machher from the Harare
finance department. Newton’s efforts are showing early signs
of bringing a new life to one of the oldest Scott Wilson
offices. Scott Wilson Malawi still exists and is getting a new
spring in its step

Pavement Engineering Christmas Closedown

construction supervision project with assistance from staff
from our Durban and Mauritian offices.

The Pavement Engineering, Nottingham office will be closed
from 24 December until 4 January 1999.
Botswana Office Christmas Closedown

The Botswana office will be closed from 21 December 1998
and open again on 5 January 1999.

Attention All Travellers
from Barbara Sales {SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Please note there will be no cover for the Christmas period
24th December 1998 to 4th January 1999 (inclusive) for
overseas advances.
Any money required must be ordered prior to 18th December
1998 and collected on or before 23rd December 1998. Any
requirements for the fIrst week of the new year should be
ordered no later than 23rd December 1998.

Whatc Go/ng On?
Scale: A: £3rnillion±: B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999; D: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

-

Tropical Waste
from Barry Gore [SWKCL Chesterfield)

We in the Waste Management Section have recently been
awarded a three month extension to our ongoing supervision
contract in Mauritius. This work relates to the management of
the operation of an active waste disposal facility and follows
on from our involvement in the design and construction
supervision of the project: a 2M cubic metre sanitary’ landfill
(Mare Chicose) designed to standards hitherto unseen in the
region but utilising appropriate technology and local
resources.
Scott Wilson have been mvolved for over five years in waste
management issues in Mauritius including:
The National Solid ‘Waste Management Master Plan;
Design, construction supervision and operation of the
Mare Chicose landfill;
The outline design of the Mare dAustralia landfill;
A composting study;
A waste financial and pricing study;
Waste transfer station designs.
The total fees for this work amount to some £700,000, which
has been financed variously by the World Bank, the
Commission of the European Union and by the National
Government.

Further News from Dubai
from Don Wootton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Following on from the article in Issue 168, I am pleased to be
able to talk of a further success. Our new sponsor in Abu
Dhabi has a representation m Qatar and through them we have
been appointed by Qatar General Petroleum Company to
carry out a study and prepare design and build tender
documents for a new tanker berth at Mesaieed. (Fee Scale C)
Peter hines has just returned from a visit to Dubai where,
among other things, he had a meeting with Sheikh Ahmed al
Maktoum. the Director of the Civil Aviation Authority and
CEO of Emirates Airlines.
Sheikh Ahrned confirmed the
short listing of SW in association with Sir Norman Foster and
Partners on the proposed Emirates Terminal Building.

News from Pakistan
also from Don Wootton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

John Gorham has been “our man in Pakistan” since January
1996. As CRE on a major port project in Karachi, he was
ably supported by Steve Thom as DRE and some 20 engineers
and inspectors from local consultant lndus.
His USS7Om
project is now coming to an end and Steve was demobilised at
the Client’s request.
John, however, must like the difficult living and working
conditions in Karachi as he has just persuaded our Client, the
Port Trust and the Ministry of Communications, to extend the
quay wall to just over lkn-i and keep him on site for another 9
months!! The project was recently acclaimed by a World
Bank team who made a point of praising the good work of the
Consultants, Scott Wilson. Thanks to Join’s eflbrts, Scott
Wilson now has an excellent name in Pakistan.
When not doing his proper job, John moonlights as Scott
Wilson’s representative in Karachi and is running the
following three projects for us:• reconstruction of a failed quay wall at Ormara Naval Base
• provision of navigation aids to permit night navigation to
Port Qasirn
• upgrading the fendering at Qasim International Container
Terminal
He has just been joined by Martin Young, who will move to
Ormara as the RE on the Ormara Naval Base project.

I ieüAáêñiI TiñIóè
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from David Farthing [SWKCL. Basingstoke]

The standard of our work has been recognised by the Word
Bank, whose waste management specialist wrote to us after a
recent inspection visit; ‘I won’t hesitate to recommend your
firm after the good work I have seen In Mauritius’.
Our experience in Mauritius has led the Waste Management
Section onto other work on tropical islands: in the Grenadines
we are currently undertaking a Solid Waste Management
Study and in the Seychelles we are starting a one year landfill

The above headline appeared recently in a local Russian
newspaper and if you read Russian you might think from the
accompanying article that a very’ famous pop star workmg for
Scott Wilson is constructing Surgut Airport in Stbena. (The
words say’ “Michael Jackson constructs Surgut Airport”)
You would of course be wrong. This article appeared after a
presentational visit in Siberia in October by our own Michael
3

Jackson from the Airports Division. Mike was also featured
on local TV and assures me he did not try to sing or dance.
Mike found temperatures in mid October of minus 15C, and
now understands it is down to minus 40C!
Surgut is one of Russia’s biggest oil producing areas and is
reasonably prosperous in Russian terms because the local oil
company is considered to be the best managed in Russia”
according to a recent Financial Times article.
“

Scott Wilson are carrying out a feasibility study for the
expansion and major improvements of the airport to handle
direct international flights. These include improvements to the
runway, navaids and construction of a new terminal. The
project was won through contacts made by our Dubai office.

LEAVERS

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Terry Finch, Computing Section, Basingstoke and Ben
Smee, Geotechnics Section, Basingstoke who leave on 4
December.

Chesterfield office would also like to say farewell to Carl
Holman, who transferred to Scott Wilson from Derbyshire
County Council as part of the Area 14 team. Carl leaves on
4th December 1998 and we would like to wish him every
success in his new employment.

Sports & Socials

Moves

Haiti Golf Competition

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:-

-

:

It’s not all work and no play for Papa Scott’s team in Haiti!
Mike Porter, Project Manager, won the annual Haiti Golf
Competition (B Section) last week. Congratulations Mike.

Julie Cox who joined the Basingstoke office on 1st December
as GIS Consultant.
With effect from 1st December both Brian Ball (Project
Accountant) and Joan Gomes (Filing Clerk) are now
permanent members of staff in Basingstoke based at Network
House.
C Division, Chesterfield would like to welcome the followmg
staff who have joined the company in the last 2 months:
Jill Mettam joined the Matlock office as Clerk/Typist on 2nd
November.
Bob Richards Appointed as Design Co-ordinator/Manager
based at on site at the Al9 in Teesside, jomed on 12th
October.
Sophie Knightley joined the Matlock team as Office Junior
on 19th October.
Guy Rigby previously engaged as a consultant, took up
permanent employment with the company on 1st December.
-

Civils, Chesterfield would like to extend a very warm
welcome to Kevan Wheeler, who started so long ago now
that he will soon be putting in an appearance in the long
service list! (well, August anyway)

Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

I intend to do a recycling paper run on Saturday 5 December.
If anyone has any paper for me could they take it to the
photocopier on their floor, or alternatively mark it for my
attention. Many thanks.

christmAs Qrcerin9s
from Santa Claus
[aka Editor, ScottLight]

I
Why not let me have your cryptic yuletide greetings to
friends, lovers and others for a Christmas Greetings page to
be included in the Christmas/New Year issue. You have till
17 December to come up with the appropriate message.

It will cost you £1 for charity and if you would like to
nominate a charity the most popular one nominated will
receive what is collected.

TRANSFERS
Jenny Macdonald transferred to Manchester office from SW
Scotland on 1st December, following a period of secondrnent.
Chris Gough to site at Derby Southern Bypass, Contract B on
2.11.98
The following staff transferred to Matlock Jamie Brownlee
on 4.11.98, David Green on 16.11.98, Ian Barnforth on
30.11.98
The following staff transferred to Area 14 site: Guy Thomas
on 16.11.98, Jim Neil on 20.11.98, Philip Dawson on
23.11.98
Norman Dixon returned to A50 Meir on 30.11.98
John Glanville and Frank Marshall (Basildon) were
seconded to Derbyshire County Council on 16.11.98.
Last but by no means least. William Kemp transferred to the
Matlock office on 2.11.98

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Project Administrator, 2.2

Scott Wilson Railways are currently seeking a Project
Signalling
&
the
work
in
to
Administrator
Telecommunications Engineering Discipline at Swindon.
You will need a working knowledge of Word 6, Excel and
Microsoft Office, together with good organisational skills.
Experience of working within ISO 9001 quality systems
would be advantageous.
4

Duties will include typing, maintaining project files, arranging
meetmgs, taking minutes and filing. A good telephone
manner is essential.

business sections involved in the schemes incomings and
outgoings are published so that staff can see for themselves
who are the achievers and who are the under-achievers.

Please contact Alison on 01793 515262 if you are interested
in this position.

No doubt, come Christmas time when performance bonuses
and long overdue promotions are handed out, it will be the
usual suspects who will benefit.

Vacancies at Pavement Engineering

Each year Scott Wilson Railways Civils site staff who make
possibly the biggest profit margin are continually overlooked.

Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering require a graduate and
technical assistants to join our expanding railway team.
Specialising in the design and assessment of rail trackbeds, we
are at the forefront of providing this innovative service for rail
operating and owning organisations. No previous experience
is required since training will be provided in house. The work
will comprise a mixture of site investigation, data
interpretation and laboratory testing.
Please contact Robert Amitage on 0115 9229098 if you are
interested in these positions.

For Sale & Wanted

Is it because we are not made of the right stuff or not based in
Basingstoke or Swindon? It makes me wonder.
Editor s note: Great minds think alike this week s item from
Bob McGowan gives afidler explanation.
—

Idea of the Week
from James Brown [SWKCL, London]
Employ competent professional Microsoft Developer to
redo/revise/correct all Q Forms/Templates on servers. The
current forms are a mess no reflection on the effort put in by
people doing their best.
Worst offenders are (so far)
Meetnote’, ‘Q22’, ‘Q22A’.
-

Wanted: Small car required for purchase Fiesta, 205, Astra
Budget of 3K
-

-

If you are interested in selling contact Doric Tong at
Basingstoke on ext. 245 or e-mail

What’s on your
Minc#
Pension Scheme

from Michael Padfield [SWKCL, Peterborough]
Whilst being stuck in a traffic jam coming to work I have
noticed that 95% of cars have only one person in them. I
think that Scott Wilson should be pro-active in promoting car
pooling to and from work to help reduce car pollution and
congestion. Where alternatives such as biking, or public
transport are not possible the company could give a small
monetary incentive per mile to employees who use car
pooling.

from John Trinick [SWKCL, Matlock]
The reminder in ScottLight of 27 November that anyone not
returning forms by 4 December will be deemed to have opted
out of the Scheme seems very harsh, bearing in mind the
number of items sent to Basingstoke that are ‘lost.

It would have been fairer to give a further opportunity to staff
to confirm that they wished to leave the Scheme, if no reply
had been received by 4 December. This decision is too
important to be dependent on a postal system that is not 100%
reliable.
Editor: Jo/il? ‘5 concerns seem to he answered by chris
White item in this issue ofScottLight.

Profit Related Pay
from Glyn Hawkins [SWR, Swindon]

Reply
from Peter limes [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Having read Paul Miles’s “Idea of the Week” in ScottLight
Issue 162 and Geoff French’s reply in Issue 169, I checked the
Employee Handbook. Section 9.2.6 requires employees to
make the proceedings of a conference, seminar or symposium
available to the Firm. The same should apply to training
notes and a register of courses attended by stall would enable
others to access the large body of knowledge in which the
Firm has invested. The implementation of a database is not
easy on a Firmwide basis, but within a Company (or DBU in
SWKCL) notes can and should be made available to
immediate colleagues.

I write in reference to PRP final bonus (or lack of it).
I find it quite staggering that you can explain away the issue in
two brief paragraphs in ScottLight 168. Surely all staff
deserve an explanation why no bonus is to be paid. I suggest
that a written breakdown of all compames transactions
concerning PRP are published, and a breakdown of all

“When two men in a business always agree, one of them is
unnecessary.”
William Wrignley Jr
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Attention All Staff!
Scott Wilson Foundation
from Geoff French [Chairman, IHRG]

Car Parking
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

On behalf of the Board of the Scott Wilson Foundation I am
pleased to invite applications for the 1999/2000 Fellowship
and PIP Awards

Further to my notification in Issue 169 of ScottLight I would
confirm that Scott Wilson have parking slots 1-46 in the
ground floor car park gr City Wall House. In addition we
now have slots 22A, 22B, 28A and slot A in the same area.

For the information of staff who have joined the group during
the past year these Awards are:
Car Parking Network House
from Gil Thomas [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

Fellowship paid leave of absence for full time study of a
second degree.
-

PIP Awards financial support for staff who through their
own efforts have taken the responsibility for their own
development through a course of study that is current at the
time of applying.
-

Parking spaces in Network House are NOT to be used as
overflow spaces for Scott House staff they are for the use of
Network House staff only.
-

Security Network House
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

Application forms, which also detail the procedures and rules
are available from Angela Lowle in Scott House, ext 285; fax
01256 335001; e-mail: angela.lowle@europe.com.
Application closing date is 26 February 1999.

Christmas Greeting Templates
from Marketing Department [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

With reference to the article on page 2 of issue 170 of
ScottLight here are the names of the various templates which
will bear the Scott Wilson 1998 Christmas Greeting. These
templates will be available from Monday 14 December.
The templates can be accessed in Word by choosing File:New
and selecting the relevant template from the generic list. The
names of the templates will follow the format shown below
(only a few fax names are given as examples):
FAXES
xfaxtl
xfaxba
xfaxbame
xfaxchsp
xfaxchba

Telford Fax
Basingstoke Fax
Basingstoke M&E Fax
Chesterfield, Springwell House Fax
Chesterfield, Bayheath House Fax

LEflER
xlet97

COLOUR CHRISTMAS CARD
xmascard
As explained in the previous article the latter is an optional
stand-alone card which can be e-mailed to clients.

For security reasons it is important that when visitors are
expected at Network House either Barbara Smith or Diana
Clarke are informed in advance. The security guard at
Network House will not allow anyone (including Scott Wilson
personnel) up to the offices until he has checked that they are
expected.

Ports Department Reports
from Andrew Alty [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The Ports Department have recently downloaded some useful
reports on Seismic Design from the US Navy Website. The
reports include:Design Criteria for Earthquake Hazard Mitigation of Navy
Piers and Wharves.
Seismic Design Criteria for Soil Liquefaction.
Seismic Design Criteria for Lifelines (i.e. pipelines, utilities,
services).
Two further reports will shortly be available:Economic Analysis Procedure for Earthquake Hazard
Mitigation.
Criteria for Seismic Ground Motion for Essential Structures.
The reports contain references to recent earthquakes and
describes the damage caused by them as well as providing
design guidelines.
If anyone is interested in looking at these reports or require
more information about the US Navy Website, please contact
myself on ext 345 or anyone in the Ports Department.

Petty Cash
from Elizabeth Wallace [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Please note there will be no petty cash during the week
between Christmas and New Year.

SWKCL Computing Services Helpline
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

But who will know? Who will associate the saving of life and
the relief of suffering with the engineers’ role’? More
importantly, why are we still faced with key players on the
political scene who do not identify engineers as front line
players in disaster relief? The answer probably lies in the
innate professionalism of engineers and their reticence in
promoting their role and contribution. We as a profession are
content to make a difference, a real difference, to the quality
of life and yet we rarely seek to advertise our value.

It is probably time to remind users of the computing support
arrangements within SWKCL. Users outside Basingstoke
should refer any problems initially to their office Computing
Those in Basingstoke should call the
Representatives.
helpline on extension 250. All calls are logged and dealt with
in order of priority, It would help enormously if individual
members of the section were not contacted directly to initiate
support calls as this only interrupts the work, increases stress
levels and increases the time that it takes to solve problems
and queries.

If we wish to play our full role on the public stage and if in
disasters we want to be in the vanguard, then we will have to
do more to sell ourselves. We will have to involve ourselves
more in the wider process and become politically more aware.
As well as being good at doing the work that we do, we must
persuade, influence and cajole. Doing the job well is only part
of the story.

The following article appeared in New Civil Engineer this
month:

The following one day courses have been arranged for 1999:

Our “Hidden Profession” Deserves Recognition
by Peter Guthrie [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

In a radio inten’iew only days after the scale of the flooding in
Central America became apparent, Nicaragua’s ambassador
called on the international community to send doctors to the
area and pleaded for aircraft, especially helicopters, to bring
supplies to the stranded. On the same day Claire Short,
minister at the Department for International Development,
spoke of the need for immediate assistance, referring to
emergency supplies. Although the relief effort has now
included engineers, the first reaction of politicians and the
public almost never mentions the life saving role engineers
can play in disaster relief. Engineers are needed to reopen
roads, repair bridges, restore water supplies, ensure safe
sanitation systems, and provide storage and shelter. Through
prevention, engineers will save many more lives than doctors
can if the doctors have to work with polluted water and
sanitation, which opens the way to epidemic diseases.
Engineers are the hidden profession in the restoration process.
Over the last 20 years in the relentless catalogue of disasters,
progress has been made. Appeals for blankets and warm
clothing in crises in the late 1970s all too often resulted in
warehouses filled with the right supplies which could not
reach the needy and the wrong goods which choked the
overstretched supply lines. But in the aftermath of the
Nicaraguan and Honduran floods, the British Red Cross
specifically asked for people not to send blankets they are
readily available in the region. Instead they appealed for
money (which travels light) so that purchases could be made
locally.

One Day Courses
from Isobel Belton [SWPE Nottingham]

RTE99 Railway Trackbed Engineering:
Deterioration Modes, Evaluation and
Renewal Design

12/1/99

9/2/99

MB99

Modified Binders:
Types, Test Methods and Applications

CM99

9/3/99
Construction Monitoring:
Compliance Tests for Performance Related
Specifications

Anyone interested in any of the above courses should contact
Isobel Belton on 0115 9229098.

Matlock Team Reaches New Heights
from John Trinick [SWKCL, Matlock]

The Structures Section of the Area 14 highway maintenance
office at Matlock in Derbyshire now has within its ranks a
trained rope access team of qualified engineers and
technicians experienced in structural inspections.
Expertise is mainly in highway structures including R.C.,
masonry and steel construction. The team also has the
necessary equipment and instruments for carrying out non
destructive testing and sampling of reinforced concrete
structures to full Highways Agency Principal Bridge
Inspection standards.

-

RedR has been asked for engineers and others with technical
skills and they will play their part. The US Corps of
Engineers has 1,300 people beavering away. On the long
road to recovery engineers will be key, and they will be
instrumental in restoring some normality to shattered
communities.

Whilst not trained in all aspects of rope access work the team
is capable of most rope access techniques required for
inspection work. The team also has experience of inspecting
at, or near vertical rock faces, knowledge in this area being
boosted by calling on the services of a rope access trained
geotechnical engineer from the Chesterfield office.
We have the training and equipment to put Engineers and
experienced Bridge Inspectors onto areas you never thought
possible and (what is more important) get them off again.
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For more details ring Tom Dean at the Matlock office 01629
761774.

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Uganda

Ruth Golombok

10- 19 December

Whatc Going On?
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £509,999; B: £6,000 £59,909;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

‘While most of the smaller contracts are making good
progress, because of likely delays to the Main Civils Contract
(the “Manchester Summer” this year being a major culprit!)
other later contracts are being managed judiciously to ensure
relatively seamless programme interfacing in the future prior
to the runway becoming operational. Progress on the main
contract has generally moved from the Swampy-led eco
terrorists period, through the 20km of newt capture fencing,
bat barns etc to the major civil engineering works which
include extensive road and river tunnels beneath the new
runway and a massive settlement controlled embankment
across the River Bollin Valley. Pavement Quality Concrete
(PQC) is soon to commence for the 3km runway and the
associated taxiway systems.

-

Break in to Prison
from Bob Ballard [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Group 4 Tarmac have been appointed as preferred bidder for a
new prison at Onley in Warwickshire. The 800-place prison,
due to open in October 2000, is the seventh to be provided
under the Home Office’s PFI scheme and has a capital cost of
£40m. Scott Wilson’s role has been to provide Design
Management, with the design being undertaken by TPS
Consult. This project is the second recent announcement as
preferred bidder for the Group 4 Tarmac consortium
(following the recent success on GCHQ at Cheltenham
ScottLight Issue 163) and continues the close relationship
with Scott Wilson.

Turning to the Scott Wilson Team, the direction of which has
reverted to David Farthing as Steve Brundle is fully occupied
with West Coast main Line, GCHQ etc, John Peters the
Project Manager is supported by the core team members of
Martin Love, Duncan Pickard, Martin Stonehouse and Denis
O’Gara who are ably assisted by Phil Thompson and
specialists around the company who are called upon to assist
on an ad-hoc basis. The team has developed a “special
relationship” with the airport client and through our robust
association with the client’s management team we have
strengthened our own capabilities in the areas of strategic
programming,
commercial
project,
and
contractual
management.

-

Plane Talking: Runaway Success
from John Peters
[Manchester Airport]

Editor’s Note: Jolt,, Peters has mentioned that if anybody is
nearby or passing through Manchester and has so,ne tune to
spare, lie and his teaiii would be delighted to show people
around what is one of the outstanding civil engineering
projects in the UK at the present time.

Congratulations!

With Manchester Airport’s £180m Runway 2 Project being
such a large, lengthy and prestigious project and with Scott
Wilson’s input almost into the seventh year it is considered
timely to remind most of our colleagues firstly we’re still here
(!) and more importantly inform them of the progress and
work carried out here to date.

to Antonina and Alistair McIntyre who
became the proud parents, on 23 November,
of a bouncing baby boy called Christian
Alexander who weighed in at a healthy 71b
lloz.

Following feasibility and option studies, detailed preparations
for the R2 Public Inquiry and Tender phases, the much
delayed, but successful decision was announced by the
Government’s Inspector in early 1997. This led to a series of
18 main Contracts being procured; by fur the biggest being the
Main Civils D&C Contract awarded to AmeciTarmac Joint
Venture. The other contracts cover a variety of diverse topics
ranging from staggeringly extensive and expensive (15m)
environmental works, undergrounding of 1.2km of 400kV
National Grid cables, jet fuel pipeline diversion, a new rail
link for material importation, airfield ground lighting, fire
station(s) and Navigational Aids (ILS etc.) to name but a few.
Most of the contracts are being procured on a Design &
Construct basis. A recent taxiway contract to be carried out at
night during runway closures was let on a trial, non-binding
partnership basis between the Client and the successful
contractor. This will hopefully produce value engineering
savings for both parties to the contract in an atmosphere of
mutual trust.

and to Jim and Celia McNally on the birth
of a beautiful baby girl, Kirsten, on 30
November. Everyone in the Manchester
office sends their best wishes.

All the staff in the Manchester office,
particularly those who require letters
typed ‘when it’s convenient’ wish to
congratulate Emma Connolly on passing
her Black Belt, First Dan in Chinese Kick
Boxing last Saturday.
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Moves

If you are interested in this position, please contact Alison
White on 01793 515262.

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Christine Boot who joined the Environmental section in
Basingstoke as Team Administrator on 7 December and to
Sarah De Mowbray who joined the Water section also in
Basingstoke as Graduate Hydrologist on 8 December.

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale:
2 Wharfedale speakers + JVC amplifier £40.
2 swivel bar/kitchen stools £20 pair.
1 dark wood coat stand £5

Contact Judith Ext 248 (Chesterfield)

Sports & Socials
Brampton Manor Health & Fitness Club
from Andy Wilson [SWKCL, Jarvis (Leeds)]
Are there any members of staff living andlor working in the
Chesterfield area who are interested in joining Brampton
Manor Health and Fitness Club? If so, and there is sufficient
interest, we could qualify for Corporate Membership which
would result in significant discounts to the standard
membership fees.
Briefly, Brampton manor offers squash/racquetball (7 courts),
swimming pool, sauna, jacuzzi, hi-tech gym, aerobics studio,
snooker (all facilities are free to members) as well as bars and
a restaurant.
For between 5 and 9 members we would get a 7.5% discount
on the £41 per month fee. this increases to about 15% for 9 to
25 members and 24% for over 25. Additionally, the £100
joining fee is waived and a further discount of 15% is
available for ‘joint’ (husband and wife) membership. The
club management will be happy to show anybody around at
any time.

from Marian Waidron {SWKCL, Basildon]
We have a thermal print Lanier 125 fax machine, including a
supply of rolls of fax paper, surplus to our requirements. An
operator’s guide is also available. If any other office is
interested in acquiring this machine please contact me at the
Basildon office before Friday 18 December.

Lift Sharing
Is there anybody else out there who travels from Portsmouth
to the Basingstoke office’? If so, how about reducing the stress
of driving by lift sharing and saving a few quid in the process.
Contact either:

Pat Patterson on ext 319
Darren Wren on ext 394
Nathan Jefferies on ext 370

from Sarah De Mowbray [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Looking for a house? I am looking to find somewhere within
easy reach of Basingstoke to share with one or two others. If
interested please contact me on ext 265

Please let me know (on 0113 2479566) if you are interested
and hopefully memberships can be started in the New Year.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Trainee Technician, Grade 1.1
Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon, have a vacancy for a
Trainee Technician within the Civil Engineering Design CAD
Section, based at Swindon.
Ideally you will be aged 18+, have a minimum of four
GCES’s together with further qualifications, such as ‘A’ levels,
BTEC etc. Prior knowledge of IT systems would be
advantageous but is not essential.
This is a position that would suit an individual who is
enthusiastic and would be willing to undertake a variety of
duties to gain experience. Full training will be given in all
aspects of CAD operation.

Whatc on your
MthcL?
from Peter George [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
David Webb (in his gripe about being informed of the
impending change of drinks machine in Basingstoke in Issue
170) suggested this matter might be compared to “that well
known event in the palace’. I was just curious to know, have
they just changed their drinks machine’? If so, perhaps we
should get the same model. I’m sure the directors would agree,
if it’s good enough for the monarchy it must be good enough
for Scott Wilson!

from Tim Bilson [SWKCL, Basildon]
A few days ago I visited the Scott Wilson website to see how
we represented ourselves to the world. It all looked sound,
professional and well presented, if a little boring, until I
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looked at the “What’s New” page. I was appalled to find the
latest item dated December 1997 with a “New!” tag attached
to it.

To provide some incentive in this area, might there be some
benefit in offering a quarterly prize of, say, £250 for the best
article, together with perhaps £50 for any others that were
suitable for publication? Presumably this could be on the
basis that the preparation of the article would be done within
the individual’s own time, but that the firm’s typing and other
facilities would be made available and the reasonable cost of
minor expenses such as photographs would be met.

In a medium such as the WWW where instant updates are not
only possible but relatively easy, I would interpret a site that
has remained untouched for a year as dead and assume a
similar status for the company it represents. Can I suggest
that if we cannot keep our website up to date we would be
better off without one.

Editors Note: There will be ‘1° ScottLight ,iext Friday
(18th,). Instead the Christmas/New Year issue will be out on
21/22 December.
The closing date for entries will be
extended to Thursday 17 December.

With the increasing use of the Web to make the first contact
with possible suppliers, would we be better off to have a UK
or SWKEUROPE site which could be regularly fed with such
things as the best of the new jobs material from ScottLight.

Keep those seasonal items

Ieao te1P”ee

coming in.

V
t1e coee4:
“Change is like the British weather; always with us, always
different and not always what we’d like.”
Charles Handy

from Tim Bilson [SWKCL, Basildon]
Scott Wilson appears to be less effective at maintaining a high
profile in both the technical and non-technical press than some
of our competitors and we probably lose out because our
name and capabilities are not well known. Articles on our
projects are important to us both as material to submit for
publication in magazines, etc and presumably also as a basis
for our own project description sheets and the like. Yet the
normal pressure of “real work” usually means that they never
get written by those directly involved in the projects.

CAll items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Mondays.
Ijel: 01256461161 x285 Fax: 01256 355 001 e-mail: angela.lowleQiswkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256355001

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOflLIGHT/I/dea,
(continue on a separate page if necessary)

From

Date

of the We’ek

V
—

-

please state which heading

Location

This is an Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK
and Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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Environmental Sampling &
Geotechnical Equipment
Multisampler: Sediment Sampler

In a recent project Scott Wilson wrote a specification which required taking
surface and sub-surface sediment samples for chemical testing from the Royal
Military Canal. Unfortunately, we ended up in a tight spot and decided that the
only way forward was to carry out the work ourselves.

The Multiaampler is
used to take
sediment
samples

Hence Scott Wilson Basingstoke now have a ‘Multisampler’ which is available
to all offices.
-

0

Application of the Multisampler
•
•
•
•

Retrieval of soft sediment and sludge samples for chemical and geotechnical
testing.
Samples to a depth of 5m
A two man operation would usually be required
Could also sample water and other fluids.

Advantages
Depending on the type of sampling
the sharp cutting head or the
cutting head with ball valve
a fitted

•
•
•
•

Lightweight can be transported in a carrying bag with a shoulder strap.
Good retrieval the original stratification at the chosen depth is maintained
Inexpensive see below
Recommended: John Andrews, Senior Technician, who used it to retrieve
the samples from the canal, says “It works its a good system”.
-

-

-

-

Costs
To help cover the purchase cost ( 1,500), we propose hire costs of £150 per
week when Scott Wilson staff use it and £500 per week when external clients or
contractors use it. However, the costs are obviously negotiable now we have it,
let’s use it.
-

Multiaampler, rod operated

Please get in touch with John Andrews or John Sawyer in Basingstoke for
details.

more

Other Equipment
In Geotechnics Basingstoke we also hold the following equipment which can be
borrowed.
•
•
•

Small Van Veen Grab (surface sediment sampler)
Mackintosh Probe probe For soft ground
Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) Im probe for pavement design
-

-

Scott Wilson Pension Scheme Forms
As promised last week, here is a list of all members whose forms have been received by the due date. If you have returned
your form and your name does not appear here please contact either Chris White or Angela Lowle in Basingstoke. There are
64 members who we must now contact to confirm that they are deferring by default as we have not received their forms.

Abrahams, Andrew
Adams, P
Aikman, A
Ainscough, B G
Aistrop, Norman
Al Hakim. Bachar
Alford, Keith
Alker, Gary
Allabush, Stuart
Allen, Martin
Allos, Anan
Alty, Andrew
Ambridge, Jim
Anderson, Roger
Andrews, John
Ansell, Peter
Armistead, John
Armitage, Robert
Ashby, Mike
Ashton, D A
Aurin, Margaret
Bains, M J
Baird, Rory
Baker, A H W
Baker, Cohn
Baker, Tim
Baldwin, Jim
Ball, Tanya
Ballard, Bob
Bamforth, Ian
Banfield, Janet
Banks, Sheila
Barber, John
Bartlett, Andrew
Barton, Paul
Bayes, I S
Bayly, Richard
Belcher, Greg
Belcher, Paul
Belton, Isobel
Beniston, Stuart
Bennett, C M
Beverstock, Paul
Bickerdike, John
Bickett, A
Bilson, Tim
Bishop, Maurice
Bissland, R J
Black, Steve
Blackburn. Man’
Blacker, Andrew
Blake, Nick
Blanchflower, Sue
Blythe, David
Bone, John
Booth, Stephen
Boume, Rita
Bowyer, Ray
Boyce, David
Bracegirdle, Paul
Bradley, S M
Brandon, Alan

Brawn, Linda
Brierley, Steven
Briggs, Don
Briggs, Susan
Brookes, Alan
Brooks, Lesley
Broome, Chris
Brown, Kevin
Brown, Michael
Brown, Richard
Brown, Sheila
Brownlee, Jamie
Brundle, S G
Brundrit, Peter
Bryan, Helen
Bryson, T
Buck, Jeremy
Buckley, David
Buckley, J M
Bullock, James
Bunn, David
Bunton, S J
Burbidge, David
Burden, Juliet
Bums, Stuart
Burton, Martin
Butt, Andy
Butterworth, John
Butterworth, Mike
Buxton, Robert
Byrns, Geoff
Calder, I C
Campbell, Ian
Candler, Kim
Canning, R J
Carr, Robert
Caseley, Richard
Catling, Nigel
Chafer, John
Challis, Lesley
Chambers, Susan
Chandler, Robert
Chandra-Mohan, P
Chant, Cohn
Chatfield, Dennis
Chau, Toan Kinli
Chaudhry, Peter
Cheng, Tommy
Cheung, Lam Wah
Chick, Kit
Chmoulian, A
Clark, Cohn
Clark, Guy N
Clarke, Diana
Clarke, Stuart
Clegg, R G
Coe, Pauline
Coleman, Linda
Collingwood, Neil
Collison, Malcolm
Collison, Richard
Condie, Andrew

Connelly, Paul
Cook, Jennifer
Coomber, Alan
Cooper, G J
Cooper, Richard
Couchman, Elaine
Courbet, Nigel
Coventry, Stuart
Cragg, David
Craig, Ewan
Crawford, E
Crozier, E
Curley, C
Currie, Piers
Curtin, Nigel
D’alton, Mike
Dales, David
Dalton, Stewart
Davidson, Gordon
Davies, Phil
Dawe, Tim
Dawson, Robin
Deakin, Paul
Deaves, Phil
Denton, Jamie
Dewsbury, Sarah
Digby, Robert
Dixon, Norman
Dixon, Roger
Dobrzycki, John
Dobson, Janet
Doubal, R J
Douglas, J C
Dowse, Simon
Draycott, Bob
Du Sautoy, Alison
Dungworth, Stuart
Durand, Roy
Durgan, Roger
Dutton, Cohn
Eaton, Margaret
Edmond, G J
Edwards, Roger
Eeles, Paul
Eide, S A
Elcock, Bob
Elliott, David
Elliott, Rick
Ellis, Simon
Ellis, Tony
Else, D
Emberton, Andrew
Empringham, Brian
Evans, André
Evans, Andrew
Evans. Cathy
Faithfull, Erik
Falconer, Denis
Farmer. Sharon
Farren, Tony
Farthing, D W
Faulder, Jacqueline

Fazakerley, James
Feely, Eddie
Ffrench, M
Field, Ray
Field, Richard
Field, Sheila
Fielding, David
Findlay, G
Flatman, Allen
Flint, Shani
Ford, Chris
Ford, Ten
Forde, Patrick
Forshaw, J
Foster, Eddie
Foster, Julian
Fowle, David
Frankham, P
Fraser-Smith, A P
French, G H
Frew, A G
Friedrich, Andrew
Fry, Richard
Fryett, Jane
Furnell, Lyn
Furniss, Pat
Gallear, Bill
Gardner, Dave
Gazzard, Donald
George, Peter
Gibbon, John
Gibbons, Maggie
Gibney, Martin
Gilbert, Katrina
Giles, Andrew
Giles, Nicola
Gilleard, André
Gillespie, Jason
Glanville, John
Goddard, Diane
Goldie, Rob
Goldie-Scot, Hamish
Goldsby, Duncan
Golombok, Ruth
Goodacre, John
Goodman, Gerry
Gordon, S C
Gore, Barry
Gorham, John
Gough, Chris
Graham, Michael W
Grant, H H
Gray, Paul
Green, David
Green, Jill (BA)
Green, Jill (CH)
Greenock, R
Grey, Michael
Guthrie P M
Guy, Michael
Hackney, Keith
Hackney, M J

Haden, S
Hails, Nelson
Haines, Christine
Haines, Rita
Hallowes, Suzanne
Hamer, Rhoda
Handsley, Stephen
Handy, Graham
Hare, Pamela
Harley, Brenda
Harlow, John
Harper, John
Harris, Ian
Harrop, Julian
Harrower, Diane
Hazeldine, Hazel
Hemsley, Pete
Hennessy, Richard
Hicks, Christopher
Hills, Rob
Hindshaw. Mr J W
Hindshaw, S J
Hird, Linsley
Hird, Stewart
Hodgetts, Steve
Hodgson, Ivan
Hogan, Angela
Hogben, Roger
Holden, John
Holmes, C W
Holmes, Mr W H
Holmes, Sean
Holt, Mary
Holt, Paddy
Hopley, Val
Hopwood, Val
Howells, Allan
Howgego, Dominic
Howie, Mr R
Hoyes, Richard
Hubie, David
Hudson, Cath
Hughes, David
Hunt, Tim
Hunter, R T
Hurman, Steve
Hurrell, Gary
Hutchings, D R
limes, P A B
Irvine, Jill
Irvine, Mr G
Jackson, Mike
James, David
Jameson, Bill
Jeffreys, Keith
Jennison, C
Johns, David
Johnson, Don
Johnston, Mr B
Johnston, Stan
Jones, Beryl
Jones, Gareth

Jones, Julian
Jones, Keith
Jones, Martyn
Jones, Michael
Jones, Pat
Jones, Rhodri
Jordan, David
Judd, Mark
Judge, David
Kamal, Munir
Keid, Terry
Kemp, W R
Kimberley, Darren
Kimmett, S F
King, A J
King, Adam
King, Cheryl
King, Oliver
King, Pam
King, Philip
King, Tony
Kingett, Joan
Kingsley, Matthew
Kinirons, John
Kitson, N S
Knightley, Cath
Knightley, Sophie
Knox, Peter
Kurek, Richard
Lacey, Paul
Lachehab, Samira
Laidlaw, G
Lardeur Annette
Lawley, Graham
Le Gouais, M J
Leach, Stephen
Leatham, Geoff
Leckie, S F
Lee, Don
Lee, Graham
Lemin, Roy
Levett, Richard
Lightbody, R
Litchfield, Lisa
Love, Martin
Lucas, Peter
Lunn, B D
Lynch, Peter
Lyon, D F
Macdonald, John
MacDonald, Mr G
MacDonald, Mr J
Machin, Phil
MacKay, Heather
Maclean. M
MacPhie. Mr R
Magowan, David
Maidment, W I
Mann, Geoffrey
Mannell, Jack
Manns, Roger
Mansehl, Peter
Margesson, Peter
Markham, Tim

Marshall, Philip
Martin, Barry
Martin, Daniel J
Martin, Pete
Mason, Sally
Matthews, Roger
McAulay, A
McBain, Adrian
McCafferty, J P
McConaghie, Ian
McDonald, Evelyn
McDougall, Lesley
McGhie, Jeffrey
McGowan, R
Mcintosh, Pam
McKellar, Jason
McKenna, Cohn
McKittrick, R A
McNally, Jim
McPherson, Kevin
Meades, Sean
Metheringharn, Steve
Meynell, Peter-john
Middlemiss, Carol
Miles, Paul
Miilward, Emma
Milne, R
Milnes, Dot
Mitchell, Robert
Moore, Caroline
Moore, Sue
Morgan, Cohn
Morton, Alan
Morton, Jacqueline
Moss, Trevor
Munro-Lafon, I P
Murdoch, S
Murphy, Brian
Murphy, M W
Murray, Michael
Napier, A G
Neal, Tracey
Negus, David
Nelson, Janet
Nicholson, Richard
Nickalls, T S
Nielsen, M A W
Noble, Robert
Nutt, 3 L
O’Gara, Denis
O’Hara, K T
Oakley, S C
Oakley, Sarah
Oaten, Martin
Offord, Susan
Ogilvie. D J
Oliver, Jonathan
Orchard, John
Overend, Elaine
Paine, Shirley
Parkes, Ahistair
Parkes, Alistair
Parkhouse, John
Parks, Cohn

Partridge, Barrie
Patterson, Alec
Payne, Richard
Pearson, Matt
Pedder, Dexter
Pemba, Tee
Penfold, Steven
Pengelly, Sharron
Perrie, C
Peters, John
Petheram, Brian
Pettifer, Bob
Phillips, Owen
Philpin, Angie
Pickard, Duncan
Pickup, Martin
Pillcington, Keith
Pinneil, Saara
Porter, Alan
Potter, Mike
Powell, Kevin
Pratt, John
Prosser, John
Prosser, Michael
Proud, S
Pun, Shammy
Pyzer, Roland
Quinn, Richard
Racheter, James
Radford, Dave
Rails, Geoffrey
Raven, Gary
Rawlinson, Dave
Rawson, Dave
Raybould, M
Rea, Pam
Redpath, J
Redwood, G M
Rhys, Julia
Riach, D
Richards, Steven
Riddle, Joanne
Ritchie, D
Ritchie, Jim
Roberts, K J
Robertson, B 0
Robertson, Neil
Rollason, Stephen
Rook, Mary
Roome, Bernie
Rushmer, Rob
Sales, Barbara
Sales, Mike
Salisbury, Charles
Salmon, Glenys
Sanders, Steve
Sawyer, John
Scholes, G
Scott, Andrew
Scnivener, Dave
Selley, Brian
Selley, Mike
Sharpe, Philip
Sharples, David

Sharples, Keith
Sheerin, Liz
Sheerin, Mike
Shelley, Ian
Sherwood, Peter
Sichel, M G
Simmons, Kim
Simms, Tony
Sinclair, Andrew
Sinclair-Day, Andy
Sketchley, C J
Skipper, Lynda
Smith, Anthony
Smith, Barbara
Smith, Beth
Smith, Cohn
Smith, David A J
Smith, David G.E.
Smith, Ian John
Smith, Kevin
Smith, M W
Snaith, Ian
Sneil, Nicholas
Southey, Jane
Speller, Dominic
Spencer, Caz
Spiller, Sarah
Sprakes, Dave
Starr, Paul
Stebbings, Peter
Stephens, D T
Stephenson, Neil
Storey, Trevor
Stubbs, Rodney
Sutton, Keith
Sweeney, Dianne
Symons, Adam
Talbot, Philip
Taylor, Chris
Taylor, Dave
Taylor, John
Taylor, June
Taylor, Kirsten
Thomas, G R
Thomas, Guy
Thomas, Lindsay
Thomas, Marion
Thomas, Mike
Thompson, David
Thompson, Graerne
Thompson, Graham
Thompson, Val
Thomson, Richard
Tite, A P
Toal, J I
Tolley, Chris
Trask, Jan
Trinick, John
Trodd, Janet
Tubman, John
Tuhey, Alan
Turceninoff Sergei
Tyler, Ahistair
Valentine, Neil

Vincent, Stephen
Waldron, Marian
Walker, Mark
Walker, Mr C
Walker, Tony
Wall, R H
Wallace, Elizabeth
Wallace, Mr K
Wallis, Bob
Walsh, Russ
Walton, Hilary
Ward, P N
Warne, Brenda
Webb, D M
Webb, David
(SWSL)
Webb, Peter
Webster, D J
Weekes, Bob
Weighill, Helen
Weinling, Pat
Weir, Ken
Weir, Miss A
Welch, Andrew
Welch, Peggy
Weller, David
Wheeler, Kevan
Wheeler, Martin
Whitaker, Dennis
White, C I
White, Paul
White, Simon
White, Simon
Whitehead, Peter
Whitmore, Kathryn
Whitton, Matthew P
Wijesekera, Sanjay
Wildgoose, Ian
Wilkie, Mr A M
Wilkinson, Simon
Williams, David
George
Williams, Graham
Williams, Leighton
Williams, M C
Williams, Mark
Williams, Paul
Williams, Tim
Wilson, Andrew
Woddy, Simon
Wood, Sue
Woohley, Keith
Wootton, D M D
Wyld, Norman
Wyley, Emma
Wynne, M L
Yilmaz, M
York, Peter
Young, Martin
Young, Robert
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Attention All Staff!
U.
from Bob McGowan [SWHL, Basingstokej
My sincere thanks to all staff on behalf of the Directors, and also to the Directors from me, for all your support
and encouragement throughout the year.
As we all look forward to the last year of the century may I wish you the Christmas you wish for yourselves,
coupled with the old Scots New Year greeting “Lang May Your Lum Reek”.

Scott Wilson Website
from Bob McKittrick [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

Josie Coston
from Marian Waldron {SWKCL, Basildon]
It is with deep regret we report that Josie Coston passed away
on Thursday 17 December, having been taken ill the previous
day and admitted to hospital.
Josie was originally with the Basildon District Council, which
was taken over by the Commission for the New Towns. In
January 1989 the Engineering Department was “adopted” by
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick and Josie was “in charge” of the
Admin Section. She retired early in April of 1995.
She finally took all her family to Disneyland, USA this year
after three years of planning the trip.
The funeral will take place on Wednesday 23 December at
Pitsea Crematorium.
She will be sadly missed by all her friends and colleagues and
our thoughts are with her family at this time.

The note from Tim Bilson in issue 172 about the website
gives me the opportunity to provide readers with a long
overdue update.
1. The address of the site is www.scott-wilson.com
The reason that we have had to register the site with a
hyphen between scott and wilson was that scott wilson had
already been registered by someone else by the time that we
got there. I would be obliged, therefore, if readers could
stop sending me hard copy of other sites which have a
similar title. I am assured that you will get to our site
provided you use scott-wilson.
2. In early August this year the management and updating of
the website was transferred to SWKCL, with me as Director
(Marketing) taking responsibility but with the day to day
operations being delegated to Russ Canning who is one of
our Directors based in Abingdon.
There is a lot of work involved in this task and I will not go
into the details. Our initial plans were, however, to:

SWKCL Christmas/New Year
Computing Support Arrangements
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As last year, Computing Services will be offering a limited
support service over the Christmas New Year holiday period
(29-31 December). Users outside Basingstoke with support
requests should contact their office Computing Representative
in the usual way but if he/she is unavailable they should phone
the Computing Helpline on Basingstoke extension 250. Users
in Basingstoke should contact extension 250 in the usual way.
At least two members of Computing Services will be available
in Basingstoke during core hours each day.
-

•
•
•

add a note to state that the contents of the site are currently
being reviewed;
remove all old material;
thoroughly check for accuracy all material which would
remain on for the time being.

3. At this stage, I hold my hands up and admit that we have
not progressed nearly as fast as we should have. The main
reason for this is that Andy Bell (Marketing Support in
Basingstoke) and I have been responsible for producing a
complete update of the Corporate Design Guidelines and
Russ and Andy, with a small input from me, have
produced this year’s Annual Review for the Scott Wilson
Group. Some of you may say that these are not acceptable

excuses but as in any business we need to strike a balance
between fee earning and non fee earning work and it was
not felt appropriate to bring in additional resources.

as their name suggests, perform a useful function by stopping
an image, that may be left on the screen for a long time,
actually “burning” itself into the screen.

4. We are currently in the process of transferring the content
of the site to a provider called STAR whom we currently
use to administer our email in the UK. All the revisions
mentioned earlier in this note have been made and will be
implemented before the end of this year along with the
transfer to STAR.

However, third party screen savers are becoming increasingly
apparent on Scott Wilson equipment. Firstly, these screen
savers are normally copyrighted which means anyone using
them must be in possession of the licence agreement and have
approval to load the software from Computing Support in
Basingstoke. Be aware that software licence violation is a
criminal offence and the consequences for individuals
Secondly, as third party
breaking the law can be severe.
screen savers have not been tested or approved for use by
Microsoft under Windows 95 they can and often do cause
major problems and in some cases they can cause machines to
“go slow” or even crash.

5. There are then a number of other tasks to undertake as
soon as possible, notably

•
•

•

connecting our new Chinese website so that it becomes a
subsite of the main one;
checking that the Scott Wilson Railways and Scott Wilson
Pavement Engineering websites are correctly set up as
subsites of the main one;
reconsidering the reasons for having a website and
deciding what should be on it in order to satisfy our needs.

6. Once we have done all of the foregoing, Andy Bell will be
responsible for any redesign of the site and Gemma Lowle
will be responsible for the regular updating.

Also worth mentioning are the backgrounds that Windows 95
allows. Again Windows 95 has many configurable options to
set the background, with the default being a plain teal
coloured screen. Images are often downloaded from disks or
CDs to be used as a background and are also, in many cases,
covered by copyrights and should be used with the same
caution applied to third party screen savers.

7. From now on, any queries etc on the website should be
directed at Russ Canning.

If you do not currently have a screen saver or would like to
see what backgrounds are available, please ask your computer
rep to show you how this is done.

New Services at Matlock
from John Trinick [SWKCL, Matlock]

Information for Basingstoke Staff
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Matlock Office has recently acquired new services that may
be useful to other Offices.

There will be no sandwich delivery to Scott House or
Network House after 24 December until Monday 4 January
1999. The local sandwich bar will also be closed during the
same period.

•

•

Spice up your business flights Gary Chadbum has a
private pilot’s licence and says that we could hire a plane,
paying for flying hours only, and save costs on travel
compared with rail travel/hotels for 2/3 people travelling
to Scotland, say; orjust give your staff a Christmas treat!
-

Hanoi on your itinerary?- Ton Chau is Vietnamese, and
a British citizen, so is fluent in English and Vietnamese.
He is now working as a Graduate Trainee in the Matlock
Traffic Engineering Section and would welcome the
chance to make use of his language skills.

Whilst we have had a good response to previous publicity for
our Street Lighting Design Team, we would like more lighting
maintenance or design work and look forward to you lighting
up our life by contacting us before outside consultants.

Windows in Scott House will be cleaned on
2 January 1999.

Courier Alert!
Please be aware that next day and overseas couriers will not
be operating a normal service over the Christmas period.
Same day couriers will be unaffected.
Should you require a courier between 24 December and 4
January please contact Kerri Periam, Pam Mcintosh or Jackie
Constable for advice.

Windows 95 Screen Savers
Stephen Leach [Computing Services, SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Durban Offices Christmas Shutdown

With the rollout of Windows 95 now under way, it is worth
reminding staff about using screen savers on Scott Wilson
PCs.
Windows 95 comes with several different types of screen
savers which users can simply apply themselves. These screen
savers can be customised in hundreds of different ways until
users have something that is pleasing to them. Screen savers,

Please be advised that the Durban offices will close for the
Christmas shutdown on Friday 18th December 1998 and re
open on Monday 4th January 1999.
The Directors and Staff of Scott Wilson Durban wish you and
your families warm Seasons Greetings and a Prosperous 1999.
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CIRIA Design Manual

CIRIA have just published a Design Manual on Waste
Minimisation and Recycling in Construction. This manual
was written by Peter Guthrie and Stuart Coventry as part of
the ongoing environmentally related work for CIRIA. If you
would like to discuss the application of the manual please
contact Stuart Coventry in Basingstoke.

The HA have recently published the Prequalification
Document for the Traffic Control Centres (the ‘regional’ has
been dropped) which is designed to provide sufficient
information to enable potential bidders to form into
appropriate groups with all the required skills, for the
purposes of subsequent tendering.
The project is a PFJIPPP which requires the following services
to be provided:
•

Whatc Go/rig’ On?
Scales As £3million+; B: £600,000 -£2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 £59,999;
Es less than £6,000

•

T & L at Home and Abroad
from Malcolm George [SWRC, Abingdon]

•

The Tourism and Leisure division are busy on a range of
projects concerned with the tourism potential of our national
heritage. These include:

•

-

•

•
•
•
•

A development strategy for the SS Great Britain in Bristol,
to accompany the major Heritage Lottery bid for the
preservation of Brunel’s historic ship. (D)
A feasibility study into a new business centre/visitor centre
for the Jewellery Quarter in Birmingham. (D)
The tourist potential of Chichester Canal Basin (E)
The second phase of work for British Gas in developing a
new National Gas Museum in Leicestershire. (D)
Work is also just starting on a recreational survey of the
Cricklade Corridor and on the tourism and recreational
potential of the Wilts and Berks Canal.

We are also just waiting confirmation for a feasibility study
into a new heritage attraction based on the Battle of Britain
story at Biggin Hill, adjacent to Bernie Ecclestone’s new
international HQ for Formula One. (D) (The local council
are trying to get him to contribute to the cost of a study It
would also be nice to put the case to him for a permanent
visitor centre for FT racing!)
-

The Edinburgh team are providing tourism input into the Fife
Rail Study for Scott Wilson (Scotland) and are undertaking a
review of tourism signposting in Northern Ireland (D).
Abroad we are contributing a review of international theme
park developments for the major North Lantau study that has
been won by Scott Wilson Hong Kong (D) and have just
been commissioned by the Botswana Government to advise
them on the establishment of a new Tourism Authority and
the setting up of a Tourism Grants scheme. (Thanks to the
help from the Gaborone office). (C)

Regional Traffic Control Centres
from Tony King [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Scott Wilson and Scott Neale have for some time been
advising the Highways Agency on the procurement of the
RTCC Project, which will provide the HA with a strategic
traffic management system for the motorway and core trunk
road network. This is an extremely complex project, which is
seen by I-IA as a high priority project of major importance.

•

•

•

design, install, maintain, operate and develop a strategic
traffic management system for the system of nationally
important motorways and trunk roads in England (the
core network);
provide strategic traffic management of the core network
under the direction of the awarding authority and using
the national strategic traffic management system;
provide core network management information to the
awarding authority and other network operators
designated by the awarding authority;
provide a basis for increasing the quality and availability
of traveller information relating to the core network and
encourage the use of this information by third party
travel information service providers;
provide information to the police service and other
relevant organisations, to enable better management of
the core network in terms of both safety and efficiency;
further develop and operate the Traffic Information
Highway, an open communications environment that
allows traffic information from multiple sources (and in
various formats) to be accessed and exchanged; and
provide the necessary finance to deliver the services
described above.

Shortlisted bidders are expected to be announced early in
1999 and the issue of the Invitation to Negotiate is to take
place in Spring 1999. The target date for award of contract
is Spring 2000. It is envisaged that the contract period will
be 10 years, comprising up to 2 years to design and
implement the project, followed by an 8 year operations
period.
Project Director is Jerome Munio-Lafon with Mark Smith,
Neal Hattersley and Tony King having provided significant
inputs. Carl Bro IBI are the associated technical advisors.

A2/M2 Widening Project
from Ron Wall [SWKCL, Telford]
Scott Wilson have, in conjunction with Autolink Joint
Venture, prequalified to tender for the Design & Build
Contract to construct the A2/M2 widening from Cobham to
Junction No 4 in Kent.
The Project Road is mainly parallel and symmetrical,
widening to dual 3 and 4 lane motorway standard and the
new London bound carriageway crosses the River Medway
on a 1km long 12 span viaduct structure located between the
existing Medway Crossing and the proposed Channel
Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) structure over the Medway. The
project is closely linked with CTRL construction with
programming and construction planning being significantly
interrelated.

3

The construction contract will require refurbishment and
strengthening of the existing crossing and includes the
construction of a complex junction No whilst maintaining
traffic flows along the A229 and connection roads. There
are significant environmental and traffic management
dimensions.

new. Someone else will now be forced to take over the
responsibilities of organising curry nights, B-B-Q day and
Xmas lunch.

Prequalification was in four stages. An initial interest
submission stage containing relevant capability details, two
stages requiring presentations covering technical and public
relations/partnering issues, including a searching question
and answer session and a stage containing the completion of
a
demanding
questionnaire.
In
completing
the
prequalification stage it was possible for the Highways
Agency to reduce in number those wishing to prequalify
from 12 to 4.

All the staff at the Manchester office would like to wish
David Lyon a fond farewell and every happiness in his
retirement, after 39 years of loyal service with Scott Wilson.

Sharon wishes good-bye to all her colleagues.

When you’re walking through the Peaks,
or enjoying a glass of wine,
we know it will be hard to do,
but think of us some time.
All the best and enjoy.

The estimated construction cost of the road on a risk transfer
contract is thought to be in the region of £200 million.
Tender design will commence mid-January 1999, the
permitted design period is likely to be about 21 weeks and
will be undertaken principally within C Division.

Sports & Socials
Invitation

The project is being managed by Stan Johnston (Ch) and the
environmental Manager is Jo Hughes (Ba). Tender fees will
be in the upper region of group C.

John Taylor and John Bickerdike invite colleagues to join
them for a drink, to celebrate their retirement, at 12.30 2.00
pm on Wednesday 23 December at ‘The Skewers’ in
Basingstoke.
-

Moves
Vacancies

STARTERS

h

A warm welcome to:-

Nikki Heaver Assistant Administrator in Highways &
Infrastructure in Scott House

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Project Administrator (One Year Contract)

-

Leigh Kearsey Assistant Engineer also in Highways &
Infrastructure m Scott House
-

Glynis Cracknell Data Entry Clerk Accounts section in
Scott House
-

-

John Skinner Environmental Specialist who is initially
seconded to the Swindon office with a notional base of
Basingstoke
-

All the above joined on 14 December
TRANSFERS
Dorothy Bettesworth is relocating to the 3rd Floor in Scott
House as she is now Bob McGowan’s secretary.
Replacing Dorothy is Sharon Parfitt who can now be found
in the first floor Directors’ suite in Scott House assisting Joan
Kingett.

LEAVERS

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Sharon Farmer who departs SWSL Glasgow office on 18
December, after seven years and two months, for pastures

Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon are currently seeking a
Project Administrator to perform the role of Team Organiser
for the ‘West Coast Route Modemisation’ project team based
at Swindon.
This role demands that you will be computer literate (MS
Office), be able to type to RSA II standard and possess
excellent telephone skills. Being highly organised with a
methodical approach to coping under pressure will be second
nature to you.
You will be required to produce all relevant documentation
and correspondence to high professional standards, within
ISO 9002 quality systems. Other duties include general
A thorough
secretarial and administration work.
would be
fmancial
control
project
understanding of
advantageous.
If you are interested in the above position please contact
Alison White on (01793) 515262.

For Sale & Winted
For Sale: Vauxhall Corsa, 3 door, Merit, 1.7 diesel, Jan’98
R plate, Black, 17,000 miles £6,295
Contact Nigel Courbet, BAD Kineton (01926) 641554

-

-
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10 Division, Basingstoke have a quantity of Shannon Blic file
slings (the type used in desk drawers), surplus to our
requirements, also some spare ribbons type AP 11 for Canon
electronic typewriters.
If anyone can use these items please telephone Barbara on
Extension 402.

Accommodation Wanted: Anyone with a one or two
bedroomed flat to let in Central Basingstoke, from February
1999, please contact Peter Chaudhry in Basingstoke, ext 412.

individual or multi pages; zoom in and out, enlarge images,
print, fax or e-mail the image and retrieve any document.
The advantages are storage space saving, fast filing system,
quick access to filing system and easy retrieval.

Results of Ideas of the Month for November are attached to
this issue.

7houghrs foi the week:
To The Class of 93

Ieao telPVee

“So I say to you, my friends, that even though we must face
the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream.”
Martin Luther King (28 August 1963)

from Mark Lewis [SWR, Swindon]
Establish a database of all commissions undertaken by Scott
Wilson, with access for all permanent employees. Use the
database to record in as much detail as possible all Scott
Wilson commissions (national and international), eg. title;
scope of work; project description; Scott Wilson office;
business sector; location; client. I envisage such a database
being used to promote the wide diversity of Scott Wilson’s
worldwide capabilities by those not directly involved in
particular types of commissions. Client representatives may be
unaware of the our capabilities and an informed representative
will be able to sell the same.
Information that client organisations are working in a
particular (or new) sector may lead to further opportunities for
other Scott Wilson offices, which are sometimes seen as
disparate.

from Gary Withers [SWRL, Swindon]
“Everybody should believe in something: I believe I’ll have
another drink.”

CHRISTMAS JUST FOR FUN
STARTS f€RE!

A database is also an opportunity to sell our capabilities
within Scott Wilson. Do we really know what our sister
offices can do’? Marketing material is written in client speak
and in itself may not highlight all capabilities. A starting point
could be the ‘What’s going on’ section from ScottLight.
Commitment from each Scott Wilson office would be
required to ensure regular updates.

from Nigel Courbet [BAD Kineton (EWC)]
We all work in a paper generated environment! How many of
us produce hard copy documents and have a need to duplicate
the same for filing in different drawers/folders! locations. One
of the tasks of Establishment Works Consultant (EWC) on
MOD contracts is to control the client’s documentation. Over
the years files have been archived, documents lost resulting in
problems in retrieval of documents, storage space problems
etc. Is it not time we moved to the ‘paperless’ office with the
introduction of a Document Management System.

Following on from last year’s popular item “Would You
Answer To This Name” here are some more amusing
alternative names suggested by Word’s spell check. They
are all names that have appeared in ScottLight over the year.
Recognise anybody?

Norse Kitten
Sari Pinned
Nile Cabling
Parakeet Crests
Sunlit Maelstrom
Aim Mango
Wean Finally
Alligator Parkas
Mad Whatnot
Toes Harming
Ale Patron
Anthem Benign
and the appropriately seasonal ones:
Tinselly Hired
Santa Sings

Such a system would allow electronic filing of ‘in house’
documents; scanning of incoming documentation; indexing of
documents to suit individual requirements by drawer/folder;
both search and view documents on screen either by
5

V
Must-Try Fruitcake Recipe

1
1
4
2
1

cup water
cup sugar
large eggs
cup dried fruit
teaspoon baking soda

1 teaspoon salt
1 cup brown sugar
lemon juice
nuts
1 gallon whiskey

Sample the whiskey to check for quality. Take a large bowl.
Check the whiskey again to be sure that it is of the highest
quality. Pour 1 level cup and drink. Repeat.
Turn on the electric mixer; beat 1 cup butter in a large fluffy
bowl. Add 1 teaspoon sugar and beat again.
Make sure the whiskey is still okay. Cry another tup.
Turn off the mixer. Break two legs and add to the bowl and
chuck in the cup of dried fruit. Mix on the turner.
If the fried druit gets stuck in the beaterers, pry it loose with a
drewscriver. Sample the whiskey to check for tonsisticity.
Next, sift 2 cups of salt. Or something. Who cares.
Check the whiskey.
Now sift the lemon juice and strain the nuts.
Add one table. Spoon. Of sugar or something. Whatever you
can find. Grease the oven. Turn the cake tin to 350 degrees.
Don’t forget to beat off the turner. Throw the bowl out of the
window. Check the whiskey again. Go to bed.
Who the hell likes fruitcake anyway?

9. Where in London would you fmd the Central Criminal
Court’? and what is the name of the capital’s most famous
fish market?
10. Which British island is famous for its cats, kippers and
Keys?
11. In which year were all women over the age of 21 eventually
given the vote in Great Britain’? And what now is the
minimum voting age’?
12. Sweets, chocolates, toffees, nuts will be enjoyed at
Christmas, but why wouldn’t you fmd candytuft equally
delicious?
13. flex .4 quijbleum and Hedera He1L’c are both to be found in
British homes at this time of year. What are their more
common names’? And which, according to an old carol
“should bear the crown”.
14. Richard III couldn’t eat chips. Was it because of: chronic
dyspepsia, a dislike of fried food, or was there another
reason?
15. In The Twelve Days of christmas how many lords were aleaping? And what was the final present’?
Answers in the New Year!

CHRISTMAS QUIZ
1. “Christmas Eve and twelve of the clock” is the first line of
The Oxen, a poem by which poet and novelist born in 1840?
And what was his original profession?
2. Who is Cinderella’s boyfriend that is, before she goes to
the ball and meets Prince Charming?
-

3. In the Bible, which was the first miracle performed by
Jesus? And by what name was St Paul known before his
conversion on the road to Damascus’?
4. Who, in the 1640s, attempted to abolish the celebration of
Christmas?
5. Who was Prime Minister at the outbreak of the Second
World War’? And who was the great British political leader
at the time of the First World War’?
6. What was the gift which the reformed Scrooge despatched
on Christmas morning’?
7. “If music be the food of love, play on” is the opening line of
which one of Shakespeare’s plays’? And in which Italian
city is Romeo and Juliet set’?
8. If you are fond of Lady Sudeley, Charles Ross and James
Grieve, it’s said you may not need to go to the doctor. Why
not’?

$flTcrrp
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CAPTION COMPETITION
A small prize will be awarded for the best answer.

V

ANOTHER (WcRs.E?t) CHRISTMAS QUIZ

The Nativity Play
from Richard Field [SWKCL, Southampton]
Attending my son’s school nativity play this year, I discovered
the gospels had missed some keys details regarding the birth of
Christ. So I set out below, what I now understand to be the
truth
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was read by a narrator with a lisp.
Caesar Augustus issued a decree that a census should be taken
of the whole Roman world. And so everyone travelled from afar
to his own town, dressed as Morris dancers, and walking
around in circles. Joseph went, with Mary, to Bethlehem,
because she’d just got back from the loo in time. There was no
room for them in the Inn, so they stayed in a stable where the
miracle took place. And lo, when they were all settled in place
in the stable, Joseph waved to his mummy in the back row.
And there were shepherds in the field nearby, watching over
dancing sheep dressed in white tights. And lots of angels of the
Lord appeared to them (about a bus load consisting of the whole
of class 4) and gave their message. The shepherds, accompanied
by the dancing sheep, went and visited, and passed the new born
baby around by one arm, because the other was hidden inside
the blanket.
King Herod heard about the birth of the King of the Jews, so
sent several Wise Men (about 7 or 8, plus a few stray sheep) to
find him. When the Wise Men saw the star hanging from thc
ceiling by a piece of string shining in the East they were
overjoyed, for lo it had been freshly covered in tin foil for the
afternoon’s performance. On coming to the stable they bowed
down, dropped a crown, and presented gifts made from sticky
backed plastic, held together with copious Sellotape.
Outside the stars danced around in circles, holding a piece of
elastic, and constantly looking over their shoulders to take
directions from teacher. And lo the whole event was
accompanied by music from Jean Michel Jane, interspersed
with discordant singing by the choir from year 2. And it was
celebrated by the pulling of a large cardboard cracker, which
fell apart 5 seconds before the sound effect bang’ went off.

from Lisa Litchfield [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Replace the initial letter with a word to form a phrase, e.g. 9 p
of the SS = 9 Planets of the Solar System. Good luck!
(Answers in the New Year)
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13
14.
15
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

l3PinaRLT
2GofV
l3SontheAF
9GinaF
28DinaS
37PofWS
4 SonaDB
32PinaCS
2lCintheA
4 B(J,P,G &R)
5PontheSofD
3CintheF
64OAinaSM
8LonaS
l000MoftheGODofY
l3LinaBD
l2SoftheZ
3PonthePofWF
l4DinaF
3CV(F,H&C)
lO5EinthePT
3WonaT
6000RSinaL
8AT
lOYinaD

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

12RinaWCBM
4PinaB
l2AofJC
3PC(R,B&Y)
7BforSB
2ONinaD
4 OoftheW
18 AofC
2QinaC
22BonaST
8BHinaYinE
99RB
8SofCB
19NofCD
18 KL ofF
4RforaBinC
3M(A,A&P)
23PJ
2WonaPF
2OFOinaP
252OPinaG
6PinanIHT
42USP
5MB(G,H,C,Z&G)
6BinaR

A businessman hired a girl as his private secretary, but after a
week he noticed that she was no longer answering the phone.
He asked for an explanation and she replied: “What’s the point’?
Nine times out ten it’s for you anyway.”

‘

All this is written, and was recorded at the time by many proud
parents with camcorders, to show granny at Christmas, and that
we may bear witness.

An employee went into his Boss’s office and said to him “What
about a pay increase’?”
The Boss said “You could try your next employer.”

Thanks should go out to all who spend endless patient hours,
preparing costumes, songs, props etc for school nativities, so
that children and parents can have such fin taking part and
watching. Happy christmas.

yvy
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by
5p.m.onMondays. Tel: 01256461161 x285 Fax: 01256335 001
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256335001
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Location

From

1<

I/c/ca of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location

Name

(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staffin the
Europe. It is not for outside circulation.

operating,

associated and subsidiaiy companies in the UK and

SCO)TT
IL][G]H[T

Scot,

EWH5On
V.

*
1.
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Adobe Acerobat be used for all internal newsletters.
Richard Young [SW, Botswana] (167)

2.

Collate the options for despatch of documents and issue all employees with the information.
André Gilleard [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (167)

3.

1. Re-route deliveries through side entrance of Scott House, or ensure items are immediately
removed from Reception.
2. Have a display rack of company brochures etc in Reception areas of all offices.
Peter George [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (167)

4.

Consider production of a Scott Wilson promotional video.
Brian Sweatmore [SWRL, Swindon] (170)

5.

Electronic business diaries on the system.
Marion Ffrench [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (170)

6.

Change to a four weekly period basis for Conquest
Richard Hoyes [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (170)

7.

More room to be available on

Q

Form 107 for copy names.

Tim Dawe [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (170)

8.

Standardise JEN number characters.
Linsley Hird [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (170)

Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for November 1998. The committee hope that
you keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that
contributions are invited from all companies in the region.

Idea 5

£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * = a commendation

Electronic business diaries on the system.

SWRL are using a schedule system and the experiences from
there are being fed in, but there are no immediate plans to go
over to it. It but it is something that we will keep under review.
Idea 6

* **

-

-

Change to a four weekly period basis for Conquest

=

Accumulate
£25 can be claimed.

through commendations and an award of

There are no immediate plans, Richard, to move towards a 4
week period basis but there are current efforts being expended
looking at making months a whole number of weeks.
Idea 7 More room to be available on
names.
-

Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!

Q

Form 107 for copy

This will be taken into consideration when revising the form.
Idea 1

-

Adobe Accrobat be used for all internal newsletters.

Adobe Accrobat is being trialled between AP and Europe.
Whilst it is a free software package the problem immediately
would be in remote offices making sure they were able to open
Adobe format.
Idea 2 Collate the options for despatch of documents and
issue all employees with the information.
-

No, because basically this is what the
administration departments are there to do.
Idea 3

-

core

services

1. Re-route deliveries through side entrance of
Scott House, or ensure items are immediately
removed from Reception.
2. Have a display rack of company brochures etc in
Reception areas of all offices.

The committee are in complete and unanimous agreement with
the sentiments you express and deliveries should be via the side
entries of Scott House. If there are no representatives there to
take delivery then to deliver through reception area but
arrangements must be made to move them swiftly. We do not
want visitors to be received in an area looking like a warehouse
loading bay.
Part 2 All our offices should have display material available in
the reception area and this should as be up to date as possible.
-

Idea 4
video.

-

Consider production of a Scott Wilson promotional

Scott Wilson have considered the production of a promotional
video and occasionally revisit the idea when the situation
changes, but there are no current plans for producing anything
in the foreseeable future. As you may have seen from the
announcement of the DAFYD contract in ScottLight recently
we will be working on producing CD ROMs in preference to
videos and will be able to bring that expertise to bear when we
consider our own needs.

Idea 8

-

Standardise JEN number characters.

Not a lot of sympathy with this, Linsley amongst the
Committee. There was agreement that it is more common to
put the horizontal line through the 0 in computer language and
clearly all readers are asked to help data entry by adopting this
should they choose but apart from that administratively it would
be very difficult to ensure full compliance.
All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.
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Week ending: 8 January 1999

Attention All Staff!
Street Lighting Design
from Willie Burrell [SWR(S)L, Glasgow]

Job Description Database
from Bob McKittrick [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The Idea of the Week from Mark Lewis in issue 173 brings to
the surface yet again the hoary old chestnut of a job
description database. I reckon that Scott Wilson is a world
leader in developing databases of all kinds and then not
maintaining them.
Within SWKCL there is an excellent database which records
all, and more, of the information suggested by Mark. This was
developed by Tim Hunt and Alec Patterson in Overseas Roads
about two years ago and the responsibility for mounting and
maintaining information lies with the Directors who are
Discipline Champions. Although developed primarily for
SWKCL, all of the information on the use of the database has
been distributed to the other companies within SWHL and the
program is mounted on the servers in Glasgow and Swindon.
It is being extremely well used by certain parts of the
company and hardly at all by others. Information on this
database has been provided more than once in ScottLight.
We have the technology but do we have the enthusiasm to use
and maintain it?
Mark also mentions internal selling and this has been done
through the Marketing Book which was first distributed to all
Directors in May 1997. One part of that document, which will
shortly be available on the in-house intranet which is currently
being developed, contains single or double page statements on
32 individual disciplines within SWKCL. Each statement
gives a brief introduction, specialist skills, typical
commissions and key personnel/contacts. Again information
on the Marketing Book has been referred to in the past in
ScottLight.
I hope that this helps in the continuing debate on what
information is available within the company.

More CIRL& Events
from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have received information on the following events:
• The Environmental Balance
London
transport vs buildings
• Use of Business Excellence Model
Derby
• Effective Management of
London
Emergencies
• Moisture measurement in buildings Watford
-

More information from me on B/S ext 506.

To follow on from John Trinick’s item in Issue 173, we too
have a street lighting design ability. This resource currently
design lighting installations for rail station platforms and
access ways together with Low Voltage installations for
Commercial Developments. So if you have any need for this
discipline please do not hesitate to contact us via the web or
call me on 0141 335 3373.
*****

Tae ye a’ Sooth o’ the Border, fae a’ us North o’ the
Border
A guid New Year tae yin an’ a’, an’ muny mae ye
see!

Satisfactory Result at Bulford
from Oliver King & Ewan Craig [EWC Bulford]
On 23 November 1998 DEO (W) Contract Branch descended
upon Bulford Army Camp to check, amongst other things,
that we are complying with the Company Health and Safety
statement as laid down in the documentation submitted at
tender for the Establishment Works Consultants at Bulford.
Fortunately we received a satisfactory result which, although
not sounding exemplary, is the only category other than
unsatisfactory used by DEO (W).
Scott Wilson act as the on site facilities advisor to the MOD
for Bulford Camp. The DEO (W) H&S auditor also audited
the CDM regulation work, which Ewan Craig deals with. One
of Ewan’s duties as Deputy EWC is to act as the employer’s
advisor for all works which may or will be subject to the
CDM Regulations and to audit and monitor the planning
supervisor, principal contractor, designer, subcontractors etc.
The camp can have up to 20 CDM projects mnning together.
This was audited last year in a DEO (W) CASE Review and
was again passed as satisfactory by the DEO (W) H& S
auditor. Ewan has sent Ian Smith a copy of the CDM
Monthly Report so that a standard report format can be
created for the other EWC sites.

26/1/99
2/2/99
4/2/99

Electronic Timesheets
from Roger Durgan [SWKCL, Chesterfield)

11/2/99

I see in the Annual Review that Hong Kong are now using a
fully electronic timesheet system. Whilst not as sophisticated,
there is a very workable, but unofficial, electronic timesheet

on EXCEL available on the Chesterfield (Excelsior) T-drive.
Versions are available for the standard 37.5 hour week with
one or two continuation sheets and there is also a version for
those who work a non-standard week. Time is entered in
hours and minutes, Y-time is automatically counted and error
messages highlight differences between the time worked and
the sum of times for individual jobs. For those who would
like to try it the relevant files are:
EXCELSIOR\T:\TIMESHT\
Standard 37.5 hrs, one cont. sheet
stdrd_26.xls
Standard 37.5 hrs, two cont. sheets
3sht_26.xls
Non-standard week.
specl_23.xls
For further details contact Roger Durgan in Chesterfield (ext
246)

A Reminder for 1999
An Extract from Employee Handbook
from Elizabeth Wallace [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

6.2.9 Payment of Expenses
Claims for extended visits in the UK and relocation
expenses are to be submitted to the Personnel
Department on the normal expense form for approval.
Other claims, approved by a head of section, are to be
submitted to the Cashier on the appropriate form.
Since expenses are frequently chargeable to the
Company’s clients, the numbers of the jobs to which
the items relate and the items themselves must be set
out in detail. Items of expenditure must be supported
Claims, including all expenses and
by receipts.
allowances, are to be submitted within two months of
the date the expense is incurred. Unless there are
exceptional circumstances expenses incurred by
employees will not be reimbursed if not claimed within
this period. Where an assignment is prolonged interim
Expenses are normally
claims should be made.
claimed in arrears, but when expenditure is likely to be
considerable, an advance in cash or a cheque may be
obtained from the Cashier on the authority of a head of
section. No advance will be given if a previous
advance is still outstanding, without the permission of a
Director. When an advance is made, whether as cash,
travellers cheques or any other form, it will be subject
to an undertaking that it may be deducted from the
employee’s salary if it is not cleared within two
months.

Thank You!

Joim Bickerdilce thanks all his friends in the UK and overseas
Scott Wilson offices who sent their good wishes on his
retirement and for their generous contributions to his leaving
present.
Best wishes to you all for 1999.
TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Sri Lanka & Delhi

Gil Thomas

11-15 Jan

11-15 Jan
8-15 Jan

Adrian Tite
Joim Nutt

Ukraine
Washington

Whatc Going On?
Scale: A: £3million±; B: £600,000 -£2,999,999;
C: £60,000 £599,999; D: £6,000 £59,999;
E: less than £6,000
-

-

Azov and Taganrog Tacis Project TNRUS 9409
from Peter Ranger [SWKCL, Russia]
-

The project, together with our Belgium partners APEC, is
concerned with the development of Senior Management of the
two ports of Azov and Taganrog on the Azov Sea in Southern
Russia.
Our last project information brief was some months past so it
is time to bring you up to date on the activities and the good
news of a project extension. In November 1998, whilst in the
throes of preparing the ‘Completion Report’, we were given
the glad tidings that the project would be extended for a
further seven months. This was to further consolidate the
Senior Management Training and cascade some aspects down
to middle management. This meant that the Completion
Report would now be amended to become the Third Progress
Report and the project extended from December 1998 to July
1999.
The main reason for the extension is the success of the project
aims brought about by the experience of the Project Team and
the close co-operation with the Russian counterparts of both
ports. When we refer to the Project Team we include all the
visiting experts and the local support staff. A special mention
must go to all the Project local staff who have worked long
hours and have become deeply involved in the practical
developments of the ports.
Working with the two secondary ports has given the
opportunity, due to their size, to become very close to the
Senior Management from the General Directors down. This
has produed a relationship built on trust and mutual learning
that is so vital to the projects in Russia. Just being there is not
enough, to bring success you must be there on a daily contact
basis with the local counterparts over a long period. Although
this is not always easy it has been the recipe for success over
the last three projects in AzovlTaganrog, Novorossiysk and
Samara.
The main areas that have had excellent results are:
• Management Change and Restructuring
• Financial Management including Cost and Management
Accounting
• Investment Appraisal, Fund Sourcing and Strategic
Planning
• Marketing Development and Strategies
• Port Planning and Technical Maintenance
• Operations Optimisation
The vital area that was a significant milestone was that of Cost
Awareness and Cost Accounting where a ‘total absorption’
exercise was carried out for the entire port and subsequent
cost systems procedures adopted for future Management
Accounting methodology.
2

Farewell
We would like to take the opportunity to wish the Deputy
Project Manager, Elena Yakovieva, the very best of luck on
her promotion and new post as Project Manager for the
EBRD/EC Project Implementation Unit in the Port of
Turkmenbashy. Much of the credit for the success of the
Taganrog side of the project must be given to Elena. The hard
work carried out and the professional relationships that were
built by Elena over the course of the year ensured that the
project would succeed. Many thanks Elena for this project
and your last four years of input from the Project Team and
the Ports Management.

LEAVERS

I

I

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Martin Duris who left the London office on 31 December.
James Braithwaite and Alistair Tyler who left the
Basingstoke office with effect from 4 January.

Sports & Socials

Last, but not least, Happy New Year to each and everyone.

ANSWERS TO CHRISTMAS QUIZ NUMBER I

Congratulations!
to Paul Miles who is the latest CPR candidate to maintain the
tradition of first time pass at CPR for those who have
completed their Training Agreement in the Maritime Division
of Scott Wilson. Well Done!
To celebrate we have now packed him off to Angola to
supervise a hydrographic survey. Sun and sea in January
some have all the luck!

-

to Cath and Adrian Hudson who became
the proud parents of a lovely baby boy
named Samuel George, born on 15
December 1998, weighing 8.1 lbs, a
brother for Jacob
Love and Best Wishes from all your
Friends at Telford!

Thomas Hardy. Architect.
Buttons
Turning water into wine. Saul (of Tarsus).
Oliver Cromwell
Neville Chamberlain. David Lloyd George.
A huge turkey.
Twelfth Night. Verona.
They are all varieties of dessert apples and “an apple a day
keeps the doctor away”.
9. Old Bailey. Billingsgate.
10. The Isles of Man, where the cats have no tails, the kippers
succulent and the House of Keys forms part of the island’s
governing body, the Court of Tynwald.
11. 1929. Eighteen.
12. It is a plant of the mustard family.
13. Holly and Ivy. The holly.
14. Potatoes were unknown in Britain in Richard Ill’s day.
15. Ten. Twelve drummers drumming.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

-

How did you do?

Moves

See next week’s ScottLight for the answers to the second
Christmas Quiz.

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:-

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

Gemma Coombes who joined Accounts Department in
Basingstoke on 29 December as Accounts Assistant in the
Billing section.

Project Administrator, Grade 2.2

Alistair McNicol, Senior Technician, and Lee Cunningham,
Technician, who both joined the Highways & Infrastructure
Section in Basingstoke on 4 January.

Scott Wilson Railways Ltd, Swindon, currently have a
vacancy for a Project Administrator within their Civil
Engineering Design Section. There are two main functions
within this role: project typing and administration and
secretarial support to the Head of Civil Engineering Design.

Garry Chadburn, Senior Technician, Clare Gill,
Clerk/Typist and Helen Sims, Finance/Admin Assistant who
all joined the Matlock team on 4 January.

RETiREMENTS
We should like to wish the following staff long and happy
retirements they all left on 31 December:
John Bickerdike Basingstoke
John Taylor Basingstoke
Shirley Paine Basildon
-

-

You will need a working knowledge of Word 6, Powerproject
and Powerpoint, together with good organisational skills and a
flexible attitude. Secretarial skills and a good telephone
manner are essential and proven administrative skills would
be an advantage. Experience of working within ISO 9001
quality systems would be beneficial.
If you are interested in this position please contact Alison
White on 01793 515262.

-

-

3

SWKCL Personnel Department (Basingstoke) have a vacancy
for a Personnel Assistant. The primary duty will be the
administration of staff travelling and working overseas, and
all the various associated functions. Additional areas of
responsibility may be added as the post holder develops.
Candidates need to have a minimum of five years office
experience and must be proficient on Word and Excel. A
knowledge of working overseas and/or computer database
systems would be an advantage. This position requires
someone who is able to work to tight deadlines, often under
pressure and be flexible with their working hours, when
required.

Free School Books
from Jane Southey [SWKCL, Peterborough]
The Times newspaper in conjunction with Walkers Crisps is
running a coupon offer. The coupons appear on Walkers
crisps bags and in the Times between January and April 1999.
These can be collected by schools and redeemed for
children’s books.
I am collecting these on behalf of my daughter’s school and
would appreciate it if anybody can pass on any coupons
which they cannot use. Thanks.

If you are interested in this position please contact Alan
Morton.

Scott Wilson Railways are looking for Civil or Structural
Engineers at all levels who are keen to progress in the railway
environment. Experience in any of the following is required:
bridges, retaining walls, foundations, buildings, earthworks,
geotechnics and drainage. Knowledge of railways would be
an advantage but not essential.
We are also seeking a CAD Technician, qualified to HNC
level, with experience of concrete and steel structures. Full
training on Microstation will be provided.
Candidates applying for any of these positions must be willing
to undertake a secondment for a minimum of six months or if
they prefer may transfer to Swindon with the relevant
relocation package.
If you are interested in any of these positions, please contact
Diane Goddard.

What on your
Mina?

I

Disgusted of Tunbridge Wells
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As the head of a section that has more than its fair share of
deliveries, I would like to express my disappointment at the
“Ideas of the Week” Selection Committee giving a star prize
to the suggestion that all deliveries to Scott House should be
made to the side entrance. It is not that I disagree with the
sentiment of trying to keep Reception free of boxes but that I
would have hoped that the Committee might have looked
harder at the practicalities.
I will agree to accept deliveries at the side entrance when:
1)

a lift is installed in the back stair well (or the Committee
carry all my deliveries up 5 flights of steps to reach even
the first floor)
and

For Sale & Wanted
For sale: Honda Civic 1.5 LSi, 4 Door Saloon, Silver Grey, K
Reg [1993], Full service history and Honda extended
warranty. £5,250 ovno

Contact: Mark Lewis, Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon
Phone: 01793 515322
Email: mark.lewis@swrail.com.uk

Wanted
by Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]

One year old Grandson visiting for one week. Arriving
airport on the 18th January with parents but no car seat,
consequently desperately need to borrow (hire) car seat to suit.

2)

adequate workshop/storage space is provided for new
equipment.

I look forward to actions on these points!

from David Webb [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Further to the note in ScottLight on the Scott Wilson web site,
may I ask about the progress on the Intranet. Given its huge
potential for disseminating information about office
procedures, promotional info, data on “who does (and has
done) what (and how they did it)” and technical tips and
shortcuts, some of us are keen to start using it as soon as
possible and to tap in on the vast number of areas of expertise
(big and small items) that are locked up in people’s brains.

If anyone can help I will be more than pleased to receive a
call.
Thank you.
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from Rob Rushmer [SWKCL, Chesterfield)

Idea ofthe lVeek

Each year a number of graduates sit Civil’s CPR; each year
they have to write their Part A essay with little idea of the
style, content, etc of previous questions. I suggest that we
maintain a database of questions to be issued to graduates
when requested as they approach CPR.

from Jeremy Reece [SWRL, Swindon]
Issue all SWRL CONQUEST sheets with the additional West
Coast Route Modemisation tables on the reverse. At present
all staff are issued with single sided CONQUEST sheets as
standard and those involved with WCRM have to fill in a
separate two sided sheet with the first side broadly similar to
the standard sheet and the reverse covering WCRM work
only.

I am willing to be custodian of such a database. Therefore,
would all recent CPR candidates, who are willing to help their
future colleagues, please supply me with their Part A
questions. An indication of the reason behind the question
would help.

Since this is a major project and most staff at SWRL are
working on it, the change will save standard sheets being
wasted and unnecessary photocopying by staff trying to
combine the two types of sheets.

STOP PRESS
from Geoff French [SWHL, Basingstoke]
Allen Flatman is now the QA Co-ordinator for Scott
Wilson Holdings and also has overall responsibility
for QA in Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd. All
queries should be directed to Allen in Chesterfield.

[

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel:
01256 461161 x 285 Fax: 01256 335 001 e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
Fax No: 01256 335 001

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOHLIGHT/J/dea’
(continue on a separate page if necessary)

From:

Date

of the Week

V
._

-

please state which heading

Location

This is an Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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WTERCQMPANY saVi!cEs VAiLABLE

Samara Russia Services to Scott Wilson and Other Clients
-

Over the past four years Scott Wilson have built excellent relations with both Regional Government and
private enterprises in Samara City and the Region. Samara is very strategically placed as a major cross
roads and is designated by the UK DTI as the area for major investment. Scott Wilson has maintained
very close contacts with the Region through our local contacts and particularly SAMARACONSULT.
This Consultancy is supported and monitored by Scott Wilson Regional Managers.
What can SamaraConsult offer you as a Project Director or Manager working in the Former Soviet
Union? This will depend on if you wish to develop business, prepare proposals, train local enterprises,
assist your own business contracts, or just visit.

• Translation and Interpretation
• Russian/English or English Russian Document Translation Services (E-Mail or Fax)
• Excellent Rates with Experienced Translators
• This can be locally invoiced or through Scott Wilson Accounts
• Interpretation Services Interpreters able to travel to any location
-

• One-Stop Business Services
• Established Business Centre
• Registering Companies
• Legal and Legislation Clarification Services
• Business Contacts
• Arranging Meetings or Conferences
• Purchase of Equipment or Vehicles
• Employment of Local Staff
• Temporary or Permanent Office Space
• Temporary or Permanent Accommodation (Flats)
• International Hotel and Flight Reservations
• Local or Moscow Transport with Trustworthy Drivers
• Emergency Medical Services
• Training Facilities
• State of the Art Training Centre
• Conference or Seminar Rooms with Equipment and Training Aids
• Transport for Candidates (small or large groups)
• Computer Centre
These are just some of the professional services offered by SamaraConsult and if you wish to entertain
your business contacts then trips can be arranged in and around Samara.
For further details and contact names and numbers please contact Peter Frankham or Peter Ranger
through Scott Wilson London Office.
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Issue 175

Week ending: 15 January 1999

RETIREMENT SPECIAL
The end of 1998 saw the retirement of David Lyon, John Bickerdike, John Taylor, Brian McKenna, Mike
Shalders, John Henley and John Parkhouse. We wish them all well and hope they all enjoy long and
happy retirements.
David Lyon
Director, Manchester Office
Joined 19 April 1960 Retired
31 December 1998.
-

I first heard of Scott Wilson in
February 1960. 1 was working
for a small consultant in Sale,
Cheshire, when my boss asked
would I mind being seconded
to Scott Wilson’s Sandbach
office for six weeks. The deal
included 7/6d (37.5p) a day
I
subsistence and mileage for my scooter. On top of a salary of
£12a week how could I refuse. Two weeks later Scotts
offered me a permanent job, a salary of £12.10/week, three
weeks’ annual leave and, for the first time in my career, the
luxury of a pension scheme! Little did I realise how that was
going to affect me nearly 39 years later.
So what has happened over those 39 years’? Well, I’ve seen
the firm grow almost ten fold, worked in Sandbach, Kendal,
Belfast, London (three different offices), Lagos, Mombasa
and Nairobi, with visits to Hong Kong and South Africa,
fmally ending up in Manchester, a mere 30 miles from where
it all started. I’ve also seen the firm changes its name/mark
several times, so I suggest you all look out for another change
around 2005.
The details of my career could be split fairly neatly into two
parts. the early years spent designing and supervising the
construction of motorways in England and Northern Ireland,
with the latter, and major part, designing and being
responsible for the construction of numerous building
structures, including Dungeness B Nuclear Power Station,
Whitgift Shopping Centre, Coutts Bank, Mombasa Airport,
Shell-Mex House, Nottingham Magistrates Courts and St
John’s Shopping Centre, Liverpool. What strikes me most of
all as I look back over my career is not particularly the jobs I
have been associated with, or even the travel, but the people I
have worked for, or alongside, including clients, many of
whom still remain good friends into my retirement.
I suppose it’s only natural, therefore, that the jobs I recall with
special pleasure include personal contact.
Memorable
occasions were several meetings with Mrs Tie Wiata, wife of
the famous Maon opera singer, whilst I was designing the
support system for a Pouihi (Maori term for Pole of
Recognition) carved by her late husband. The 1 5m high, 5
tonne Pouihi can still be seen in the atrium of New Zealand
House in the Haymarket, London. Another involved the

carving of my head into a key stone, along with the client and
other members of the team. These are now located on the
fifth floor of Grand Buildings, Trafalgar Square, overlooking
Nelson’s Column., They say that everyone passes through
Trafalgar Square at some time in their life, so watch out, I’ll
be looking down at you!
My fmal ‘project’ was the setting up from scratch of the
Manchester Office six years ago. Well, thanks to the help of a
great bunch of people it’s now up and running with a staff of
about 25 long may this office and the rest of Scott Wilson
continue to prosper.
-

Now I have retired I will be able to devote more time to
walking in the Peak District, Lake District and Wales, Lions
Clubs International and Town Twinning activities.

John Bickerdike
Associate, Basingstoke
experience
After
with
consultants and contractors in
Canada, USA and UK John
joined the geotechnics division
in the firm’s brand new
Basingstoke office on new
Year’s Day in 1975. In those
days Scott Wilson’s strengths
featured roadworks and building
and he was kept busy for several
years on motorway projects (notably on Humberside) and
on tall buildings in London. The division expanded to a total
of about twenty people in the early 80s and as sole PE John’s
working life was both challenging and satisfying. A wide
variety of projects were dealt with worldwide and the desire to
travel (one of the reasons for joining Scott Wilson) was duly
satisfied.

John developed a specialism in expansive soils and applied
this in assignments in Oman, Saudi Arabia and in legal cases
in the UK. There followed a series of cases where he acted as
an expert witness the largest of which was for the plaintiff in
the Ransomes Dock warehouse collapse. There were many
defendants and the experience of being cross-questioned by
five QC’s in a row will not be forgotten!
-

John has been closely involved with the geotechnical
community, having served on the Committee of the British
Geotechnical Society, on the working parties writing the ICE
specifications for Ground Investigation and for Piling and on
CIRIA Steering Committees.

By the early 90s the ‘environment’ was beginning to be taken
seriously and John became involved with the new department
formed at about that time. This led, in 1993, to the first solid
waste management project
a wide ranging study in
Mauritius. This got off to a shaky start as our external
specialist, put forward by our co-consultant CDM was sacked
(unbeknown to us) just prior to contract award. After fraught
negotiations the expert agreed to come to us as a freelance and
there started a very fruitful series of waste management
projects in Mauritius, the most recent of which has just been
extended, Our waste management expertise for islands has
also won assignments in Guernsey, Seychelles and the
Grenadines. Replacements for John’s position should form an
orderly queue! (behind Barry Gore)
-

John expects to enjoy his planned early retirement. Pursuits
will include sailing, cycling, walking, swimmirg, travelling,
ornithology, reading, home and garden, attending classes and,
perhaps, some ‘good works’.

John Taylor
Associate, Basingstoke
The first ten years of John’s career
was with London consulting
engineers Clarke Nicholls and
Marcel. It was here that he gained
his experience in structural
a
becoming
engineering,
Chartered Structural Engineer in
1963.
In 1965 John joined Scott Wilson. Thus commenced his
diversification into civil engineering, working on power
stations in Nigeria and Cyprus, and on maritime and sewerage
projects. In 1969 he was awarded a Fellowship by Scott
Wilson and spent a year studying for his Msc Degree in
Bridge Engineering at the University of Surrey.
2 years as a Resident Civil Engineer in
In 1979 he spent 2Y
Cyprus, supervising the construction of an extension to Moni
Power Station. It was in Cyprus that his son was born; his
daughter was born some four months after his return to the
UK in 1974. His civil engineering experienced enabled him
to become a Chartered Civil Engineer in 1973.
Notable Scott Wilson projects for which he was responsible
are: the main office block for the headquarters of the
European Investment Bank in Luxembourg, Lilongwe Airport
Terminal Building Malawi, The Royal Opera House Covent
Garden, Gusau water supply Nigeria, and Dhekelia B Power
Station Cyprus.

The following three long serving Overseas Associates
between them have completed 107 years with Scott Wilson.
Their collective experience is a microcosm of the firm’s
activity over the past 30-40 years.
Brian McKenna joined in
1953 after he graduated from
Imperial College as an Assistant
under Agreement. After initial
structural design and materials
testing experience he gained his
first site experience on the Shell
Centre and the BEA hangars at
Heathrow. This was followed
by bridge design for the Ross
on-Wye bypass and the M6
Motorway.
In 1960 he moved to Hong Kong to take charge of the finn’s
materials laboratory. He was then awarded an SWK
fellowship to do an MSc in structures, soil mechanics and
foundations at the University of Illinois, USA. He returned to
UK to lead the structural design team for a prestressed
concrete pressure vessel for a nuclear power station. Between
1963 and 1971 he was involved in the design and construction
of sections of the Glasgow Motorway system. For the next 6
years he was involved in the design of bridges in UK, Nigeria,
UAE, and Pakistan, which included the Ouse Bridge, the
M180, and Lagos-Ibadan Expressway. He moved to Pakistan
in 1977 as CRE for the Jinnah Bridge in Karachi, before
returning to UK in 1982 as the firm’s Representative on
Terminal 4 at Heathrow. In 1984 he returned to Hong Kong as
CRE for the Tsing Yi North Bridge over the Rambler
Channel. On its completion in 1988 he moved to Turkey as
Deputy Head of the Kutlutas-SWK J/V carrying out the
design check and supervision of the Gerede-Ankara and
Ankara Peripheral Motorway, some 230km of dual
carriageway with a construction cost of £1 billion, the last
section of which has just been opened.

Mike Shalders spent the first 8
years of his career working for
consultants in Trinidad and UK,
and with the Ministry of
Communications and Works in
Tanzania, before joining the firm
in 1966. His first assignment was
as materials engineer on Coolidge
Airport in Antigua.

-

-

-

It was because of his diverse engineering experience that in
1987 John was given the task of developing the firm’s Quality
Management System. As QA Manager he prepared the
manuals which were published in 1988. The Basingstoke
office obtained BSI registration in 1989 and most of the
remaining Scott Wilson offices have since received
registration. John considers that the implementation of the
Quality Management System has given the firm a clear
operational base that reduces costly errors and provides
objective evidence to clients of our professional approach to
projects. A suitable legacy to leave Scott Wilson.

In 1969/70 he worked in UK on the design of the Teesside
Parkway and other roads, before moving to East Pakistan as
a member of the team carrying out a national transport survey
which was interrupted by the outbreak of civil war which led
to the formation of Bangladesh. He returned to UK where he
was engaged in the design of roads in UK and Africa. In 1972
he joined the African firm in Nigeria where he spent 13 years,
with responsibility for the design and construction supervision
of a number of road projects including trunk roads in Lagos,
reconstruction of the Ibadan-Ilorin Road, and several rural
roads. Other projects were Sokoto Market, Gusau surface
water drainage, and infrastructure for the new capital of
Abuja. In 1985 he went to Nepal as Team Leader for the study
of the Naubise-Mugling Road. Between 1986 and 1994 he
2

was based in Sri Lanica with responsibility for several
highway projects, and the provision of advice to the Road
Development Authority. In 1994 he moved to Vietnam to lead
the team carrying out the ODA funded National Highway
Study. Since 1996 he has been the Chief Engineer of Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick (India) with technical responsibility for all
work carried out by the Indian firm.

John Henley (of whom we unfortunately do not have a
photograph) completed his training with British Rail, during
which he spent 2 years working with refugees, and then spent
6 years as Chief Civil Engineer for a civils contractor in India.
He joined the firm in 1968 and spent 4 years as SRE on the
Apapa Road/Ijora Causeway in Lagos. In 1972 he moved to
Bangladesh as Chief Engineer on the Bangladesh Transport
Study, the project having restarted after the civil war. From
1974 to 1977 he was based in India as Project Director for
Phase Ill of the World Bank study into labour substitution in
construction. He then spent 6 years in UK as Head of the
Appropriate Technology Section where he was heavily
involved in the construction and maintenance of rural roads
using labour intensive techniques. During this time he made
missions for the firm and various agencies to Bangladesh,
Benin, Central African Republic, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,
Nepal and Rwanda. He moved to Nepal in 1984 as Technical
Adviser on the ODA funded Dhankuta-Hile Road. Since 1989
he has been involved in a number of projects in Nepal, most
notably the various stages of the study and design of the Arun
Access Road.
We wish Brian and Morag, Mike and Susanne, and John and
Anjeli a long, healthy and happy retirement, and our thanks
for many years of loyal support.

John Parkhouse has spent the
whole of his career in Highway
Engineering, he was one of the
last Articled Pupils and trained
under the County Surveyor of
Somerset. It was in those early
days that he developed his interest
in highway maintenance. There
were no yellow submarines then,
a new surface was considered
satisfactory if there were no
complaints after the County
Surveyor had driven through in his Jaguar XK 120 at a speed
unspecified! John recalls, too, his personal involvement in
setting out double white line systems on the A303 when first
introduced in about 1960 walking the centre line with a
heavy walkie talkie set on his back and a piece of chalk!

many years before he got involved in motorway design work.
He also assisted with designs for sections of the Stoke-Derby
Link (now A50) which by then had been downgraded to trunk
road status. This brought him into contact once more with the
public, a task which he has always enjoyed. It was during this
time that he met an aggrieved farmer who made it clear he
was not averse to using his shotgun. John’s ability to talk
about agriculture ‘defused’ the situation and after a long chat
beside a log fire and a coffee, he departed on good terms!
John transferred to Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick in 1981 and
continued in design work, initially on the Stoke-Derby Link
and then on the Ashby section of the A42. 1987 saw him as
Project Manager for the design of a complex suburban section
of the A50 at Stoke-on-Trent including the Meir Tunnel. This
required the co-ordination of civil, structural and electhcal
engineers and landscape architects and close liaison with the
local councils.
Interesting work with a difference was just around the corner.
In 1995 John was to provide engineering assistance to the
Highways Agency in the preparation of the 57km A50 DBFO
tender. John found this fascinating work. The opportunity to
work in Chancery Lane with top city lawyers and accountants
was to be a highlight of his career. Later, in the words of the
maxim, ‘having made the cake you must eat it’, John became
Site Representative for the A50 Dovendge new build section.
John found this a satisfying duty even though frustrating at
times, but the close working relationship with the Joint
Venture was one that he particularly enjoyed.
The call to renew acquaintance with maintenance work
eventually came in April 1998 when Scott Wilson took over
Area 14. John became Design Manager, a challenging and
demanding new post in a new office. The pace was rapid. In
just over 8 months he supervised the preparation of contracts
for 6 schemes worth around £9m, all of which will have been
constructed by March 1999.
John has witnessed many changes during his career in the
industry. He cites just three in particular, the computer,
quality of materials and working practices. gone for ever are
the days of 7 figure log tables and the measurement of SFC
with a Tapley meter in a smooth tyred vehicle.
The future? He hopes to devote more time to gardening,
cycling, walking and other countryside pursuits in Derbyshire
and beyond.

wee4:
contributed by David Lyon

-

Seeking new experience, he moved to Plymouth City in 1962
and soon found himself designing and supervising major
highway improvements. These were exciting times of rapid
growth but ground conditions were notoriously variable, from
sold rock through shales to filled bomb craters. It was whilst
in Plymouth that he met and married his wife, Jean.

“Retirement is when you stop living at work and start working
at living.”

By now the motorway era was in full swing so he moved on
in 1969 to the RCU in Derbyshire to find himself initially
involved with the design of a suburban bypass. It was to be
-
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Attention All StafF
Working Time Regulations
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

As part of the new legislation an employer is expected to monitor the working hours of their employees, including where individuals
have signed an ‘opt-out’.
What happens where an employee has more than onejob?
The regulations state that “Employers are required to take all reasonable steps to ensure that workers do not exceed an average of 48
hours of weekly working time. Such steps would include enquiring whether the worker was working elsewhere (or requesting that
they be notified on a worker getting other work) and, if they were, adjusting working arrangements accordingly. For example, if a
worker was working more than an average of 48 in total, when averaged over a 17 week period, the employer may wish to agree with
a worker that they are willing to do so.”
With regards to the above, may I request any member of staff who has a part-time job external to SW to notify Christine Haines
(Personnel Dept, Basingstoke) of the relevant details, to enable the appropriate records to be maintained.

PROMOTIONS
Working in Russia Advice and Comments
from Peter Ranger [SWKCL, Russia]
-

The Directors of Scott Wilson Railways are pleased to
announce the following promotions with effect from 1
January 1999.

To Technician (Level 1.2)
To Project Administrator (2.2)
To Assistant Engineer (2.2)
To Senior Personnel Assistant (2.3)

-

-

-

-

Jeff McChie
Kristy Roberts
Phil Deaves
Alison White

The Directors of Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) Ltd are
pleased to announce the following promotions with effect
from 1 January 1999.
To Level 4.1
To Level 3.1

Ian Hay, Principal Engineer
David Leith, Project Engineer

Conrtulattons to
promoted

gil!

neff who hin’e keen

Abingdon Office
from Linda Brawn [SWKCL, Abingdon]

Please note there are NO meeting facilities available at the
Abingdon office.
Editor: This suggests an idea of the week!

Missing!
from Alison Knowles [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
SPONS 1999. Please return to Basingstoke Library ASAP.

After celebrating over four years working on projects in
Russia I decided that it was time that I produced some hints
and advice for current and potential travellers to Russia.
When I say that I have worked there it means that the time incountry was on regular five-month periods that builds a fair
amount of experience. The document ‘Working in Russia’ is
available on request and currently runs to about ten pages of
hints and advice, how to do things and what not to do. These
ten pages will be added to as time goes by.
Example ‘After Hours’
There is much talk and media hype concerning Russian Mafia
and danger to life and limb that should be ignored but be put
into context. There is Mafia but in normal business you will
probably not experience it and recently, like most Mafias, it is
trying to become legitimate and therefore has front men and
several layers of cover. It is more prevalent in the big cities.
The danger to life and limb usually involves theft and should
be taken very seriously but this also applies to Europe. The
average European in Russia who goes about their business
with a carefhl and mature approach should not be affected.
This means keeping reasonable hours, dining in groups,
travelling with known drivers and keeping drinking to a
mature level. The regular use of one restaurant or bar,
particularly in large cities, should be avoided. You will be
spotted and followed and, if alone or with one companion,
possibly robbed. Do not forget the supposition is that if you
are foreign then you have money.
-

This does not mean that you cannot enjoy your time in Russia,
as many do without mishap, it just means that you must
consider your actions and plan your private time with
‘common sense’. Russia is a wonderful place to live and
work and is highly recommended to all.

Thank you.
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“OK who said we are a bunch of scaredy kats?”
TRAVELLERS
“OK dingo, come and say we are a bunch of scaredy kats to
our faces!”

Location

Traveller

Dates

Almaty
Bombay/Gujarat
Lusaka
Bahrain

Sharnmy Puri
Simon Thomas

13 24 Jan
18-24 Jan
22 Jan 2 Feb
29 Jan (evening)
1 Feb (a.m.)

“A kat is for life not just for Christmas”

-

Mike Le Gouais
Chris Sketchley

-

ANSWERS TO THE “WORSE?!” CHRISTMAS QUIZ

-

ConKratuiationsl
to Sue Bell, Principal Environmental
Specialist, SWRC, Edinburgh. who
gave birth to a baby girl on Wednesday
23 December 1998 Eleanor Grace at
8lbs l4oz. Well done Sue & Nigel!
-

-

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:

Melanie Smith
Basingstoke

-

Graduate Engineer in Water Section in

t

Claire Crosby Junior Admin Assistant in Environmental
section in Basingstoke who both started on Monday 11
January.
-

,

LEA VERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Sophie Watkinson who leaves Basingstoke office on
Thursday 14 January and to Rebecca Green, also in
Basingstoke office, who leaves on Friday 15 January.

Sports & Soc/ais
Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I intend to do a recycling paper run on Saturday 16 January.
If anyone has any paper for me could they take it to the
photocopier on their floor, or alternatively mark it for my
attention. Many thanks.

CHRiSTMAS CAPTION COMPETITION
The prize goes to Judith Rose in Chesterfield, who sent in four
entries: (It will be on its way to you shortly, Judith.)
“Hey look, is that our PRP Bonus disappearing over the
distant horizon?”

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

13 Players in a Rugby League Team
2 Gentlemen of Verona
13 Stripes on the American Flag
9 Gallons in a Firkin
28 Dominoes in a Set
37 Plays of William Shakespeare
4 Strings on a Double Bass
32 Pieces in a Chess Set
21 Consonants in the Alphabet
4 Beatles (John, Paul, George & Ringo)
5 Points on the Star of David (This was an error there
are actually 6 points!)
3 Coins in the Fountain
640 Acres in a Square Mile
8 Legs on a Spider
10,000 Men of the Grand Old Duke of York
13 Loaves in a Baker’s Dozen
12 Signs of the Zodiac
3 Plumes on the Prince of Wales Feathers
14 Days in a Fortnight
3 Christian Virtues (Faith, Hope and Charity)
105 Elements in the Periodic Table
3 Wheels on a Tricycle
6,000 Roman Soldiers in a Legion
8 Australian Territories
10 Years in a Decade
12 Rounds in a World Champion Boxing Match
4 Pecks in a Bushel
12 Apostles of Jesus Christ
3 Primary Colours (Red, Blue and Yellow)
7 Brides for Seven Brothers
20 Nickels in a Dollar
4 Oceans of the World
18 Age of Consent
2 Quavers in a Crotchet
22 Balls in a Snooker Table
8 Bank Holidays in a Year in England
99 Red Balloons
8 Sizes of Champagne Bottles
19 Novels of Charles Dickens
18 King Louis of France
4 Runs for a Boundary in Cricket
3 Musketeers Athos, Aramis & Porthos
23 Pope Johns
2 Wheels on a Penny Farthing
20 Fluid Ounces in a Pint
252 Old Pence in a Guinea
6 Players in an Ice Hockey Team
42 United States Presidents
5 Marx Brothers (Groucho, Harpo, Chico, Zeppo and
-

Gummo)
50. 6 Bullets in a Revolver
Did that one make your brain ache?!
5

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Resident Highway Engineer Cameroon
(Earthworks and Road Pavement) Grade 2.1 3.1

Negotiations are in hand for the civil works with a South
African contractor, and visits to Cape Town may be required
to inspect precasting works. Dredging and reclamation will be
done either under a separate contract or as a subcontract.
Removal of wrecks is also being arranged.

-

-

-

We have a vacancy for a Resident Highway Engineer (deputy
to CRE) based in the mountain location of Bamenda in
Cameroon. Starting May 1999 until September 2000.
The project is the construction of 50km of the Trans African
A major road with bitumen surfacing in
Highway.
mountainous terrain.
The successful candidate would have a civil engineering
degree but not necessarily be chartered, with a minimum of 5
years experience in road construction, age range is likely to be
28 to 35. Previous overseas experience would be highly
desirable as would the ability to speak basic French.
Conditions include uplift on salary, furnished house, vehicle
and additional leave. This position is suitable for single or
married status, although there is no suitable schooling in the
location.
For further information and to register your interest in the
position you should contact lain Snaith in Basingstoke (ext
441), as soon as possible.

The employer (our client) is Sonils, a JV between Intels, a
European offshore base operator, and the national oil
company Sonangol, who are probably the most influential
organisation in the country. The client is well established in
Luanda and will provide all accommodation, messing,
transport and office facilities.
Married basis could be considered, but bachelor may be
preferred. Although not essential, an interest in learning
Portuguese would be helpful.
1. Employer’s Representative.
Experience miii 15 years in heavy maritime and other works,
including dredging. At least 5 years in a senior site position,
including overseas. Preferably some experience in maritime
design and audit of contractors on site. Qualifications MICE
or equivalent. Must be resourceful and able to work with
minimal reference to head office.
-

-

2. Deputy Employer’s Representative.
Experience miii 8 years in heavy maritime and other works,
preferably including dredging, and at least 2 on site.
Preferably some experience in maritime design and audit of
Qualifications MICE or equivalent.
contractors on site.
Must be able to deputise for the ER during extended periods,
eg leave.
-

-

Marketing Support Assistant
The Basingstoke Marketing section are looking for a
Marketing Support Assistant to carry out the following duties:
•
•
•
•
•

Design of new project descriptionldiscipline sheets
Printing off project description/discipline sheets from PC
Ordering promotional material from other Scott Wilson
offices
Press cuttings, news releases
Respond to telephone requests from various Scott Wilson
offices

The successful applicant will have good keyboard skills (RSA
I equivalent), excellent communication skills, along with a
flexible attitude. A knowledge of Photoshop/Pagemaker
would be desirable but not essential.
If you are interested in this position please contact Sally
Mason on ext 210.
Maritime Works Site Supervision, Angola.

If you are interested in either of these positions please contact
Simon Thomas in Basingstoke.

For Sale & Wanted
4 bedroom house
Looking for a house in Basingstoke?
available to rent immediately. Further details available from
Hamish Goldie-Scot, BA ext 440.
Wanted: To rent as soon as possible, 2/3 bedroom furnished
house, Basingstoke area. Please contact Ken Periam, BA ext
508.

Chris White would like to thank everyone who came forward
with offers of car seats after his appeal in last week’s
ScottLight. He is now ‘sorted’!

An Employer’s Representative and Deputy are required for a
challenging maritime works project in Luanda Harbour,
Angola. The works comprise dredging 1.75 million cu. m.
from the seabed, reclamation of 20 hectares of land and
construction of a 400m long deep water quay wall. The
contract(s) will be under FIDIC orange book (Design-Build)
and are scheduled to last approx from Feb/March 1999 to
Mar/Apr 2000.
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Idea of the Week

What on your Mmci?

from Mark Humpage [SWKCL, Matlock]
from Elaine Overend [SWKCL, Peterborough]

Provision of ‘green’ litter bins in order to recycle the vast
quantities of drawings/paper which accumulates in offices.

Re. Bob McKittrick’s note about the Job Description Database
in Issue 174. I have no enthusiasm to use and maintain it
because I have not been provided with any in-house training or
any written instructions to try to follow as when I have looked
at the database I have not found it user friendly.

(Editor: Basingstoke office already recycles its waste white
paper thanks to the efforts ofDiana Clarke.)

Can this be rectified?

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel:
01256 461161 x 285 Fax: 01256 335 001 e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 335 001

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTFLIGHT/J/dea
(continue on a separate page if necessary)

Fronr

Date

of the Week

V
-

-

please state which heading

Location

This is an Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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Attention All Staff!
Whatc Going On?

Ross 1 Project
from Keith Wallace [SWR(S)L]

We recently received a very welcome letter from
Westinghouse Signals, Main Contractor and our Client, on the
Ross 1 Project, a £25m Re-signalling Scheme in the Glasgow
Area.
The first stage was successfully implemented during the
Christmas and New Year holidays in some of the worst
weather for thirty years.
In a letter to Hugh Blackwood, Westinghouse’s Project
Director asked to:
“personally pass on my thanks to Stephen Kerr and Alex
Davis who have shown leadership and commitment of the
highest standard”.
Stephen has acted as Westinghouse’s civil engineering and
permanent way co-ordinator looking after some £1 Om of sub
contractors inputs, whilst Alex in her inimitable manner has
assisted in chasing up the sub-contractors, including
ourselves!

Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 -£2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000

Forthcoming International Paper Presentation.
from David Webster [SWSL, Glasgow]

As a by product of our Standards Advisor and Auditor role for
the Scottish Office National Roads Directorate, the Glasgow
Office has been involved in the preparation of a design
manual entitled “Cycling by Design” which provides detailed
guidance on all aspects of catering for cyclists in urban and
rural situations.
The importance of this work has recently been recognised by
the organisers of the forthcoming 11th International Bicycle
Planning Conference- VELO CITY 99 to be held in Graz,
Austria and Maribor, Slovenia in April of this year. David
Stephens from the Glasgow Office is to make a joint
presentation with our Scottish Office client contact, Neil
Wands, on the forthcoming consultation document.
Good luck David,

Congratulations are due to both.

Lunch Time Seminar Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

-

perhaps you should buy a bike now????

Congratulations’
.
• •

TENSION CONTROL BOLTS LIMITED a leading company
specialising in “High Strength Friction Grip Bolts” are to
present a lunch time seminar to an audience in Scott House on
Wednesday 3 February 1999 at 12.30 pm in conference room
laJlb.
The seminar will consist of a presentation by TCB, followed
by an opportunity to ask questions. The meeting would
qualify for CET and CPD requirements so all, especially
Graduates, are asked to confirm their interest to me on ext.
350 as soon as possible so that I can make arrangements and
order the buffet.

Long Service Awards

Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who
received Long Service Awards during December 1998 and
January 1999.
Geoff Smith-Grogan
(SW Railways)
Val Thompson
Jim Baldwin
Cheryl King
Vat Hopley
Pat Jones

-25 years
-

-

-

-

-

10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years

-5.12.98
-

-

-

-

-

5.12.98
12.12.98
12.12.98
13.12.98
19.12.98

The following staff all completed 10 years service on 1.1.99:
Roger Dixon
Tony Ellis
Don Gazzard
John Harlow
John Harper

Frank Marshall
Mike Murray
Tracey Neal
Shammy Pun

-l0years
-10 years

Val Hopwood
Adrian McBain

3.1.99
3.1.99

on the course back in May 1996, I have never looked back,
and once qualified my business has consistently grown and
developed to the point that it has become increasingly
unrealistic to maintain the two work commitments even for
someone with my reserves of energy! Despite my fantastic
years and great, great times at ‘Scotts’, I have always known
which of the two commitments would have to ‘go’.
-

Congratulations to Lyn Clark from the Glasgow Office. She
has successfully negotiated the Institution of Civil Engineers
Incorporated Professional Review and can proudly claim to be
the first “Incorporated Engineer” within Scott Wilson
Scotland.
Well done from all her friends and colleagues
All your hard work was worthwhile!

in

Glasgow.

Having in addition started, very much on a part-time basis, a
MSc in Complementary Therapy (Bodywork Pathway) at
University of Westminster in September 1998, the Firm were
very generous in allowing me to reduce my working week to
three days in order to make studying possible. In reality, much
of the ‘freed time’ has been filled with treatment sessions,
which I’m obviously not complaining about!
By December 98, my ‘clinical commitments’ were such that I
requested in desperation, and once again gratefully obtained, a
further reduction, to a two-day working week, with a ‘review’
planned for the end of January 99. It has since been mutually
agreed that the best for all parties concerned would be for me
to leave as an Employee, on the understanding that I would
continue my involvement with Scott Wilson as a freelance
translator (and perhaps therapist?). Unfortunately for those of
you who were already sighing with relief at my departure, this
is alas NOT, repeat, NOT, the last you will see of me.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Lynne Dowling and David Johnson who both started on 14
December as Accounts Assistants in Glasgow.
Karen Templeton who started as a Secretary in Glasgow on
5 January.
Emma Paton who joined the Abingdon office as Senior
Secretary on 18 January
Simon Garrard who joined the Basingstoke office, also on
18 January, but will initially be seconded to Leavesden Spine
Road Phase II.

RETIREMENT
Eddie Feely retired at the end of 1998 after working for Scott
Wilson as an Inspector of Works since 1989, initially in the
Corby area and then on the Foston-Hatton-Hilton Bypass
before joining the site team on the A50 Phase 2 Site at Meir,
Stoke on Trent in 1995.
All his past and present friends and colleagues wish him a
long and happy retirement.

Sports & Soc/a/s

So the long-awaited, rather daunting, but mightily exciting
time has come. Despite obvious mixed emotions, I feel totally
ready and hungry for the challenge, and have complete peace
of mind that this is not only the right way forward, but the
only way forward. You simply cannot compare a ‘career’ with
what has become a ‘vocation’. I just feel very privileged
indeed to be in a position to make that choice. Nothing can be
as rewarding as to be able to help a person, individually one to
one, give them time and attention, see them improve, recover,
be able to resume a long-lost activity, and hopefully maintain
their re-gained health.
-

The object of this ‘advance notice’ (apart from filling
ScottLight space) is to let all my friends and colleagues know
that I am planning to hold an informal ‘au-revoir do’ either at
Network or Scott House, at the end of January or early
February (if they’ll still allow me in the building by then). No
date has been set yet (a) because I’m too disorganised, and (b)
because this cruel, nasty firm I still work for has had the
heartlessness to send my husband to India, thus actually
separating us!! I mean, how can anyone do that sort of thing?
So I would obviously like him to be back for the ‘get together’
(ooh, how cute). In other words, folks, watch this space.
The main ‘thing’ that will remain to be seen, is whether the
frustration of filling in a weekly time sheet will outweigh the
nightmare of filling in an annual self-assessment tax form!!
only time will tell...

‘Au-revoir’, not ‘adieu’

Vacancies

from Tanya Ball [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As some of my closest friends and colleagues at ‘Scotts will
have been aware of the writing has been on the wall for some
time, and now the right time has come for me to make the ‘Big
Jump’: after nearly 14 years, I will be ‘officially’ leaving the
Firm at the end of this month yes, January 99 to devote my
time and energy more professionally and more completely to
what has become an absolute passion: my sports & remedial
massage/neuro-muscular therapy etc. Since my very first day
-

-

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Senior Secretary Abingdon
-

The Abingdon office are looking for a Senior Secretary with
at least 7 years experience to provide support to the busy
team, including a Director. You will be pro-active, highly
2

organised and perform secretarial duties, often to tight
deadlines.

Anyone interested in this position should contact Mary Rook
on ext 216, Chesterfield.

Wide ranging duties will include: typing and production of
reports, computerised and hard copy file management, diary
and travel management, client liaison, project administration
to QA standards and telephone work.

For Sale & Wanted

You should have excellent pc skills (minimum 5owpm),
preferably some QA knowledge, and show initiative. A
flexible approach and an ability to prioritise work will be
expected. Supervisory experience would be desirable A
driving licence is essential.

Two bedroom country cottage available for short or long term
rent, furnished or unfumished. 3 miles north of Matlock. Non
smokers only please. Apply John Surguy at Matlock Office or
on 01246 590149

If interested please contact Diane Goddard on ext 507

Senior Assistant Computing Engineer
The Basingstoke Computing section are looking for an
additional CNA (preferably CNE) engineer, with at least two
years experience of Novell 3.12 & 3.20, extensive knowledge
of DOS, Windows 95 & MS Office to develop our Novell
based systems. This challenging role will allow you to share
third line support for all of the national based offices.
You will have considerable managerial and all round technical
skills, enabling you to configure Novell 3.20 file servers and
help recommend the choice of hardware and software. You
will also be involved with our year 2000 compliance
programme.

Results of Ideas of the Month for December are
attached to this issue.

i€

eoeeá:

“Deliberation is the work of many men.
Action, of one alone.”
Charles De Gaulle

Knowledge of the PC marketplace is essential, together with
one, or more of the following disciplines: UNIX, Windows
NT, Internet, Bridging and Remote Access.
A full driving licence is essential as visits to other UK offices
are necessary.
Senior Secretary, Basingstoke
An experienced and mature secretary, with excellent
communication and organisational skills is needed to provide
Director level support.
The role requires significant contact with national and
international organisations, therefore good communication
skills are needed. A high degree of accuracy is essential,
together with, ideally, some previous editorial knowledge to
prepare, co-ordinate and produce comprehensive documents.
Shorthand or audio, WP (Word 6) and spreadsheet (Excel)
knowledge must be demonstrated, combined with a flexible
approach to your working hours.
If you are interested in either of the above, please contact
Sally Mason on ext 210, Basingstoke.

Graduate Vacancy Chesterfield, Bridges
-

Based on current and forecast workload an opportunity exists
for an additional Graduate to join the C DBU Bridges team
based at Chesterfield. The ideal candidate should have gained
an interest in structures and bridges during their degree.
3

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by
5p.m.onMondays. Tel:01256461161 x285 Fax:01256335 001
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Date

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 335 001
FOR INCLUSION iN SCOTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Location

From:

Idea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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Employ competent professional Microsoft Developer to redo/revise/correct all
QForms/Templates on servers.
James Brown [SWKCL, London] (Issue 171)
Car pooling to and from work should be promoted, and a small monetary incentive offered.
from Michael Padfield [SWKCL, Peterborough] (Issue 171)
A quarterly prize should be offered as an incentive to staff to submit articles on our projects
for publication magazines etc.
from Tim Bilson [SWKCL, Basildon] (Issue 172)
Establish a database of all commissions undertaken by Scott Wilson with access for all
permanent employees.
from Mark Lewis [SWR, Swindon] (Issue 173)
Introduce an electronic Document Management System to control the amount of paper
documentation within the company.
from Nigel_Courbet_[BAD_Kineton_(EWC)]_(Issue_173)

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for December 1998. The committee hope that
you keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that
contributions are invited from all companies in the region.

* **

£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * = a commendation
Accumulate
through commendations and an award of
£25 can be claimed.
Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!
Idea 1- Employ competent professional Microsoft Developer
to redo/revise/correct all QForms/Templates on servers.
Some sympathy with the sentiment expressed but the committee
did not feel it was necessary to go outside the organisation to
satisfy this need. It is a question of those with the appropriate
skills being given the opportunity to do something about it. The
committee will seek input on this matter from Allen Flatrnan.
Idea 2 Car pooling to and from work should be promoted,
and a small monetary incentive offered.
There was a lot of agreement to the suggestion that Scott
Wilson should do more to promote environmental practices
within the organisation, almost a sense of guilt that not enough
is done at present. People getting to and from work other than
as single owner drivers using their cars is wholeheartedly
endorsed, though it is neither practical or affordable to
remunerate car pooling.
-

]DECJEM]B]ER ]1(9)9)8
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Idea 3 A quarterly prize should be offered as an incentive
to staff to submit articles on our projects for publication in
magazines etc.
This is something that comes up periodically and it used to be
that simply getting published was sufficient reward. However,
Tim, you quite rightly make valid points that highlight the
change that has taken place. We do not get sufficient articles
published, work is demanding of everyone’s time and as a
consequence the availability of good marketing material.
-

The SWHL Board are to be asked to initiate a reward scheme to
be launched once budgets are approved for the next financial
year. The outcome of this will be reported in ScottLight.
Idea 4 Establish a database of all commissions undertaken
by Scott Wilson with access for all permanent employees.
Bob McKittrick has already answered this suggestion in
ScottLight Issue 174.
-

Idea 5 Introduce an electronic Document Management
System to control the amount of paper documentation
within the company.
The whole committee agreed with your suggestion Nigel. That
is not to say that it can be achieved in the short term as the
investment required to implement something like this would not
take priority over some other current issue that need to be
resolved. Unfortunately an Award is not possible on the
grounds that suggestions must not relate to your current work
but a couple of credits is certainly felt warranted.
-

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.

I
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Week ending: 29 January 1999

Attention All Staff!
Scott Wilson Risks Brussels
Wrath Over Payment Delays
from Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]

This discussion will be relevant to those graduates pursuing
Chartered and Incorporated status, Technicians and Trainee
Technicians. Supervising Civil Engineers and Delegated
Engineers wishing to update their knowledge are also invited.

Chairman Bob McGowan and Director Peter Frankham
fronted what was editorially hailed as a brave act by going
public over the problems of late payments by the European
Commission for work done under the TACIS programme.
In an article published in New Civil Engineer last week Bob
McGowan illustrated the problem. An invoice had been
submitted for close to £1 million at the start of October 1998.
Current expectation for payment is mid-March 1999.
Peter Frankham in the same article made the point that “If you
are not paid for 150 days you are effectively financing the
project. On a project worth £1 .5M you can be financing to the
tune of300,000,” he said.
Scott Wilson has five ongoing projects fmanced by TACIS
worth about £3M in fees each year.
In a further development Bob McGowan has written to the
NCE to correct some of the journalistic spin given to the
article that was published. In particular he corrects the
impression that British Consultants had been warned that
complaints about late payment could ruin their opportunity to
bid for future work. No such warnings have been received by
Scott Wilson says Bob McGowan and, citing the BCB and
ACE, adds that, as far as he is aware, neither has any other
consultants.
In his letter Bob McGowan also makes the point that Scott
Wilson’s dealings with the Commission’s officials have
always been forthright and pleasant and that there are no
problems with the project staff. It just seems, concludes Bob
McGowan, that invoice processing is incredibly thorough
and slow. Scott Wilson have proposed changes to the
payment system to the Commission and are awaiting a
response
-

Basingstoke: 1 February 1999 Conference Room 2aJ2b at
4 pm.
Chesterfield: 23 February 1999, Conference Room in
Bayheath House at 4 pm.
Anyone wishing to attend please forward your name to June
Brown in Chesterfield or Val Hopwood in Basingstoke.

Association for Project Management
Thames Valley Branch
Special Meeting at the New Madejski Stadium
Wednesday 3rd February 1999
from Sue Moore [SWKCL, Basingstokej

Association for Project Management Thames Valley Branch
is holding a “special meeting” at the Royal Berkshire
Conference Centre at Reading, within the new Madejski
Stadium complex on Wednesday 3rd February at 5 pm.
The meeting will be in 4 parts, commencing with a
presentation on the building of the stadium, by Kevin
Underwood MICE, Senior Project Manager, Birse
Construction, followed by questions from the audience, a
short tour of the stadium and a buffet.
The nature of the meeting means that they have to impose a
charge to cover the room hire, buffet etc. This will be £5 for
APM members and £12 for non-members.
Numbers are strictly limited to 40 people, and places will be
allocated on the basis of receipt of booking forms and cheques
by 29th January 1999, members being given priority’.
For further information or to book a place, please contact Sue
Moore on Extension 418.

Meetings and Seminars

Lunch Time Seminar Basingstoke
from Peter Watt [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
SARTOR

To all Civil Engineering Graduates Peter Guthrie will be
holding two seminars for graduates and other interested
parties to highlight the major changes resulting from
SARTOR.
-

KRUPP MATERIALS HANDLfNG, a leading company
specialising in the handling of bulk raw materials are to
present a lunch time seminar to an audience in Scott House on
Monday 1 February 1999 at 12.30 pm in conference room
2A!2B.

The seminar will consist of a presentation by David Osborne
of KRUPP on their materials handling equipment, with a
particular emphasis towards Port Handling Technology. This
will be followed by an opportunity to ask questions. The
meeting would qualify for CET and CPD requirements. Please
confirm with myself (ext 394) as soon as possible if you are
interested in attending.

I would like as many people there as possible to help me cope
with the ordeal. After drinks I intend to stroll, or stumble into
town to have a bite to eat. If you wish to join me please let
me know so I can book the table.

Sri Lanka Office

All the staff and their families overseas, I apologise for all
those horrible flights, if it had been up to me you would all
have gone Club class.

The Sri Lanka office has now closed down and we have no
Scott Wilson staff in that country.

I would also like to use up a bit more of this blue paper to say
goodbye to people I won’t be seeing or speaking to,
especially:

The Directors and staff of Pavement Engineering
great bunch and I wish you well for the future.

-

you are a

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

India

Bob McGowan
Geoff French
Gil Thomas
Adrian Tite

3OJan-3 Feb
3OJan-3 Feb
3OJan-3Feb
25 29 Jan
4 12 Feb
10- 12 Feb

Ukraine
Tanzania
Russia

I will miss each and every one of you. Best wishes to you all
for 1999.

-

-

Peter Guthrie

My newest acquaintances at all the EWC offices. I have not
known you long but rest assured you are not the reason for my
departure.

Congratulations!
to Phil and Em Wells on the birth of
Sophie Grace who was born on 18
January weighing 7 lbs 4 oz.
Em, baby and (tired!) dad are all doing
fine.

Moves

Sports & Socials
STAMPS
from Sergei Turceninoff [SWKCL, London]
The monthly magazine ‘STAMPS’ is at present circulated in
the London, Basingstoke, and Chesterfield offices to
interested philatelists.
This magazine is of interest to all philatelists, from beginners
to the experts, with articles covering all aspects of this
fascinating hobby.
Would other interested philatelists let me know if they would
also like to be on the circulation list.

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Averyl Johnstone who joined Scott Wilson Railways
(Scotland) on 18 January.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Senior Secretary Please note that the position advertised in
last week’s ScottLight for the Basingstoke office is a 1 year
fixed term contract position.
-

LEAVERS

I

Personnel Clerk SWRL
-

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Caz Spencer who leaves Basingstoke office on 29 January,
and who writes the following:
So Long, Farewell, Auf Weidersen, Adieu.
To drown my sorrows and to give you all the chance to make
fun of me, kick me for horrible flights I have sent you on, or
simply make sure I leave, I will be propping up the bar in
Magnums from 5.00 pm on Friday 29th January (my last day).

SWR Swindon have a vacancy for a part time Personnel Clerk
This role will have primary
(15 hours per week).
responsibility for timesheet checking and inputting, arranging
medicals and health and safety training, filing and archiving.
In addition there will be a requirement to deal with ad hoc
correspondence. The position requires someone who is mature
and discreet with an eye for detail. Previous personnel or
payroll experience would be advantageous.
If you are interested in the above position, please contact
Alison White, SWR, Swindon.
2

Engineers SWKCL
-

Ports & Airports section in Basingstoke require Level 3
Engineers to join their team. Previous port or airport
experience is not essential as candidates with general
infrastructure and road design capabilities would quickly
adapt. The work tends to have a management rather than
design bias.

ik
“Why aren’t there any Ideas, What’s on your Mind or What’c
Going On items this week? Or any real thoughts for the
week!”

If you are interested in the above position, please contact Lisa
Litchfield, Basingstoke ext 358.

Graduate/Senior Technician for Site Supervision Role
Nile Block, HMS Nelson, Portsmouth is a 9 storey
accommodation building, the full (3M) refurbishment of
which is due to start on site shortly. Southampton office are
Project Managers for the works, which are being undertaken
on a design and construct basis. An opportunity exists for a
graduate or senior technician, interested in site supervision
and quality control. It should be noted this is primarily a
Project Management role, and will suit someone able to work
on their own initiative as Scott Wilson’s representative on site
during the remaining 30 week construction period.

Note from Angela Lowle, Editor: If anyone has had problems
sending me c-mails recently, it could be because I have been
moved to a different file server. Computing section tell me
that ifyou normally use my e-mail address from your personal
address list you need to delete it and use the global address
list instead. That will then automatically re-register my
address correctly into your personal address list.

If you are interested please contact Val Barham, Basingstoke
ext 208.

Resident Engineer Kazakhstan
-

The Water Section are looking for an experienced Resident
Engineer to supervise a pilot water supply rehabilitation
project in Kazakhstan, part of the World Bank-funded Aral
Sea Community Rehabilitation Project. Work includes the
replacement of PCCP pipework and distribution mains,
extension of existing pumping station and construction of
storage buildings. Contract value US$ 6.3 million, start date
mid to late February, project duration 7 months.
You should be experienced in the supervision of construction
projects overseas.
Please contact Shammy Pun / Andy Scott in Basingstoke.

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale:
Playstation Game Command and Conquer: Retaliation.
Warfare Campaign/Strategy style of game, contained on 2
discs £25. This is the most recent version of the series and
will keep you occupied for weeks!
-

-

Contact Robert Milne, Scott Wilson Scotland (Glasgow
office)

Wanted: To rent as soon as possible, 2/3 bedroom furnished
house, Basingstoke area. Please contact Ken Periam, BA ext
508
3

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by
5p.m.onMondays. Tel: 01256461161 x285 Fax: 01256335 001
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
Fax No: 01256 335 001
FOR INCLUSION iN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Locatiorr

From

2<

J/deai of the Week
DateS

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location
Name
to
this
applies
do
want
to Idea of the Week only)
not
(You do not have to fill in this part if you
-
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Week ending: 5 February 1999

Attention All Staff!

Scott Wilson Pension Scheme
from Bob McGowan [SWHL, Basingstoke]
I am pleased to report that the Scott Wilson Pension Scheme is to continue.
This was agreed by the International Board and confirmed by the Trustees following the acceptance of the rule
amendments by over 97% of active members.
Employees who chose to opt out of the scheme as at 31.12.98 will be contacted during February regarding the
company’s offer of personal pension support.

Timesheets Y Time
from Maggie Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstokej

a platform for the presentation and further analysis of model
outputs. The GIS provides a link with a national database
containing socio-economic and demographic data. In that
respect, not only can accessibility contours be plotted, but the
catchment within an isochrone be depicted.

Could all people who input timesheets please remember to put
a rate of 01 (zero one) against Y-Time.

SWKCL’s Edinburgh Office Move

-

The list of corrections is currently quite long. This at the
moment is being corrected by Database Control Department.
We would like in the future to see this list of errors disappear
Many Thanks.
National Accessibility Model (NAM) Using GIS
from Anan Allos [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Mark Judd has been responsible for developing NAM over the
past few months. It has been used in South West Air Study
and might be used for West Coast Mainline Route
Modernisation. Many of our clients are aware of the model
and an article has been recently published in the technical
press. However, I was made aware that other sections in Scott
Wilson might not know of its existence and yet could have a
need for it.
NAM is a district based road, rail and coach access model
which can provide typical inter-peak travel time isochrones
between some 455 districts in mainland Britain. It can
compare relative costs between access modes and changes to
these costs. It is based on comprehensive national road and
public transport networks. Work is in progress to extend the
networks to include domestic air travel.
NAM has an integral GIS system (using ArcView v3.0) used
to provide both inputs to the network building process and as

With effect from Monday 1 February SWKCL’s Edinburgh
Office has moved to new offices above those of SWSL and all
future communications should be sent to:
Scott Wilson Resource Consultants
2nd Floor
23 Chester Street
Edinburgh
EH3 7ET
Tel: 0131 225 8655
Fax: 0131 225 8803

Lecture At The Insurance Institute of London
On Wednesday 17 March at 1.15 p.m. Paul Gray (Associate,
SWKCL) will be giving a lecture on the subject of ‘Latent
Defects: A Structural Engineer’s Point of View’ at The
Insurance Society of London, 49 Leadenhall Street, London.

Thanks from Kit Chick
Kit (SWKCL, Basingstoke) sent this note following her
recent stay in hospital:
“I would like to say thank you to all of you for the beautiful
flowers, good wishes, cards and presents sent to me. I
appreciate all these things very much more than I can
-

convey with a few words. I am glad to say I am feeling very
much better and i’m looking forward to seeing you all soon.”

to Angela Hogan, SWKCL, Basingstoke, who has passed her
CIMA exams.

TRAVELLERS

Moves
Location

Traveller

Dates

Manila
Warsaw
Denmark

Mike Jackson
Adrian Tite
Martin Nielsen

30 Jan 16 Feb
22 -26 Feb
11 Feb

LEAVERS
-

ILJi

Paul Miles who left the company on 3 February 1999.

7
Whatc Going’ On
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 £2,999,999;
C’: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000

‘Au-revoir’ Update
from Tanya Ball [‘ex’-SWKCL]

-

A68 Drygrange Bridge Diaphragm
Analysis and Assessment
from Grant Scholes [SW(S)L, Glasgow]
-

Following on from our assessment of this 6 span steel box
girder bridge, we have been commissioned by Scottish
Borders Council to investigate the diaphragms (which failed
the assessment) using a Lusas fmite element model.
This is the third such commission won recently and reinforces
our ability to provide advanced modelling techniques to
clients. The first analysis led to our paper “Diaphragm
Analysis of a Major Steel Box Girder Bridge” being published
in the proceedings of the 13th Annual Lusas User Conference
(Fee Scale D)
in Tewkesbury last September.

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Following my recent ScottLight entTy (Issue No 176), 1 am
now pleased to confirm that any or all of my Scott Wilson
friends and colleagues who can spare a few moments (or
more!) are warmly invited over to Network House on
Monday 8hI February 1999, any time between 12.00 and
14.00 hrs, to mark the occasion of my ‘change of direction’.
By all means bring your own packed lunch, but soft drinks,
hopefully in sufficient quantity, will be provided (please
however bring change if you wish to use the vending machine
the cappuccino is brilliant!).
—

Subject to ‘levels of occupancy’ on the day, it is hoped that
we will be able to use either the Conference Room or,
preferably, the larger ‘spare’ working area at the far end of the
office (better strategic position near the vending machine!)
I look forward to seeing as many of you as can make it, and
promise not to force anyone Out for a training run.

Hong Kong Study
from Gareth Heam [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As part of the Natural Terrain Landslide Inventory we are
undertaking for the Geotechnical Engineering Office, Hong
Kong, we have been awarded a small study to review the
potential to use remote sensing in the detection of seepages
and high groundwater tables on slopes in Hong Kong. Surface
soil saturation is seen by the client as one factor that they wish
to examine as part of their landslide susceptibility studies, and
they are looking at remote sensing in conjunction with other
terrain and hydrogeological considerations to give them some
assistance. If the review turns out to be positive we may then
be asked to undertake a pilot study.
Juliette Cox from Information Systems (Basingstoke) has
spent a hectic week-long fact-fmding mission in Hong Kong,
assisted by Steve Booth (SWKCL) and Mark Hatley
(SWHK.L). Mark and I have managed to show her most of
the watering holes in the urban areas of Hong Kong; the rest
she’s seeing from the helicopter!

Congratzilations!
to Bruce Lunn, Scott Wilson (Scotland) Ltd, Edinburgh
Office who was promoted on 1 February to Senior Engineer
(Grade 3.2)

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Technical Clerk Chesterfield
-

An opportunity exists for a part-time technical clerk to join the
Project Management team based in Chesterfield. Duties will
include maintenance of computerised records and prog
rammes, checking contractors and consultants accounts,
processing invoices, some routine correspondence and filing.
Suitable candidates will have an interest in computer work
and a good working knowledge of Microsoft applications
specifically Word and Excel. Knowledge of Project would
also be useful. The post holder will be required to work 15-20
hours per week.
Team Leader Design Matlock
-

A Senior Engineer, whose primary role will be the
management of a design team of 6-8 engineers and
technicians working on major maintenance schemes and
improvements to the Highways Agency Area 14 Network. As
Team Leader you will be responsible for the preparation of
schemes and the tendering process to award of contract,
working to a brief agreed with the HA, expected to maintain
day to day liaison with the nominated HA Project Manager.
2

Answers

Suitable candidates will be Chartered and have 10 years
experience in design including major maintenance projects on
trunk roads and motorways. Team leadership and project
management experience will also be essential, as will the
ability to supervise the use of Autocad and MOSS
applications.
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Engineer/Assistant Engineer Matlock
-

Engineer or Assistant Engineer to work as part of a design
team. Duties will include design and contract preparation for
major maintenance and improvement schemes, evaluation of
tenders and site supervision, working to a team leader.
Preferred candidates will have at least 3 years post graduate
roads design experience with Chartered status, although
candidates approaching Professional Review will be
considered. A knowledge of HA design standards and
computer design techniques is essential.
Anyone interested in any of these positions should contract
Mary Rook at Chesterfield.

Sports & Socials

For Sale & Wanted
Offer or exchange
2 for the price of 1 flights to Majorca
(Palma) from Gatwick between now and 15 July 1999, must
be booked by 15 February 1999, unwanted prize in The
Express “Everyone’s a Winner Scratchcards”. For further
details Contact Judith Rose, Chesterfield Ext 248
-

Wanted: To rent as soon as possible, 2/3 bedroom furnished
house, Basingstoke area. Please contact Keti Periam, BA ext
508

Whatc on your

MincL?

JUST FOR FUN

I

from Alan Coomber

3por the .ifference

We have been issued with some 30 revised pages of the
Employment Policy Procedures & Handbook. None of the
changes have been identified so, without reading every page
and comparing it with the previous version, no one has any
idea of what has changed.
Would it not have been possible to either have the changes
marked in the margin (any word processor can be set to do
this automatically) or to have issued a covering memo briefly
describing the amendments? Presumably if a topic is
important enough to the firm and its staff for it to be set down
in the Handbook then it is equally important that the staff are
made aware of any changes to it.
“I’ve got the perfect qualification for the job
my father is your boss!”
-

from Graham Thompson [SWKCL, Peterborough]
It would be useful if the Output Price Index applicable to the
ACE Conditions of Engagement could be regularly published
in ScottLight. The index figures are obtainable from the ACE
for each quarter of the year so therefore this is not an onerous
suggestion. It is possible that there is already a system in place
to disseminate this information throughout the firm but, for
those of us who are not included and have a requirement from
time to time for the index, publishing the figure in ScottLight
will be of assistance.

Attached to this issue is ScottLight Indexfor Quarter 4
(October December) 1998.
-

3

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by
5p.m.onMondays. Tel: 01256461161 x285 Fax:01256 335 001
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
Date

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256335 001
FOR iNCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Locatiow

From

1/dea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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A
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Issue

Date

163
165
167
&169
165
163
163
162

9/10/98
23/10/98
6/11/98
20/11/98
23/10/98
9/10/98
9/10/98
2/10/98

163
163

9/10/98
9/10/98

168
172

13/11/98
11/12/98

168
164

13/11/98
16/10/98

166
167
165
169
173

30/10/98
6/11/98
23/10/98
20/11/98
Xmas

164

16/10/98

167

6/11/98

166
167
164

30/10/98
6/11/98
16/10/98

166

30/10/98

170
170

27/11/98
27/11/98

F

A2/M2 Widening Project
A96 Corridor Study Inverness to
Fochabers
Ankara Motorway Project Final Part
Opened to Traffic
Annual Results PRP Implications
Appointment for Jerome Munro-Lafon
Armenia National Housing Policy Study
A Scott Wilson Double
(Jim McCafferty and Kim Candler
become Chairmen of ICE Local
Associations.)
Ashkabad Airport
-

-

-

173
164

Xmas
16/10/98

167

6/11/98

171
167
165
162

4/12/98
6/11/98
23/10/98
2/10/98

Fee Scales
Fife and South Tayside Rail Study
Financial Advice
Financial Management Training
First Aid
Flight Costs
Foster, Eddie Moves to India
-

G
165

23/10/98

GCHQ Success
Geoffrey Williams Travelling Scholarship
Scott Wilson Foundation
-

B
H
Biographies:
Ken Jores
Shaminder Pun

164
165

16/10/98
23/10/98

Birmingham Office
Build A Building Competition 1999

162
162

2/10/98
2/10/98

Hamilton Southern Edge Study
“Hidden Profession”, Our, Deserves
Recognition
HISTRIDE
Historical Interest at Rownhams House

C
Calzetti, Achille Adventures in Lesotho
-

Camcorder
Car Parking Basingstoke
-

CIRIA Design Manual
Coastal Group
Company Registrations
Computing Services Helpline, SWKCL
Coston, Josie

I
168
& 169
164
163
& 169
& 172
173
162
165
172
173

13/11/98
20/11/98
16/10/98
9/10/98
20/11/98
11/12/98
Xmas
2/10/98
23/10/98
11/12/98
Xmas

D
Dibden Bay Port Development,
Southampton
Dubai Office’s Success, An Opportunity to
Join in
Dubai Further News From
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

J
James Remiie Medal Martin Young
Jerome Munro-Lafon, Appointment for
Jores, Ken Biography
-

165

23/10/98

168

13/11/98

171

4/12/98

E
E-Mail “Name and Shame”
Environmental Sampling & Geotechnical
Equipment

ICE Appointments
ICE Meeting at Transport Research Lab
Ideas of the Month
September
October
November
Intercompany Services
Project Management in Scott Wilson
Railways
Scott Wilson Advanced Technology

-

K
Knowledge Management Day
L

165
172

23/10/98
11/12/98

London Office Conference Room Bookings
Liverpool Football Club Academy Indoor
Soccer Hall
-

Quarter

-2-

Issue

-

-

uS October

162
164
173
172
167

2/10/98
16/10/98
Xmas
11/12/98
6/11/98

164

16/10/98

Scott Wilson Foundation
Geoffrey Williams Travelling Scholarship
Scott Wilson Malawi Still Exists
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering US
Office
Scott Wilson (Thailand) Wins Rama 8
Bridge Project ...again!?
Scott Wilson Website
South East Wedge Masterplan Model
Spam the Consequences of a Diet of
Surgut Airport, Michael Jackson Constructs
or as it appeared
-

N

-

December

Issue

Date

M
Malawi Office New Location
Maritime Division New Projects
Matlock, New Services at
Matlock Team Reaches New Heights
MoD/DWA Farnborough Advisory Term
Commission
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Attention All Staff!
ICE Southern Association Committee Election
From Chris White [SWHL, Basingstoke]
Could I draw to the attention of those Corporate Members of
ICE who are eligible to vote in the Southern Association
Committee Elections that Andrew Friedrich is standing for
election. Kim Candler is the current Chairman and Scott
Wilson have a long tradition of representation on the Soi.them
Association Committee. It would be good to see Andrew
continue this tradition. Ballot papers are to be returned no
later than 26 February 1999 based on an order of preference
process.

the list and are interested in coming along, then give me a ring
on extension 270 and I will add your name to the list.

A Huge THANK YOU from Caz Spencer
This is a special message to all my dear friends and colleagues
at Scott Wilson who gave me such a wonderful send off. To
say I was overwhelmed is the understatement of the
millennium.
The true enormity of my gifts, Peters
presentation speech, the messages in my cards and from all
over the globe did not hit me until the following morning I
needed Pam and Jackie with their mops and buckets. I take
this opportunity to thank everyone for their generosity,
thoughtfulness and best wishes
it was very much
appreciated.
-

-

Chesterfield Basingstoke Voice Tie Line
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

For an experimental period of 2 weeks, starting on 15
February, the voice tie line bettveen Chesterfield and
Basingstoke will be withdrawn to allow the entire capacity of
the communications link to be dedicated to computer data.
The tie line will be reinstated at the end of the experimental
period.

Office Security at Scott House, Basingstoke
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Permanent personnel are reminded that when entering the
building before 07.30 hours, or leaving after 19.00 hours, or
working at weekends they MUST sign the in and out’ book
kept by the security guard.

The briefcase is already being put to good use, I’m even using
the bag it came in to carry my spare shoes. The elephant has
taken pride of place in my collection and the balloon is still
floating around the room.
Although I have started my new job, I am still being inducted
so cannot really comment on how the role is going.
However, my desk has not yet arrived and my laptop has
some of the software that I need missing, so some things are
the same everywhere.
I am really going to miss you all, so if anyone would like to
stay in touch I can be contacted at my home e-mail:
caz.spencer@lineone.net.

TRAVELLERS
Visiting Scott Wilson personnel and temporary personnel
must on all occasions sign in and out in the visitors book
located at Reception.

A50 Blythe Bridge to Queensway Phase 2
New Facsimile Number
Please note that as of 8 February 1999 there is a new fax
number for the above location: 01782 596 154. The old
number will no longer be available for use.

Location

Traveller

Dates

Warsaw
Tashkent

Sergei Turceninoff
Phil Pearce

20-25 Feb
22-26 Feb

Whatc Going On
7
Scale: A: £3million+; B: £600,000 -£2,999,999;
C: £60,000 -£599,999; D: £6,000 -£59,999;
E: less than £6,000

Graduate Essay Group Basingstoke
from Nicola Giles [SWKCL. Basingstoke]

Chuuk Airport Rehabilitation
from David Staniforth [SW, Thailand]

I am in the process of trying to organise an essay group in
Basingstoke, I have tried to e-mail any potentially interested
parties but, if for some unknown reason you were missed off

Get your old school atlas out readers as Scott Wilson break
new territory! Scott Wilson (Thailand) has spread its tentacles
into the middle of the Pacific Ocean and signed a contract

-

with the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) to undertake
the detailed design and construction supervision of an airport
rehabilitation project on Weno Island, Chuuk State. Scott
Wilson will be in association with SEATEC of Thailand
(lead) and EMS of Micronesia. Technical input (and site
visits!) will come from Basingstoke and Pavement
Engineering (KL).

Elizabeth Butler who joined Peterborough office as Graduate
Engineer on 8 February.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Ronnie Thomson travelled to FSM with representatives of
SEATEC and within 5 days concluded negotiations and
signed the contract. The project comprises the upgrading of
the existing runway, taxiway and apron, which is showing
serious signs of disrepair. Indeed only the week before the
visit Continental Micronesia (the only airline servicing the
island) had written to Chuuk State officials threatening to
suspend services if the runway is not improved
they
indicated they had burst 14 tyres in a recent two week period!
-

Scuba divers the world over know Chuuk by its former name:
Truk Lagoon, where the US Airforce sank the berthing
Japanese 4th fleet over a two day period in 1944. The Lagoon,
which is in the order of 40km in diameter, is now home to
some 60 sunken Japanese wrecks and dozens of planes.
Having signed the contract on the Friday afternoon, Ronnie
managed to squeeze in a couple of dives in the warm pristine
water (+30m visibility) and dived a near intact and upright
transport ship containing 4 Japanese Zeros in an accessible
hold, and a Japanese bomber also upright and near intact. A
long way to go and not a lot to do (no beaches or nightlife) but
if wreck diving is your thing Truk Lagoon must be
(Fee Scale C)
unbeatable.
-

(Hint: Chunk is approximately at 153

°

E, 7.5 0
N)

Congratzilations!

Andrew Bell who left the Basingstoke office on 10 February.
Darren Wren who left Maritime Division, Basingstoke on 2
February after a period of secondment from Nuttalls.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Transportation Technician
The Basingstoke Transportation Planning section need a
Technician to assist Project Managers within the section.
Work will include site surveys, data entry, spreadsheet and
computer analysis, desktop publishing and report compilation.
You should have experience in Word, Excel, desktop
publishing and hold a full driving licence. Knowledge of the
following would be advantageous Powerpoint, Project,
Freehand, Autocad.
You should be educated to A level standard (Geography,
Maths, English desirable) or have ONC (Civil Engineering
desirable) or GCSE’s (A-C grades including Maths/English
desirable).
Senior Transport Planner

Congratulations to Roger Dixon who is to be awarded the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy by The Nottingham Trent
University for a thesis entitled ‘The Membrane Analysis of
Pseudo-General Thin Shells With Respect to Cyclidal
Surfaces’, which concludes his lengthy part time research into
a proposed method for synthesising and analysing general
curved surfaces.

Basingstoke Transportation Planning section also require a
Senior Transport Planner to provide assistance with TIA’s,
modelling and project management. Experience of London
transport is an advantage. You should have the ability to run
transport models (QUEW, ENMEZ, TRANSYT etc).
You should have an MSc in transport planning/engineering
and have 5-7 years experience in transportation & project
management. Mobility to travel to LT a requirement

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Mark Smith, Lead EWC, and Ian Stewart, DEWC, who
both joined Windsor group on 2 November 1998 and will be
staff members as from 8 February 1999.
Tracy Bingley, Admin, who joined Beaconsfield group at the
end of November 1998.
Alistair Pitcher who joined Maritime Division in
Basingstoke for 6 months from 1 February on secondment
from the Environment Agency.

Senior Port Engineer and Port Engineer
The Basingstoke office requires a Senior Port Engineer for the
management of port projects and to participate/lead overseas
studies.
You should have proven experience in the port sector and be a
good study team leader/report writer with a good CV which
can be used in proposals.
A Port Engineer is also required to carry out the planning and
design of port and harbour works.
You should have relevant ports experience and preferably
have a second degree (MSc Maritime Engineering). You
should also be willing to travel.
2

If you are interested in any of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

employees to car share. Perhaps the cost of the new car park
could be put into a car sharing/public transport fund to help
people make the transition from car to public transport.

For Sale & Wanted

from Joe Melton [SWKCL, Peterborough]

Playstation games for sale:
Command & Conquer: Retaliation (2 discs) warfare/strategy
game -l5
Tenchu: Stealth Assassin (Age rated 18) £15

Expense claims forms should be available on the system as
are the Q12, Q13 etc. This will save on paper as corrections
can be made without scrapping the form and starting again.

-

-

from Aileen McAulay [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Both titles have been released within the last 3-4 months.
Contact Robert Mime Scott Wilson Scotland (Glasgow
office)

Alter Conquest to enable users to download information and
reports to Excel on their desktop PCs.

Wanted: To rent as soon as possible, 2/3 bedroom furnished
house, Basingstoke area. Please contact Ken Periam, BA ext
508

This would enable Windows printing, a choice of fonts and
formats, the production of charts and graphs, and all the other
bells and whistles available in Excel. Users would be able to
edit the format of the information, and discard information
irrelevant to the document they were creating for a more
concise, clear and professional presentation than is currently
available.

-

Whatc on your

MincL’
1

I

from Adam Symons [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Having seen that Scott Wilson have just put in a planning
application for car parking space for more cars I find myself
wondering why?
It is true that the Scott Wilson car park is permanently full,
and that many people cannot fmd a space when they want
one. It is also the case that the cost of extending the current
car parking area will be considerable. Therefore, should not
Scott Wilson concentrate on encouraging their employees and
directors to use other modes of transport to get into work.
Basing View has both good train and bus links, and it is not
difficult to cycle into the offices if you live within a certain
distance although the creation of bicycle racks would help.
Considering that Scott Wilson is meant to be a growing force
in environmental consultancy it would seem relevant that
something was done to reduce employees’ heavy reliance on
car use. There must be some form of encouragement to
employees to car share. Perhaps the cost of the new car park
could be put into a car sharing/public transport fund to help
people make the transition from car to public transport (idea
for the week as well.)

7hou9ht fot’ the week:
from Carol Middlemiss [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Sometimes when you’re feeling important
Sometimes when your ego’s in bloom
Sometimes when you take it for granted
You’re the best informed man in the room.
Sometimes when you feel that your going
Would leave an unfillable hole
Just follow this simple instruction
And see if it humbles the soul.
Take a bucket and fill it full of water
Put your hand in it up to the wrist
Pull it out and the hole that remains
Is the measure of how much you’ll be missed.
You may splash all you please as you enter
You may stir up the water galore
But stop and in less than a minute
It will look just the same as before.
The moral of this is quite simple
Do always the best that you can
Be proud of yourself but remember
THERE IS NO INDISPENSABLE MAN.

Th

Idea of the Week

1
V

from Adam Symons {SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Considering that Scott Wilson is meant to be a growing force
in environmental consultancy it would seem relevant that
something was done to reduce employees’ heavy reliance on
car use. There must be some form of encouragement to
3
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Attention All Staff!
Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) Ltd
from Hugh Blackwood [SWRL, Glasgow]
I am pleased to announce that Scott Wilson Railways
(Scotland) Ltd have been successful in meeting the
requirements of the Investors in People National Standard.
We embarked on the programme over two years ago as a key
plank of our business strategy and the experience has been
extremely beneficial in helping us to deliver organisational
change.

The meeting will now be held at 4 pm in THE LECTURE
THEATRE AT THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.

Change of Location for Nepal Office
Scott Wilson Nepal office has changed location from
Baluwatar to:
P0 Box 12104
Sachetan Marg
Baneswor
Kathmandu
Nepal

In making the award the Chairman of lIP Scotland said:
Tel/Fax: 00 977 1 480225
“Your achievement is a tribute to the sustained effort and
determination of your staff. By gaining recognition you have
signalled your commitment to best practice in managing
people toward their business goals. The standard will profit
both Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) Ltd and those who
work within it allowing your staff to fulfil their own potential
and allowing you to harness that potential for the benefit of
all.”
Our success is uniquely our own and we are all very proud of
it.
Special congratulations are due to Alan Nelson who took on
the management role for the project and delivered on
programme.

0

INVESTORS N PEOPLE

SWKCL Public Holidays 1999
from Geoff Redwood [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Attached to this edition of ScottLight is a list of the 1999
public holidays that will be observed by the English offices of
SWKCL. Your attention is drawn in particular to the
arrangements for the Christmas/New Year period.

SARTOR Major Changes
from June Brown [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
-

Would all members of staff who have indicated that they wish
to attend the meeting on 23 February in Chesterfield, please
note that there is a change of venue.

New Groundwater Regulations (SI 1998 No. 2746)
Impact on Scott Wilson Projects
from Shammy Pun [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

—

New Regulations derived from the EU Groundwater Directive
have been incorporated into UK legislation and these may
have an impact on some of the firm’s current work. To
highlight this I am summarising an article recently published
by the Solicitors firm, Simmons & Simmons for the interest of
project managers. In reading this please note that technical
advice on the impact of the Regulations can be obtained from
the Water & Environment Section.
The Regulations affect disposal of any materials to land that
will impact groundwater; there are two categories of
substances, List I which concern the most toxic chemicals,
solvents, hydrocarbons, toxic metals, most pesticides and
sheep dip; List II
less dangerous substances which
nevertheless pose a hazard to groundwater. These include
heavy metals, sewage effluent, remaining pesticides, etc.
—

—

In the case of the firms activities all road surface, car parks, air
fields runoff, disposed through soakways, ponds or septic
tanks could potentially affect groundwater and could require
authorisations from the Environment Agency. Road surface
runoff is considered to contain various concentrations of
hydrocarbons, lead, chromium, copper, nickel, etc. While
many of the more obvious disposals are already regulated
through the Integrated Pollution Control authorisation, the
new Regulations are different in several ways. They require a
‘prior investigation’. Although the prior investigation is not
defmed, it should comprise the hydrogeology of the area, the
suitability of the soils and subsoil to breakdown the chemicals,
the possible impact on the environment, the risk of pollution
to groundwater.

Project Managers may be interested to know that a risk based
environmentally friendly road surface runoff strategy was
developed by the fir-rn for roads and motor-ways in Poland and
that has been adopted as a national guideline (copy of a paper
published available). A CIRIA Report on control of pollution
from highway drainage discharges (Chaired by SW) gives
more insight. Exercises involving due diligence, to meet the
new UK Regulations, may be required by Clients and should
be recommended by us for our projects.
Any Project Director/Manager requiring further information
on the above should contact me in Basingstoke (or Mike Jones
in my absence).
TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Mauritius
Tashkent
Botswana

Geoff Byrns
Ruth Golombok
Ralph Cobham

21 27 Feb
22 26 Feb
1 5 March
-

-

-

I
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Car Parking

from Members of SWKCL, Chesterfield Staff
So, Basingstoke office is extending its car park to enable all
members of staff to park their cars at the office.
Chesterfield is the largest office outside Basingstoke yet half
the staff do not have official parking spaces.
Instead we play that well known game “dodge the
Chesterfield traffic warden” ! All car parks near the office are
for four hours duration only so at lunch time tricky
manoeuvres take place to shuffle cars around to other car
parks or sneak another four hour ticket £2.40 per day total.
The nearest free car park is half a mile away and the side
streets are very short stay or residents permit only and
no names
patrolled by demon wardens! Some of us
mentioned boost the warden’s pay packet considerably each
week!
-

-

-

Congratulations!
Long Service Awards

Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
all recently received Long Service Awards,
Nick
Joan Kingett
Magowan
Blake

David

Sharron Pengelly

10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years

January 1999
January 1999
1 February 1999
20 February 1999

41oves

Manchester office with a staff of twenty has one official
parking space or a “cheap” long stay car park nearby at £5.00
per day!
Anyone who considers using public transport to reach
Chesterfield each day from just one and a half miles away
deserves a medal as the buses hunt in packs of three on the
hour instead of every twenty minutes. It is quicker to walk and
fill your lungs with carbon monoxide or cycle and be killed by
one of the large trucks heading for Junction 29 at the Ml. So
much for integrated transport schemes!
It is time that funds were made available to improve parking
facilities at other offices in addition to Basingstoke.

STARTERS
A

warm welcome to:

Simon Windsor who joined Basingstoke Project
Management Section as a Technical Assistant on 1 February
1999.

or Sale &- lVantecl
Wanted: To rent as soon as possible, 2/3 bedroom furnished
house, Basingstoke area. Please contact Ken Periam, BA ext
508

Idea of the Week
from Ewan Craig [SWKCL, Met Office]
Client awareness of Scott Wilson is important for
recommendations, referrals, future invitations to tender etc.
We are missing an opportunity to use branded gifts to improve
client awareness. I have worked for other consultancies who
have successfully used branded gifts to advertise their name to
clients. Provided the gift matches the Scott Wilson brand
image, quality, purpose, etc then it will have the potential to
reinforce the Scott Wilson name. If the client values the gift
and sees it repeatedly, e.g. quality coffee mugs, mouse mats,
paperweights, etc, then the client is more likely to think of us
first for consultancy work. This targets known clients
efficiently and continuously until the gift is no longer of use.
Known clients form the largest proportion of a consultancy’s
workload.

2

I would suggest that branded gifts are made available to
people in contact with a client organisation’s decision makers
and people who influence them. This should save expenditure
on advertising and promotion and improve revenue to justify
the initial expense.

Reply ofthe Week
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
In response to the matter raised by Alan Coomber in Issue 178
relating to the recently revised pages of the ‘Employment
Policies & Procedures Handbook’ being issued without
annotations, I would advise that these policy documents are
intended not only for reference purposes, as and when
required by managers and staff, but have been written so that
they can easily be used either individually or collectively by
Project Managers for use within pre-qualification responses or
bid documentation when they are asked about the Company’s
policy or stance relating to specific topics/situations. For this
reason the changes are intentionally not highlighted in the
margin, as it is essential that documents are maintained in a
‘clean state’ for the best presentation purposes.

[

It had been assumed that staff who are holders of the
Handbook would not necessarily wish to be issued with actual
detail of what are mainly minor amendments picking up upon
the latest employment legislative changes, on the basis that the
majority of people appear to just prefer to refer to the
Handbook now and then to see what the up to date view,
practice or procedure is relating to a specific matter or
situation.
Nevertheless, as there may be a few individuals who would
indeed like to see what has actually been amended, there will
be a separate paper sent to all holders of the Handbook listing
the changes, which will be recorded on the ‘revision sheet’ and
can be retained within the Handbook.

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Mondays.
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SCOTT WILSON KIRKPATRICK & CO LTD
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 1999
ENGLAND

The following arrangements are published for the information of staff:

EASTER
Offices close at 5.30p.m. on Thursday 1st April and re-open on Tuesday 6th April.
Time Sheets: Book 1 day “Bank Holiday Leave” for Monday 5th April.

MAY DAY
Offices close at 5.30 p.m. on Friday 30th April and re-open on Tuesday 4th May.
Time Sheets: Book I day “Bank Holiday Leave” for Monday 3rd May.

SPRING BANK HOLIDAY
Offices close at 5.30 p.m. on Friday 28th May and re-open on Tuesday 1st June.
Time Sheets: Book I day “Bank Holiday Leave” for Monday 31st May.

SUMMER BANK HOLIDAY
Offices close at 5.30p.m. on Friday 27th August and re-open on Tuesday 31st August.
Time Sheets: Book 1 day “Bank Holiday Leave” for Monday 30th August.

CHRISTMAS/NEW YEAR
With only two official working days between Christmas and the New Year it has been decided by the
Board that, this year, all offices will close over the Christmas/New Year period. Accordingly, it will
be necessary for all staff to reserve two days Annual Leave to cover 29th and 30th December. Staff
should record the two days Annual Leave on their leave card.
Offices, therefore, close at 5.30 p.m. on Friday 24th December 1999 and re-open on Tuesday
4th January 2000.
Time Sheets:

Book 4 days “Bank Holiday Leave” for Monday, 27th December, Tuesday, 28th
December, Friday, 31st December 1999 and Monday 3rd January 2000.
Also book 2 days “Annual Leave” for Wednesday, 29th December and Thursday,
30th December 1999.

